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OUR COVER/ Norval M. (Rick)
Schneringer and Gloria Schnering-
er; right in the middle of an industry
r h u b a r b  t h a t  t h r e a t e n s  t o  d i s -
member the industry's trade asso-
ciation and strip it back to 'ground

zero.' The Schneringer's STTI firm
meets  SPACE head-on in  Las
Vegas this month, as both groups
offer competing trade shows during
the March 18-22'show week. 'Coop
Comments, page 4.

E Q U I P M E N T  T E S T S .  A s  w e
approach the March 'Show Of Shows'
month, there is a backlog of new equip-
ment sent to the Providenciales test
range to review this month. The USS
(Maspro) SR-2 receiver, a new 13 foot'domestic dish package' from Hero
Communications and a novel dish
drive and controller system from Draco
head the list.

GALAXY 1 TESTS are beginning to
look more and more like cable pro-
grammers could be involved in a mas-
sive 'insurance scheme'to cover their
F3R bets. Rumors about problems with
F3R operations have started, possibly
without foundation although past prob-
lems with other RCA birds suggests we
take a hard look. Coop Comments this
month.

TVRO FEEDS gets its fourth and we
hope final treatment, for now, as the
feed giants battle for position in the
marketplace. We rate all feeds tested
and look at the product from Omni
Spectra here, this month.

MOST OF US will be in Las Vegas,
sometime between the 18th and 22nd
of March. The future of STTI, and the
future of the trade association's part in
trade shows is on the line in this almost
surrealist ic intra-industry squabble.
CSD will be at both and we hope to see
you either on the floor, in the lot, or at
the'booth.'Come by and find out about
CSD/2 while you are therelCoop Com-
ments, naturally, this month.
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"When You Offetthe BestWarranty in
the Industryn You Have to Sell Only the

n BeSt EqUipment ." -Beyt Rose,president, BRSaterite
l a
!7* formula for success is simple: sell only the Optlonal Addltlonal Four Year "Futureploof"'"

finest TVRO equipment and stand behind it Warranty.
all the way. For the first time ever, TVRO owners 9an luy

Thaf philosophy is just as successful for our an extended warranty for their systems atlhe time of
dealers. Why not put it into practice for yourself, purchase, just like they buy for their cars.-I'or a
with our help? minimal cost, BR Satellite allows you to offe1lhis

Toll-free ordeilng. Same Day Shlpment. unconditional warranty to your customers. BR
Every product we distribute is in stock at all Satellite, backed by one of the world's_largest

times. If ybu call our toll-free number before zPM, insurance companies, will guarantee allelectronic
we'll shipyour order the same day. fuid unlike some components against any manufacturer defects for a
distributois, we're happy to ship C.O.D. total of five years (including the firstyear w{9h we

The Ultlmate Dealer Waranty. cover automatically). Contact us to discuss all the
Now you can offer your customers a year-long,

unconditional replacement policy on every
component of their systems, provided you order it
from BR Satellite.

Our warranty is an irresistible sales tool,
because it brings the scary, unknown world of
satellite TV firnrly down to earth.

We'll ship a replacement via UPS Blue Label, at
our expense, the same day you call us. We ask only
that the defective unit reach us within 10 working
days, afteryou receive the replacement.

At BR Satellite, there is no "turnaround" waiting
time. And only a bare minimum of your valued
customer's down time.

details of this unique plan.

Your customers will agree, it's a small price to
pay for "Futureproof" peace of mind.

Famous names.
We offer our free one-year replacement

warranty and optional four-year policy on all the fine
TVRO lines we sell:

MTI
ECI Antennas
NORSAT LNAs
Chapparal
Earth Terminals
Wilson Microwave Systems
USS Maspro
Luxor

Arunta
Sat-Tec
Seavey Engineering
Newton Test Generators
Satel lite Ground Components
ERI LNAJumoer Cables
Earth Station Accessories
Coax-Seal

These are the names your customers will re-
quest most. But don't worry. BR Satellite will not sell
to Your Customers. We protect you as a valued dealer
and proudly recommend you when potential buyers
call from your area.

Check our ads-they say "Dealers Only."

BR SAIELLITE COMMUNICATION
216-t1-Kingsbury Ave.
Bayside, NY 11364
272-479-6900

1-800-424-20L0
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CallTol l  Free 9:30-5:30 E.S.T. Mon.-Fr i .



BR SATELLITE is the distr ibutor in this i
who wi l l  replace defective WRO product with a new
unit .  We' l l  ship a replacementvia UPS Blue Label ,  at
our expense, the same d
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It all adds up

BRSatelliteis lffi |
Proud to be the I rj*i{*,:j r'--'i,- I
onlydistributor #
in the Eastern
United States for Norsat LNAs, and one of only
three distributors nationwide.

Quantity Prices Auailable.o
a

With Norsat's LNA, Your Customers Will See Less Noise.
With OurlYearWatrarty, You'll Hear No Noise

I From Them.

lntroducing the quiet one-the remarkable
Norsat LNA! Norsat has combined years
of experience with traditionalJapanese , a
manufacturing excellence to produce a I
low noise amplifier of exceptional quality. I

Quiet quality, for better pictures I
even on today's smaller dishes.
Degree for degree, dollar
for dollar, the Norsat is
simply the quietest, most
efficient LNA ever made.

Unique all GaAsFet
four stage dpsign (no bi-
folars) with min. 51 db gain.

Total weatherproof,ng-
precision milled recessed top couer;
c omput er- mille d aluminum b o dy.

Groundzd input probe for
maximum protection aga'inst

Triple sealed and
ruggedly mountedtype"N" outpl,tt connector

lnw VSWR resonator for transparent
irnpednnce match into thefirsl GaAsFet stage.

Separate pow er sufuPly board featuring
ultra- stable regulation with built-in prot ection
against polarity reu ersal, u oltage flurtuntion,
and statir discharge.

kta;ilable in 100', 90", 85o, 80o, and 75"
noise tem,peratures.

failures du.e to lightning discharge.
orhigh ambient RF ficlds. I F# .-'(n"ffi$f'':U:*,#l;;

I ,-- . 9y.jgpers are getting thei -,t customers are getting
i --"' best LNA performance
L--t &" 

for the price. | *- o,t.*s-*frf6

"li'fi

We Distribute Ttust."
Dealers Onlv.
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SHOW-Showdown At The Vegas Corral
Writing in an 'open letter'forum in Channe! Guide, Dan Berge of

Continental Satellite Systems took the industry to task for allowing
itself to become'divided'over the issue of twin, almost simultaneous
trade shows in Las Vegas this month. Reciting some American his-
tory, Berge suggested that a divided house is a weak house and that
ult imately' i t  would fal l . '

The issue before the industry lS division within the ranks, but the
show'issue' is a symptom, not a cause. This is not a'SPACE vs STTI'
issue; it is far bigger and much more complicated than that. The real
issue here is 'who is in charge of the industry?'. Ultimately, STTI's Rlck
Schneringer, now widely painted as a villain, may be remembered as
the'Paul Revere' who rode through the industry sounding the alarm.

In a new, upstart industry such as ours there is very little tradition
and very little order. Many of the so-called 'leaders' tend to think in
lerms of their own seliinterests first, their egos second, and finally, if
at all, about what is really best for all of the industry. This is not
unusual; the cable industry went through the same identity crisis as
recently as len years ago.

Rick Schneringer's position is that the industry is largely run,
dominated perhaps, by the presence of SPACE's VP and General
Counsel Richard L. 'Rick' Brown. Schneringer does not see Brown
as a'benevolent dictator' and recites a long list of real and imagined
woes which he attributes to Brown's position of power.

Brown would hardly deny his is a powerful position but warns those
who would question that power that open warfare, division in the
ranks, can only be taken as a sign of weakness by'the enemy.'This
tactic has been persuasive through the SPACE years and has tor the
most part silenced any open dissension from within the ranks.

The first threat to Brown's power came early. lt was back in 1980
when H. Taylor Howard was SPACE's first elected President. Late in
his presidency Howard became an unwilling player in a game of 'ottice

intrigue' involving an employee of Brown's law firm. The employee
had a difference of ooinion with Brown over'how SPACE should be
run.' When things got too hot for the employee, she made a mid-night
raid on all of the SPACE files (and some files that were not directly the
property of SPACE) at Brown's office and spirited them otf on a
cross-country plane trip to California. There she presented the files as
'evidence' of alleged Brown wrong-doings to President Howard.
Brown reacted with lightning speed, upon discovery of the missing
files and employee, and in a busy 18 hour day managed to gain legal
possession of the liles again, dismiss the employee, and in the pro-
cess place Howard in a very embarrassing position.

Channel Guide's Lloyd Covens accused Brown of holding the
industry'hostage'in a much read and often para-phrased editorialthis
past fall. Covens found out just how much power Brown wields within
the industry when a major portion of it came down on him with both feet
following publication of the editorial. Covens, it appeared, would think
twice before striking out at Brown again; a subject we shall return to.

Schneringer claims that Brown has a power-base that extends
over the full industry. Schneringer further suggests that the 'depth and
calculated use of that power base is a cancer eating away at the
industry's maturity.' The basis for Schneringer's claims is the way that
SPACE itself is structured.

The SPACE Board ol Directors ostensibly formulates policy and
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establishes guidelines for 'staff .' The 'staff ' consisted of one full time
employee, who happened to be housed in the Washington law firm of
Brown and Finn and who happened to be indistinguishable from any of
the employees of Brown and Finn who share the same office facility.
There is no real SPACE statf; a subject we shall also return to.

A free lance writer of some fame, writing in the David Wolford
satel l i te dealer publ icat ion this past December, suggested that
Brown's activity within SPACE amounted to 'conflict ol interest'; a
legal phrase that can mean several things. The article alleged that
Brown's oDeration of SPACE. as General Counsel, and dejacto
bossman, involved many situations where SPACE direction was gov-
erned by Brown's own personal (business) interests and not neces-
sarily by SPACE policy established by an elected Board of Directors.
We shall return to that topic, also.

The SPACE Board consists of nearly two-dozen people. They are
manufacturers, distributors, SMATV operators, dealers and 'consum-

er reoresentatives.' Control of the Board rests with none of these
'groups'; rather, control is in the hands of something called 'Pioneer

Members. 'A pioneer member is any f irm, or individual, wi l l ing to lay
$300 a month on the line as a membership fee. There are presently
approximately 40 such 'pioneers' and they account for around
$12,000 per month in trade association revenues. Pioneer control of
the board occurred in the sprlng of 1981. This was one of those
'crossroad' junctions for SPACE; broke, unable to pay its bills, it was
given a'pay up or I take a walk' ultimatum by Counsel Brown. Negotia-
tions between Brown and the then-paying members resulted in a new
'class'of members; Pioneers. The pioneers agreed to fund SPACE at
a fixed level oer month which in lurn assured Brown and f irm that there
would be money available for their legal bills. Brown, in turn, fashioned
the SPACE by-laws so that the 'pioneers' would control the trade
association. At the time pioneers were almost entirely equipment
manufacturers and they worried that without a trade association their
(very) young industry might be broken apart by legislation or lawsuits
initiated in the 'outside world.' Faced with this possibility, they saw that
a broken industry would no longer be able to support them in the
manner which they were just becoming accustomed to. The $300 a
month fee, far larger to each participant in 1981 than it is today, was
the salvation of the Brown and SPACE 'marriage.'

And so, we had the second'threat'to Brown's power, An unhappy
employee fleeing to President Howard as a refugee in 1980; a broke
and ailing bank account in 1981 . Brown saw both through to victory.

The rationale presented to the world for'Pioneer Member'control
of SPACE in 1981 was simply this; those who pay, play. The
pioneers were paying the bills, so the pioneers would be responsible
for running the trade associalion. That was before the trade associa-
tion attempted to broaden its base of operations. This happened,
again, because Brown made a move.

In the summer of 1982. Brown attemoted to divide SPACE into
three or perhaps four separate trade associations. Brown felt there
was great wisdom and strong arguments for making SPACE a 'master

t rade assoc ia t ion '  w i th  var ious  d is t inc t ,  se l f -govern ing  sub-
associations below the master group. Brown saw a master group
made up of big-money folks; those whom he perceived would be
willing to pay several times $300 a month in return for being elected
to sit on the Board of the umbrella control group. Below this upper
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echelon he saw separate groups for dealers, SMATV operators and
individual TVRO owners (i.e. consumers). At the root of his plan was
money; he believed that since the industry had handled the $300 a
month pioneer dues with such ease, there was probably a core group
willing to spend lar more per month if the need could be shown. To
'sell' the concept to the then-board, he relied on the arguments that
dealers were not getting a fair share of SPACE interest, that consum-
ers were not getting a fair share of SPACE interest, and that SMATV
was going to be a big deal; i f  SPACE didn't  put in an'SMATV division'
some other'upstart group'was going to move in as'competit ion. 'The
idea almost sold, but the Board was uneasy with Brown's concept of
four distinct and separate Boards of Directors, all in etfect reporting to
him. A group within the Board, led by Taylor Howard, beat the plan
down. As a substitute, a few seats were established on the Board for
each of the three categories suggested by Brown; dealers, SMATV
and consumers. When the smoke had cleared and the board had
been 're-apportioned,' the pioneers were still the majority and they
were still in control.

Rick Schneringer claims that Brown's motivations in the not entire-
ly successful attempt to create four separate Boards was monetary.
Schneringer paints Brown as a cash-driven entrepreneur who hap-
pens to practice law. Brown's plan, Schneringer maintains, was to
separate 'the men from the boys,' raising the ante for the men and
sending the boys to the minor leagues where they could practice being
men.

The 'deteat' of the Brown divisional plan may not have been a
defeat after all. Brown would, by the summer of 1983, have accom-
plished pretty much the same thing with his latest law-marketing-plan';
'The Super Fund.' That is a subject we shall also return to.

Let us return to numbers once again.
lf we today have approximately $12,000 per month being mailed

into the SPACE coffers by 'Pioneers,' what about the dealer mem-
bers? How much do they contribute to SPACE per month or per year?

Membership rosters are confidential, as they should be. Financial
staiements are not public. In fact, at Board meetings they are passed
around for inspection and then collected by Brown and Finn so that
no member of the Board leaves the room with financial statements.
Ostensibly, the statemenls are monitored by the elected treasurer of
the trade association. In actual fact, they are prepared by a Washing-
ton accounting firm using numbers handed to it by Brown and Finn.
The treasurer does nothing more than 'attest' to the figures.

Let us make an assumplion, nonetheless. Let us assume that
SPACE has various levels of dealer participation. David Wolford's
publication suggests that no more than 20% of the active dealer base
in the industry supports SPACE. We could probably calculate how
many dealers that would amount to, if we had faith in the Wolford
percentage, and, we knew how many dealers the industry has. We
have no such laith and no such knowledge. So our assumption is
that SPACE has 500 dealer members. We clearly label this as an
assumption.

Five hundred dealer members of SPACE, each paying $300 per
yearto SPACE to be in that 'club, 'amounts to $150,000 per year. With
that number in mind, recall that we have approximately 40 pioneers
contributing approximately $144,000 ($300 each per month for a total
of $12,000 per month; 12 months equals $144,000 per year). This
says lhat if our assumption is correct, or low, that the dealer mem-
bers are presently contributing as much to the SPACE gross
annual income per year as the all powerful pioneers, who presently
'control'the Board of Directors.

Schneringer has done this same math and he feels that the deal-
ers, whom he characterizes as 'the little people who make this industry
work so well,' are getting a very sharp point on a very short stick.

The oioneer control of the board is of course a hold over from the
spring ol'81 crisis where Brown gave the then-Board an ultimatum;
cough up regular, big bucks or he would quit representing SPACE.
Since he was writing the by-laws, he saw to it that in return for their
much needed support, they as a group would control the trade asso-
ciation. Some people seg.this as a conflict of interesl.

That the pionE"drs dominate the board by sheer numbers, that the
dealers make up but a tiny fraction of the board while apparently
contr ibuting as many 4nnual membership dues-dol lars as the

. pioneers, seems 'in conflict' and 'wrong'to many.
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ll there was a Brown 'Marketing Plan'for the pioneer program, it
has never been seen in public. Clearly at the 1981 crisis meeting held
in Chicago, he was hopeful of landing at least 20 'pioneer members.'
By 1983, the combined income from pioneers, dealers, and others
(consumers and SMATV) was characterized as 'inadequale to meet
the growing legal needs of the industry.' lt would be in the fall of 1983
that publisher Lloyd Covens of Channel Guide would carry this
rationale to his own logical conclusions, and he would conclude that
Brown was demanding more and more money from lhe industry in
relurn for bigger and bigger legal bills. Covens, as noted, came lo the
conclusion that Brown was 'holding the industry hostage.'

One of the Covens' concerns was that SPACE has the unusual
operating posture of employing an outside attorney (Brown) who
functions in a dejacto role as General Manager of the trade associa-
t ion, col lect ing the income, paying the bi l ls, signing checks,
managing the trade association's publications, running the trade
association's seminars and shows and handling all of the correspon-
oence.

This same issue bothered the SPACE Board in the summer of
1983. A committee of three was formed to develop guidelines for a
'General Managgr,'and some statf. Taylor Howard, one of the trio on
the committee, took lhe assignment a step further; he found a candi-
date for the job of General Manager. Brown didn't care for this
Howard step and a quiet but formidable impasse developed. Progress
of the committee ground to a halt, and at the SPACE Board meeting in
Orlando this past November, the original three man committee re-
signed and a new committee was formed.

Brown had his own ideas about hirlng a staft. His concept was
that rather than one 'strong General Manager' who would reporl to the
Board directly, he wanted a pair of people who would report to the
otficers. Brown is an officer. Brown made it clear he was not going to
be answering to an employee of SPACE or taking orders from an
employee. The program has drifted along since that time with spas-
modic attempts to 'advertise job available' announcements, largely in
the Washington, DC area. Schneringer has some thoughts on this
process as well.

'Brown would never stand for a General Manager who had either a
direct link to the Board, or, who could develop his own power base.
Brown MUST have a power base, which he totally controls, or he
might lose conlrol over the money.'

And some would see that as a possible 'conflict of interest.'
Board Member Peter Sutro of Patmar Technologies was con-

cerned aboul another potential conflict of interest last fall. As one of
the SMATV representatives on the Board, and as a businessman
working and residing in the State of New Jersey, Sutro had special
knowledge about the attempt by the state of New Jersey to regulate
SMATV systems in that state.

An SMATV system in New Jersey had been court-ordered to stop
construction on a private system located on private property. The New
Jersey cable television governing board, administered by state
bureaucrats, had decided that SMATV was really'CATV in disguise'
and they wanted to'regulate'SMATV as well as CATV. The SMATV
builder had first gone to SPACE, and, the National Satellite Cable
Association (NSCA) for assistance. Then he went to the FCC and
asked the FCC to rule that SMATV systems, like cable systems, were
exempted from state regulation.

The whole incident began when the cable television system
franchisee and operator, in the region where the SMATV system was
under construction, used its own legal muscle to incite the State of
New Jersey. Sutro and others looked into this aspect of the case.

'The name of the cable firm is Suburban Cablevision; one of
the ten largest single-system operators in the United States.
Suburban Cablevislon and its parent colporation, a Canadian
cable system owner, had legal counsel in Washington, DC. That
legal counsel was Brown and Finn. . . ' .

That Brown and Finn has clients outside of SPACE is no secret.
That Brown and Finn have clients in the CATV business is no secret.
That Brown and Finn might one day end up with a conflict between two
opposing clients was inevitable.

However, when SPACE prepared and filed its own comments to

)
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TO DEALERS WITH
FINANCING AND EXTENDED
WARRANTY PACKAGE.



NOW FORTHE FIRST
TIMEYOU GAN I

O

*RATE AS OF OCTOBER 5, 1983

SAIEIIITE FIIIATI|GIAT
PtAiltttilG G0RP0R[T|0N
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkway
Columbia, Maryland 21044

ADVERTISII{G
100u/o BANKRATE
FINANCING* PIUSAIL

PARTS &LABOR
GUARANTEEDFOR
THREE YEARS.**
oNo Down Payment
oNo Collateral Needed
oUp To 6 Years and Longer Repayment Period
o Flexible Paymenlsx {< :|.
o Low Monthly Paymenls{< :r :t x<
oNo Complicated Paperwork** {<*{c
oAll Current TVRO Equipment
Covered Under The Warranty Program

rUpon Approved Credil
rrrCuslomer Csn Changc Mode of P.ymenl Withoul Penrlty
fi$40.00 Deduclible - See Srmple Wrrrrnly
firrllluslrslion: A Typicol $251X).il System with 3 Yerr Wlrrrnly -$65.50 Per Month

Jl:s,:rI g{g-r3r:_D:!ul!gtrfst"'9,I9"9, jp_f'g:!-P'.,S'L _ _ _ _ _
SATELLITE FINANCIAL PLANNING CORPORATION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkway
Columbia, Maryland 21 044

Please send me information regarding financing and extended limited warranty
for the home TVRO user.

Telephone( )

Zip Code

City
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Parl 2=
SMATV HEADENDS

ALL Signals Not Created Equal
In our look at the SMATV headend in the February CSD' we were

concerned that our modulator-channel products would be compatible
with one another, and that as we added channels together (called
'combining') we would not create inter-action between channels on
the cable distribution plant. This month we will look at the unique
problems presented by local, 'otf-air,' television signals, and dealwith
the complex problems that come up when we are attempting to'mix'
both off-air signals and modulator-created signals into a single cable
'trunk.'

To understand how problems arise, you first must have a fun'
damental grasp of how the television spectrum is'laid out,'and, how
the average television receiver reacts when you present it with a
multitude of television channels; one after the other on the dlal.

Channels are grouped, one after another (i.e. adlacent) as fol-
lows:

A) Channels 2, 3, 4
B) Channels 5, 6
C )  C h a n n e l s  7 , 8 , 9 ,  1 0 ,  1 1 , 1 2 ,  1 3 .
We will make reference here to 'upper adjacent channel' and

'lower adjacent channel.' That works out this way.

SATELLITE DICEST

Within the channel, inside of that 6 MHz bandwidth that a TV
channel occupies with the NTSC television system, the channel is
sub-divided as shown in dlagram form here:

A) The video canier is on the lower side of the channel, actually
1.25 MHz'up'from the bottom of the channel proper (i.e.
channel 9 is assigned to 186-192 MHz and the video canier
falls at 187.25 MHz).

B) Precisely 3.58 (give or take a few thousand parts) is a color
'subcanier.' In our channel 9 example, this places the color
subcarrier at 190.83 MHz.

C) Then, 4.5(00) MHz above the video carrier is the sound carrier.
We are now at the 'top' of the channel assignment (1 86-192)
and we are only .25 MHz away from the lower boundary for
channel 10 (192 MHz).

The sound carrier from the lower adjacent channel (8 in our
example) will therefore be 1.5 MHz below the visual carrier for
channel 9; while the visual carrier for the upper adjacent channel (1 0
in our example) will be 1.5 MHz above the aural carrier for channel 9.
These are relatively close spacings, and this is a cause of consider-
able problems when you attempt to stack one channel after another on
a cable system. You are asking the individual television receivers to
properly tune-in the desired channel, and, to reject or ignore the

V I D E O

187.25
M H z

190.83  191 .75
M H z  M H z

INTRA-CHANNEL SPACING; COLOR (SUB) CARRIER lS 3.58
MHz ABOVE VIDEO WHILE AUDIO lS 4.500 MHz ABOVE
vtDEo.

Channel Upper Adiacent
2 3
3 4
4 none
5 6
6 none (FM band)
7 8
8 9
9  1 0

1 0  1 1
1 t  1 2
1 2  1 3
13 none

Lower Adlacent
none

2
3

none
5

none
7
I
9

1 0
1 1
1 2

The television receiver lunctions by tuning in the desired channel
(such as 3) and then shifting the frequency ofthat channel (sound and
picture) to an 'lF' in the 41l45 MHz region. The lF stages ot the TV set
are just like the 70 MHz (lF) segment of your TVRO receiver; they
provide selectivity, to separate out a single channel at a time, so that
the demodulated signal containing audio and video is 'clean' of any
interference from adjacent channels.

The 'selectivity' of the TV set's lF is not very great. When the
television set sees channel 3 in the lF, it will also see part of the
channel 2 information and part ol the channel 4 information at the
same time. The TV set lF is where a considerable amount of 'signal

gain'takes place, just as with your 70 MHz lF in your_TVBO receiver.
As the diagram here shows, all channels which are adjacent on

one or both sides to other channels have an audio carrierjust below
the desired channel video (i.e. channel 2 audio is appearing just below
the channel 3 visual carrier) and a video carrier just above the
desired channel audio (i.e. channel 4 video just above channel 3
audio).
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immediately adjacent channels on each slde.

Television sets were never designed, originally, to operate with
immediately adiacent channels. The FCC, wisely, in establishing the'channel allocations' pattern did not assign adjacent channels lo the
same city or'market.' The allocations were geographically alternated
so that each successive market used 'the other' set of channels. An
exampre:

A) New York City is al located channels 2, 4, 5, 7 ,9, 1 1 and 13;
B) Philadelphia/(Lancaster)/(Wilmington) are allocated channels

3 , 6 , 8 ,  1 0  a n d  1 2 .
Between the two markets, we have all 12 VHF channels in use. But

none are in use on an adjacent-channel basis within a single market.
lf the FCC and TV set designers never intended for there to be

'adjacent channel operation,' how do cable systems get away with it?
The trick is to very-very carefully maintain almost exactly equal or

even signal strength levels on all adjacent channels going to a cable
connected TV set. lf a TV set receives + 6 dBmV on channel 3, it must
also receive the same signal level (+ 3 dB) on channels 2 and 4. The
TV set wlll separate adjacent channels, provlded the signal levels
are'balanced'channelto channel. This is something cable can do; it is
not something that individual home antennas can do.

When the cable system does not do this, we have two possible
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types of interference. The channel 8 carrier, in our example, it too
strong in relation to the channel 9 visual carrier, will place a cross
hatch or pattern over the top of channel 9's picture. There is a proper
'minimum-level-difference,' as we shall see, to be maintained be-
tween the lower adjacent audio, and the desired channel visual car-
ners.

lf the channel 10 visual carrier is too strong, then we will have
scratching sounds and 'cross talk' from the channel 1 0 video onto the
weaker channel 9 audio carrier. Again, there is a proper ratio or
relationship to maintain between true adiacent channel carriers.

We have already established that there should be a 'leveling'

between true adjacent channels; at each set connected to the system.
And that within +3 dB (or less), we must insure that the adiacent
channels stay even with one another.

We also have one other consideration; the ratio or difference
between the desired channel video carrier, and ils own sound car-
rier, The generally accepted practice is to adjust the desired channel
audio carrier so that it is 15 dB weaker (generally written - 15 dB) than
the desired channel visual carrier. lf we follow this practice, then our
example becomes:

1) Channel 8 audio/ - 15 dB reference channel 9 visual canier;
2) Channel 9 visual/ + 15 dB reference channel I aural canier;
3) Channel 9 aural carrier/ - 15 dB reference channel 9 visual

carnet:
4) Channel l0 visual carierl + 15 dB reference channel I aural

carrier.
Those are the basic rules of placing channels into an adjacent-

channel environment on any cable system.

OFF Alr Slgnals
In an SMATV system, we will be typically taking one or more

satellite delivered signals, through an in-house modulator, and mixing
the satellite/modulator signals with locally available otf-air (VHF or
UHF) channels. The net result will be a mixture of several possible
services.

Let us assume for lllustration that we will have channels 7 and 9
in our system occupied by modulator signals; and channel 8 occupied
by an off-air signal. The off-air channel 8, for our first example, is
relatively close by and all that we require is to install a channel 8
(single channel) antenna, running coaxial cable to a single channel
'strip' amplifier.

A strip amplifler is sort of like an 'lF'; it is designed to amplify a
single channel. However, because we have the adjacent channels so
close in frequency, if there happens to be any measurable amount of
channel 7 or 9 in the same area (even ifvery weak), the channel 8 strip
amplifier would also amplify these carriers as well; in particular, the
channel 7 audio and the channel 9 oicture.
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lf we intend to use channels 7 and 9 for on-cable distribution of
modulator signals, we do not want any 'other' channel 7 or 9 signals
in our cable system. Given that the channel I 'strip amp' is not totally
selective, we need some way to insure that only channel 8 goes
through the strip amp and into the system.

The solution to that is a unit called a 'bandpass filter'; a highly
selective device that traps out (gets rid of, attenuates) any possible
channel 7 or 9 signal(s) coming through the channel 8 system. That is
shown here in diagram form. Note that we have installed the band-
pass filter between the channel 8 antenna and the channel I strip
amp. lt could also go after the channel 8 strip amp, but the usual
practice is to place it in front of the strip amp to avoid allowing channel
7 and 9 signals into the strip amp at all.

lf our off-air signals are not local (i.e. within 50 miles or less), we
can expect them to vary in signal strength from hour to hour and day to
day. In fact, even signals from a few miles away will vary in level as the
weather between you and the transmitter changes. However, we can
usually cope with relatively modest changes in signal level as we shall

A'distant'off-air channel requires either a bigger receiving anten-
na (such as 'stacked yagi antennas'), and/or its own signal pre-
amplifier. The pre-amplifier is like the LNA; it mounts typically at the
antenna proper, boosting the signal before there is signal degradation
(attenuation) caused by the loss of the coaxial cable between the
antenna and the strip amplifier/processing equipment.

Most of the modern strip amplifier packages either have 'AGC'

(automatic gain control) as a standard feature, or it is available as an
option. AGC is very important with a strip amplifier operating on any
channel that is subject to signal level variations, since unless there is a
method to control the output signal leavlng the strlp ampllfler, we
will have picture levels going up and down on the cable system as a
function of the input signal level variations. Remember that our adja-
cent channel cable system will work, with a standard TV set, provided
we maintain constant and even signal levels on adjacent channels. A
channel 8 signal that goes down 10 dB in the daytime and comes up
10 dB at night is going to drive channels 7 and 9 crazy on the cable. So
we must 'AGC' or control the channel 8 signal, in the processing or
strip amplifier equipment. Most strip amplifiers with AGC will control a
signal that fades up and down through a 20 dB region and maintain the
output to the system within + 1 dB. However, not all signals tade in the
same manner. Some signals may fade 'down' 5 dB in the worst
average case, but up 15 dB when the weather is just right. This
means you have to adjust the 'AGC window'of the strip amplifier so
that rather than sitting in the middle (i.e. capable of controlling signals
that tade down 10 dB and up 10 dB), the AGC window is'otfset ' to
control signals that fade down 5 and up 15. Instructions with most strip
amplifiers tell you how to do this; usually strip amp controls and/or'
external pad units.

UHF Problems
UHF or ultra high frequency channels are typically converted to

VHF channels for cable distribution. The UHF channels (14 to 83) are
capable of being cable distributed, but very few systems do it thal way.
The losses in cable, at UHF frequencies, are quite high (see CSD for
November and December, 1 983) and the cable distribution equipment
reouired not 6f the 'caliber' as one linds for the VHF channels.

UHF channels are converted to VHF just as your TVRO down
converter converts the satellite signals to a 70 MHz lF. One channel
goes in, and another channel comes out. All of the modulation in-
formation (picture and sound) remains the same.

In illustrated lorm here, we have three possible connection
combinations to get an example channel 39 signalto channel 9. Let us
assume we have a desired channel 39 but at something weaker in
level a non-desired channel 42. Our UHF to VHF converter will see the
channel 39 signal and because of the converter's design and tuning'
place channei 39 on 9. The (weaker) channel 42 will show up three
channels higher, coming out of the UHF to VHF converter. That places
it on channel 12 and if we have a modulator (or VHF) station on
channel 12 in our cable system, this will cause interference.

The solution would seem to be a bandpass filter. There are two
options, as shown. We could install a UHF bandpass filter for channel
39 between the channel 39 antenna and the input to the 39 to 9
converter. or. we could install a channel I bandpass filter at the output

SATELLITE DICEST

of the 39 to I converter. Which is best?
It turns out that you always get better stability, and better selectiv-

ity, if you keep your'filtering'at the lowest possible frequency. This is
why we have our filters in a TVRO receiver at 70 MHz rather than
some much higher (gig-a-hertz) frequency. So this says that the best
choice is to select a channel 9 bandpass filter and install it after the
39 to I converter, ahead of a strip amplifier for channel 9.

UHF signals are subject to a higher degree of signal fading (up and
down levels) than VHF signals. Signals that have to {ravel to your
location over any substantial body of water (lake, along or over the
ocean) will vary up and down tar more than signals that kavel over flat
farmland. For this reason an 'AGC' strip amplifier becomes especially
important when processing UHF signals to a cable distribution plant.
They will also vary'closer in'to the transmitter; otten with objection-
able amounts of up and down signal variation, as close as 30 miles
from the transmitter.

Now that we understand how VHF and UHF channels must be
treated, separately, let's deal with an otf-air package of four channels,
as lllustrated, We have channels 4 and 5 on low band, channel 7 on
high band, and channel 39 converted to channel 9 on UHF.

We will also have five modulator channels. Our channel line-up will
look as follows:

A) Channel 2/ modulator, WGN
B) Channel 3/ modulator, CNN2
C) Channel 4/ off air, CBS
D) Channel 5/ otf air, NBC
E) Channel 6/ modulator, ESPN
fl Channel 7/ off air, ABC
G) Channel 9/ 39 converted to 9, off air, independent
H) Channel 11/ modulator, CBN
l) Channel 13/ modulator, WTBS
We'll deal here, for now, only with the otf-air channels.
Channels 4 and 5 have separate single channel yagi antennas. No
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channels might go through the converter and channel 9 strip to cause

interference-wit6 other cable channels), and finally through a strip

amolifier on channel 9.

FILTERING Ol Modulators
We have seen how bandpass filters are essential parts of an otf-air

processing system if we wish to insure that each 'single channel
processin6 pickage' is, indeed, only a single channel at the output'

itow do OinOpass titters fit into our modulator channels?
There are, generally speaking, three 'levels'of modulators avail-

able.
A) Level One/ the'home style' modulator, typically operating on

channels 3 or 4 (although some models are adlustable over

other VHF or even some UHF channels as well);
B) Level Two/ single channel modulators, designed for MATV

system use, usuilly crystal controlled on.a single channel (see

iSO tor February, Part One of this series);
C) Level Three/ single channel modulators, always crystal con-

trolled, designed for CATV use.

Level one modulators have two strikes against them for SMATV
system use:- 

1) They have low output power capabillty, typically less than-
+10 dBmV which happens to be about the right amount of
power for a single TV set (or two) but not enough for use with
multiple sets in a cable system.

2) They often send out a signal which has two sldebands pres-
ent; an upper sideband and a lower sideband. You need and
want the upper sideband (the part that falls in the channel from
the visual canier upward, higher in frequency; see dlagram on
page 8 here). You do not want the lower sideband since it falls
down below the carrier trequency, into the next lower (adia-
cent) channel.

Level two modulators are permissible for SMATV use provided
you do not use them with any lower adjacent channels' They typ-ically
io have sufficient signal output (although not as much as the CATV
versions), but they also typically do not have a'filtered' lower adiacent
channel.

This means that you could use them on channels 2, possibly 5' and
7 in a 1 2 channel system; or any other channel provided you were not

pre-amplifiers are required because of the strength ol the s1O1a]9.' fne
signals'go through coaxial cable (typically RG'59/U or RG'6/U) to a
bindpais tiher, ind then to the respective single channel strip ampli-
fiers.

Channel 7 is some distance so we have a signal pre'amplifier at
the antenna, the signal then goes through low loss coaxial cable
(RG-6/U or RG-1 llU or .412 aluminum cable) to the. indoor power
iupply that runs the pre-amplifier. Then there is.a short iumpe.r of
ne jsglU cable which interconnects to the input of a bandpass filter'
Finally there is the channel 7 single channel strip amplifier'

Channel 39 is close enough that no pre-amplifier is required'-The
signal goes into a single chinnel UHF to VHF (crystal controlled)
co"nvertir which placei it on channel 9. The channel 9 signal now
loops through a channel 9 bandpass filter (only required if other UHF
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NINE CHANNEL SYSTEM COMBINING FOUR "OFF AIR" CHANNELS WITH FIVE SATELLITE'MODULATOR CHANNELS.
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channels might go through the converter and channel I strip to cause
interterence-witi other cable channels), and finally through a strip
amplitier on channel 9.

FILTERING Ol Modulators
We have seen how bandpass filters are essential parts of an off-air

processing system if we wish to insure that each 'single channel
processin6 pickage' is, indeed, only a single channel at the output'
itow do oindpasJtitters fit into our modulator channels?

There are, generally speaking, three 'levels'of modulators avail-
able.

A) Level One/ the 'home style' modulator, typically operating on
channels 3 or 4 (although some models are adiustable over
other VHF or even some UHF channels as well);

B) L-vel Two/ single channel modulators, designed for MATV
system use, usually crystal controlled on.a single channel (see
iSO tor February, Part One of this series);

C) Level Three/ single channel modulators, always crystal con-
trolled, designed for CATV use.

Level one modulators have two strikes against them for SMATV
system use:- 

1) They have low output power capabllity, typically less than
+10 dBmV which happens to be about the right amount of
power for a single TV set (or two) but not enough tor use with
multiple sets in a cable sYstem.

2) They otten send out a signal which has two sldebands pres-
ent; an upper sideband and a lower sideband. You need and
want the'upper sideband (the part that falls in the channel from
the visual canier upward, higher in frequency; see dlagram on
page 8 here). You do not want the lower sideband since it lalls
down below the canier frequency, into the next lower (adja-
cent) channel.

Level two modulators are permissible for SMATV use provlded
you do not use them with any lower adjacent channels' They typ,ically
io have sufficient signal output (although not as much as the CAW
versions), but they also typically do not have a'filtered' lower adjacent
channel.

This means that you could use them on channels 2, possibly 5' and
7 in a 1 2 channel syitem; or any other channel provided you were not

pre-amplifiers are required because of the strength oJ the signals' The
signals'go through coaxial cable (typically RG-59/U or RG'6/U) to a
oinopais filter, ind then to the resiective single channel strip ampli'
fiers.

Channel 7 is some distance so we have a signal pre'amplifier at
the antenna, the signal then goes through lorr loss coaxial cable
(RG-6/U or RG-1 110 or .412 aluminum cable) to the. indoor power
l'rppfy tn"t runs the pre-amplitier. Then there.is.a short iumpe.r of
n<!:s6lU cable which interconnects to the input of a bandpass tilter'
Finally there is the channel 7 single channel strip amplifier'

Channel 39 is close enough thlt no pre'amplifier is required' -The
signat goes into a single chinnel UHF to VHF (crystal controlled)
"olu"rt'er which placei it on channel 9. The channel I signal novv
loopsthrougn a channel 9 bandpass filter (only required if other UHF
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uslng the channel immediately lower (i.e. use it on channel 3 when
channel 2 will be vacant).

Or, you could use this type of modulator and you could install a
bandpass filter after the modulator. The bandpass filter will take out
the unwanted lower sideband signal, and that will eliminate the 'dou-
ble sideband modulator'causing interference with the lower adjacent
channel.

You find out what type of modulator is being offered you by asking
these two ouestions:

1) "Does this modulator have a lower vestigal sideband fil-
ter"? That means does it tilter out the lower adjacent channel
information. lfthe guy responds, "huhhh?", you know he is not
up on his modulators. Proceed to the next question.

2) "Does the manufacturer recommend using this modulator
with true adjacent channel operation;can I use it on channels 2
and 3 and not have the channel 3 modulator cause interference
with the channel 2 signal"? He should understand that one, or
the data sheet should tell you.

Level three modulators have built-in 'lower vestigal sideband fil-
ters.'That means they are, indeed, designed to operate in adjacent
channel configuration. You can stack them up all day long, and
combine them from one to another in a prescribed manner, as we shall
see.

(Part one of this series, appearing in the February CSD, looked
into modulator designs and how you operate them in an SMATV
environment. A subsequent segment of this series will look at several
modulator products now available with our critique of each.)

COMBINING Channels
Now we have two separate types of signals in our system; we have

off-air signals which we have processed with the appropriate filters
and strip amplifiers and other required equipment, and we have our
modulator source channels from satellite. How do we get them all
together into a single piece of (trunk line) cable?

Let's look first at a simple system, using just low band channels 2,
3,4, 5 and 6. We have otf-air signals on channels 3 and 5, modulator
channels on 2, 4 and 6. We have elected to use a level of modulator
(Level Two) which does require a bandpass filter afler the modulator.
We are also placing bandpass filters after our two otf-air channel strip
amps; channels 3 and 5. Why after the strip amps?

There is no hard and fast rule that tells us we MUST place all strip
amp bandpass filters ahead of the strip amps. Here is what is involved.

lf we have possible otf air signals on channels 2 and 4 which might
get into the channel 3 strip amp system, we would like to filter them out
so they do not interfere with our channel 2 and 4 modulator source
signals. We can place the filter ahead of the strip amp and do this; or
we can place the filter after the strip amp and do the same thing. The
net result is precisely the same. The filter will attenuate (reduce) the
levelof the channel2 and 4 signals the same amount in either position.

We also have the probability that regardless of whether there are
any canier signals on channels 2 and 4 that might bother us, we are
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going to have a modest but measurable amount of 'noise'coming out
of the strip amp's innards on channels 2 and 4. Noise is a form of
interfbrence, and we can eliminate or greatly reduce it if we simply
place a strip amp bandpass filter after the strip amp. In other words,
even without adjacent channel 2 and 4 signals, we can always get a
cleaner signal through a strip amp if we follow it with a (high quality)
bandpass filter. So by placing it after the strip amp, on channels 3 and
5 in our example, we have cured two potential problems; whereas, if
we placed it ahead of the strip amp, we would cure only one potential
problem.

Most strip amplifiers have something called 'loop through.'We'll
see what that is all about, shortly. Loop through does not work,
however, as a 'tool' for the headend wiring technician if he has a
bandpass filter after the strip amp. Strips 'loop'; bandpass filters
typically do not 'loop.'

To combine our five channels, we have to 'mix'them together in a
precise manner. We have the following rules of thumb:

1 ) We never connect two immediately adjacent channels together
at the same time:

2) We combine in 'steps' or stages to insure that we do not cause
interference between the channels we are combining into an
eventual single output line or cable.

In our example low band (2-6) system, we have an lllustration of
how this is done. The mixing or combining 'tools' are 'hybrid splitters.'
We normally think of a signal splitter as a device that takes the signal
source and divides it up into two or more separate output lines. The
same device also works fine in reverse; you plug the signal sources
into the output, and then the single input becomes the output! The
word 'hybrid' is important since this describes a particular type of
divider; one which allows you to use it in this type of application. When
in doubt, ask to see the specification sheet. A non-hybrid splitter will
not function properly in this application (and it is a bad choice for
normal splitting applications as well).

Channels 2, 4 and 6 are individually connected to the three out-
puts of a three-way hybrid splitter. Channels 3 and 5 are individually
connecled to the two outputs on a two-way hybrid splitter. Now we
have to get these two sets of signals together; this requires a second
two-way hybrid splitter to combine the 21416 and 3/5 lines to a slngle
l ine.

Many of the modulators and all of the strip amps you will run into
typically have 'loop through' capability. That essentially means that
you can, in a proper sequence, connect up the various channels by
looping a set of cables from one modulator or strip amp to another
modulator or strip amp. This eliminates some of the external hybrid
units.

See the 'Master Combining'example here; using channels 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 plus 7, 9, 1 1 and 13. We have strip amps on 4, 5, 7 and 9; the
balance are modulators, as in an earlier example.

Using the 'loop through' fittings (two on each unit) we start with the
channel 2,4 and 6 set. lt does not matter that one of these (4) is a
strip amp and the other two (2 and 6) are modulators. We always loop
from low channel to high channel (i.e. start with 2 and loop towards 6).
Since channel two has a pair of fittings (two'looped output'connec-
tors), and we are starting here, we have to do something intelligent
with the unused channel 2 fitting. We cannot simply leave it alone;
that would provide an impedance mis-match to the system. So we
insert a 75 ohm resistor, installed inside of an 'F' fitting, into one of the
two channel 2 'loop output' fittings. This effectively'termlnates' the
un-used fitting. Now we take RG-59/U cable and loop to 4. Then a new
piece of cable from the second loop output fitting on channel 4 to the
either of the two fittings on channel 6 (they may have an arrow next to
the fitting indicating which is the 'input loop' and which is the output
loop). Now we have one fitting, on channel 6, lett over. We'll return to it.

As the drawing shows, next we terminate one of the channel 3
loop fittings and connect 3 to 5; then follow the same procedure with 7,
9, 11, 13; always starting (with a terminator) on the lowest channel
number and moving upward to the highest channel.

The combining sets are as follows, in a 12 channel system:
1)  Set  one:  channe ls  2 ,4 ,6 in  tha t  o rder ;
2) Set two: channels 3, 5 in that order;
3) Set three: channels 7 , 9, 11 , 1 3 in that order;
4) Set four: channels 8, 10, 12 in that order.
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There will always be a terminator on one ol the two loop fittings on

tne foweit cnannel number in the 'set '  (channels 2' 3'  7 and 8 in our'12

.ninn"i example), and at this point you will have an unused fitting on

channels 6, 5, 13 and 12.- -f.f 
ot *" t"f,e a pair of two-way hybrid units and we further combine

tn" Zl+lO "nO 3/5 sets; and anothei two-way hybrid and combine the

i iglr r irS "nO the 8/10/12 sets, i f  in fact al l  are.being.used'' - 
In oui example we do not have any 'set four' channels in use so we

end up combining the two low band sets in one hybrid and now we

n""" i*o sets left-to combine;the low band channels and the high
'U"nA 

"n"nn"fs. You have an option here; you can use another

i*o-*"V hybrid combiner unit, or, you can select a device called a
'hioh/low splitter.' The combiner (splitter used backwards) is selt

exf,lanatory. What is a high/low splitter?
As we are about to see, "tt nybtid splitters, used as signal combin'

MIX ING CHANNELS TOGETHER INTO A  S INGLE OUTPUT '

-30dF
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CHANNEL LOOPING/ back apron of this Blonde.r.Tongue mod'

irjGilii.-*" v* to'combind'channel output with ihose ahead

of and behind it in 'looPing set.'
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\-,i -_-l

I

€) :

ers, have' loss. 'That is, you lose signal in combining just as you do in

.biiiii"g. l.l"trr"lly you wbuld like your headend output signal level'.to

ubur siltAtVlCATV trunk cable, to be as strong as possible since the

li,i"ili'ii i., me {urther vou can go in cable be{ore re-amplifying the

.ig;"T1n"i"rore you wili look forlechniques to keep headend 
'com-

bining losses at a mlnlmum.- 
iie nignlfow splitter is a slightly lower loss.device than a straight

two-way s[litter. lt has a set of iilteis inside which allow the low band

.h"nn"i. iZ-01 to pass through one side and another set ot filters

*nicn atto* tne high band channels (7-13) to pass to the other connec-

iot.h"tf'"t than iaving nearly 4 dB of splitter or combiner loss' the

io.t"i "t" in the 1 Ori'region. Again, the key word here is 'hybrid'

",n"in", you are purchasing a splitter or a high/low splitter'

LEVELS That Lower-- 
Because the name of the game is to make all oJ the respectlve

channels turn out at about th! same signal strength level on the

customer's television set, and because we have a number of factors

within the cable system working against that goal (see broad overview

in Firt One of this series; February CSD), we have to do what we can

io g.i ". much signal as possible out of the headend' in a single piece

of (trunk l ine) cable.-' 'an 
iiru"iJ"iion here shows what we are facing with a 12 channel

sysiem. We are ignoring whether the channels are modulators or strip

a'mos at this poini; it really doesn't make any ditference to the system'-"'Xqti.x 
f Jt*n in tne tinOamentals of cable plant signallwels' The

subiect was covered in greater depth in the February installment' ano

will be covered completely in a later installment'

1 ) All cable has signal loss; that loss increases as the f requency

(channel number) goes uP'
z1 iiigher numoereiitrannbts willend up.weaker' at the end of-' 

a g-iuen length of cable, than lower numbered channels'

S) O;e partialiolution to this is to'tilt'the output o{ the headend'-' 
so that the higher channels leave the headend with greater

strength or Power.
This is reilected in the illustration here where we have 1 2 operattng

channels.
Note that we are combining sets iust as previously discussed;

R F





21416'.315;719111 / 1 3, and, 8/1 0 and 1 2. Start with the channel 2 output;
+ 43 (dBmV). Drop to channel 6; + 45 (dBmV). More dBmVs means
more (stronger) output signals from the strip amps or modulators'
Notice the nigh band channels (7 through 13). Channel 7 has an
output of +so (OgmU while channel 13 has an output ol +52
(dBmV).

There is minimal loss when channels are combined through the
'looping connectors.' Now we have to get the four'sets' of channels
combined further and this requires external combiner (splitter) units'
as snown.

Each time we combine two sets, through a two-way unit, we lose 4
dB. As you can see on the 'output side' in the illustration' we have

reduced-the resoective levels (channels 2 and 6, 7 and 1 3 are shown)
to allow for that combining loss.

Now we have the low channels together, and the high channels
together. Which leaves one final combining operation' The illustralion

t\tlstnrqwttu [s\N\\\s\ \h\sni( \\was anather hlbrid unit' wourd
beanaddi t iona|4dBof , |oss. 'This thengivesusourf ina|s igna| |evels
to t""O into the trunk cable; the line that will carry signals to the cable

Oittt[rti". iyitem and the subscribers The output to the trunk' and

fnis is importint, is now + 35 (dBmV) on ch.annel.2 and + 44 (dBmV)

o..n"n,i"r 13. Assuming the g dB ot,t itt '(tne difference between 2

and 13) is correct for our system, that, then' is the total amount of
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signal voltage we have for the actual trunk/subscriber line. We lost 8
dB in the combining process; not an inconsequential amount.

At this point we are ready to sit down and design the cable
distribution portion of the system. We'll come back to that subject in
another issue.

TEST Equipment
lf you are new to the cable distribution business, you should be

starting to get the point that at least a minimal amount of test equap-
ment is essential. Setting signal levels at various points is crucial.
Knowing signal levels at other points is critical. You cannot simply
plug in a television set and gaze at the signal.

There are three basic test equipment tools lor the SMATV system
instal ler:

1) A field strength/signal level meter;
2) A speclrum analyzer, and,
3) A decent television set.

The one abso\ute\y essen\\a\ \oo\ \s a sgna\ \ele\ ot l\e\d s\teng\h

meter. What is it?
Signal level is measured by a basic increment.of voltage called a

micro-volt. A microvolt is 1/1 ,b00,O0oth of a volt Not very much

Vo|tage.|t takesaroundl,000microvo|tstoproducea{irstc|asscolor
television picture on an average TV set' 1'0O0 microvolts can be

f rac t iona | |y reducedtoamoreconven ien tnumberca | |ed1mi | | i vo | t .A
mil l ivolt  is1/1000th of a volt .  St i l l  not very much signal '

Olifing in microvolts and millivolts is a pain in the neck So the

c"or"-lnJuit )/ adopted a ,transfer medium.' Microvolts and millivolts

are Oitticutt (6r teOibus) to add and subtract; especially when you get

i.t" pfi."i.'g or laying out a cable television distribution plant (a

iuOjdct *e t5rched-on-in our February portion ol this.series) and you

tuit Ao some signal level versus attenuation calculations for each

part of the system.'- 
enO .o, in the earty 50's, the cable industry adopted a rather nifty

tyti"t *oii"a out bythe people at Jenold (now G'l )' They took the

various microvolt and-millivolts readings and using a system originally

conceived by the audio engineering people, assigned a dB'value' to

the sional level which all Tv sets require for a 'perfect picture'; 1,000

mLiduofts (or 1 millivolt) became 0 dBmV' That means 0 (no)

decibels above (more than) 1 mil l ivolt  (mV)'

6 / + 4 5

v\A
]Hr  l - - 31  +aS

\ry\
I

8 l--al * so

-l-1--- 
4dB "Loss" ll:Y,"

7 /  +  5 0  - - r  I L V Y Y

I  l c o M B l N E R-----L-- L--

_ej-sr+s1 ---r 091^^ 1

0 dBmV is not no signal; it is the amount of signal.a television set

needs to have to make pietty pictures. Anything lower than 0 dBmV (or

lower than 1 ,000 microvolts) instantly told the technician he had a'low

sijnal tevet problem.' Anything above that was good; provided it was

not too lar above it!- 
We'tt took at dBmVs and how you use them in a subsequent part of

th isser ies .Fornow,unders tandtha t i t i saqu ickandconven ien tway
with a signal level meter (SLM) to know where you are In a system

design and operation.-- -dsignal 
level meter (they used to be called 'field strength meters'

in tne oiO Jays; we'll call'them signal level meters- or SLMs from here

;.i ;G;;d" ihose dBs (microiolts). Most SLM meter scales read

ori Jir".tf' in dBmV notations and a iew still retain a second scale in

,nicro o, mitli volts as well. There are SLMs from iust under $100
(tvoicallv desiqned to read iust a few signals, such as channel 2 and 1 3

.ince tnbse aie the most important two in a typical 12 channel sys-

tem), to well over $1 ,000. They read out in analog (meter movemenl

.."f'61t, digital (digital display). We'll review some of those on the

market before we get all done.
Here is where you need an SLM, .iust in the headend'

1) Off air signals:
A) To measure how strong lt ls,
B) To see il you have objectional signalson adjacent channels-' 

wnich mignt leak into your system' without bandpass lilters'

C) To adjusithe output level ot a strip amplifier (all have output

level controls)'
D; io adiust the'AGC 

'window' (see page 10 here) of a fancy

stnp amp.
E)To adjust the sound to picture carrier ratio (see page 9

here) for that channel'
2) Modulator channels:

V,\A ryptcAlLy*f, *
|  , _ _  . , ,  ̂ - . , ,  l n t u n /

7 i + 4 6
131 + 48

( H Y B R I D
SPLITTER)

a t , a A

131 + 44

I
t

TRUNK
OU TPUT

-_].-

l-- | zl121 + 52

COMBINING CHANNELS REDUCES AVAILABLE "TRUNK

LEVELS''  BY AS MUCH AS TOTAL LOSSES OF SPLITTERS'

USED AS SIGNAL COMBINERS

LOW/
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A) To set the output level of the modulator,
B) To adjust the sound to picture carrier ratio of the modulator,
C) To check for strong harmonics or other problem signals

coming out of a modulator, capable of causing interference
to other on-system channels (see page 12, CSD for
February).

Once the system is wired up, that is you have all of the channels
combined, you will need to have a'test point' at the headend. This is
simply a spot where you can plug in your SLM and determine accu-
rately the signal level to and on the trunk cable line. One ol the belter
ways to do this is to install a device called a Directional Tap in the trunk
line at the headend. lt can install between the outout of the last
combiner (high and low channels together) and the input of the actual
trunk cable l ine,

A directional tap is a device used within the cable system to'siphon
off' just a prescribed amount of signal to the individual subscriber
'drops' or outlets. By installing one at the headend, you have a safe
and secure, interference free spot to plug in an SLM and/or a televi-
sion set to check both the signal levels and the signal quality as the
signals head into the trunk of the cable system.

Then there is the spectrum analyzer, An SLM is a tuneable
device; it tunes in one TV channel and one TV carrier at a time. With it
you can tune in the picture carrier for a channel, measure its level, and
lhen turn the dial and tune in the sound carrier level for lhe same or
next channel. You can go through every carrier on the system and
measure how strong each one is; and that is important. But, you must
do this one carrier at a time.

Normally, this is not as slow as it might seem and it is an adequate

2t 6
FROM-l
H E  i

T R U N K  O U T T R U N K
S Y S T E M- 3 5
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T O  F E E D  F S M ,  A N A L Y Z E R ,
TV SET (MONITOR)
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TV SET ALLOWS SUBJECTIVE
COMPARISON OF CHANNEL BY
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ABSOLUTE LEVELS OF CARRIERS.

o o

syslem since you seldom have to stop and check every picture and
every sound carrier at every location. That's why they sell 'installer

SLM' units for around $1 00 that spot check iust channel 2 and 1 3; by
checking the two 'extremes' (lowest and highest channels) in a sys-
tem, you can be quite sure the system is functioning properly (or not
properly).

However, there are times where a more advanced instrument that
gives you a visual, scope screen display, of more than one canier (or
channel) at a time, is very-very handy. They call this unit a'Spectrum
Analyzer' and with such a unit you can actually 'see' on a display
screen each of the carriers in a channel (including color, which is
almost impossible to detect or measure with an SLM), or on several
channels, or indeed the whole spectrum from 2 through 13, all at one
time.

The scope screen display (to be discussed) is calibrated up and
down in actual signal level, so it allows you to not only see the carriers
but to measure how weak or strong they are. The width of the screen is
adjustable so that you can dial up a display of anything from one
carrier, to one channel (3 carriersipicture, color, sound) to a group of
channels (2-6, 7-13), or, all of the channels on the system.

As you might suspect, a spectrum analyzer is not-cheap. They
begin in the $2,500 region and go up. But for a professional doing daily
SMATV work, it is an almost indispensable tool; at least for the top
engineer in the company.

Because of its method of display, a spectrum analyzer is also very
handy for checking out 70 MHz,270-770 MHz TVRO lF systems. The
analyzer does not care whelher a signal is FM or AM; it displays either
equally well. The signal level meter, on the other hand, will not proper-
ly 'decipher'  an FM signal and although i t  may tune in the'frequency
range' of the TVRO lF signal, you cannot get accurate or repeatable
real level readings with an SLM ot FM TVRO signals.

This series will continue in the April issue of CSD.

Part 4:
TESTING

TVRO FEEDS

This series began in the December 1983 issue of CSD. In that
we looked at how you can take various TVRO 'antenna feeds'to

system. We also discussed our testing results with a Boman EFH-75
.4 tlD feed, a Chaparral 'Super Feed,' a Polarotor by Chaparral and
the Polatron lll feeds. In our January report we concentrated on the
recent litigation begun by Chaparral and then followed by Boman,
pitting the number one and two feed suppliers in the industry against
each other in California courts. Last month we looked at a Boman feed
initially designedtor .3t/D applications, as well as the Chaparral .3 f/D
ring adapter and the ADL feed.

Through the series we have relied extensively on 'short range'
testing; a system where a signal source transmits a series of signals
over a relatively short distance to a test stand which holds the subject
feed antenna. There are many other tests which can be made of feed
anlennas (or any antenna) and we will deal with one of those here in
our concluding part.

In all, 18 separate short-range teed tests were run at Microwave
Specialty Corporation in San Diego. Most of the feeds tested fell into a'pattern'and the tests revealed only subtle and not major differences
between the feeds (we'll rate them separately, here). We dealt with
one feed (Boman EFH-90) which did not fall into the familiar pattern in
our February report. We'll deal with another one here.

FEED Match
The short range tests tell you certain things about a feed. Because

the test feed is being used as a receiving antenna, and because you
rnt antenna test range and determine with a high degree ol
the exact pattern and 'gain' parameters of an antenna feed
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rotate the teed antenna on a test stand to record the full 'pattern' of the
feed, the paper record of the antenna's pattern becomes an important
tool in understanding how the feed 'illuminates' (sees) the parabolic
reflector surface it points at. You can, as we have, calibrate the paper
record and this in turn tells you 'how many dB down' the feed's pattern
is for various angles away from straight ahead. You can quickly
determine, knowing the pattern and the depth of the dish, whether the
feed will be 'down 20 dB' or'down 12 dB' or whatever the number
might be at the very outer edges of the dish surface. From that you can
calculate the feed's ability to turn all of the satellite energy collected
into useful signal for the TVRO receiver.

In the process of observing and measuring the antenna's pattern,
you set up the feed antenna and receiving equipment separately for
each feed tested. When you have a Boman feed on the test stand, and
you have just completed a test, and you replace the Boman feed with
an Omni-Spectra feed, the test meters on the range receiver instantly
gives you a clue to the appalent efficiency of the new feed. Each
feed is mounted, the equipment calibrated, and then you make your
individual tests for the feed. There is a brief period of time as you first
install a new feed when the equipment remains 'calibrated' for the feed
just ahead of the present feed. The meters have certain readings and
you get a quick, rough idea of the 'apparent' (but not real) differences
between the last feed and the oresent feed.

We first noticed that the Omni-Spectra feed was'different' by this
quick, hip-shot analysis. Without re-calibrating anything, it was clear
that the Omni feed did not have the same 'bulk gain'or sensitivity as
the feed immediately ahead of it in the testing sequence. This indica-
tion is not to be considered hard evidence, however, since we also ran
into a feed which had much higher 'apparent bulk gain' and more
detailed analysis of that particular teed revealed it was not doing what
its seller had intended (see page 40, CSD or February)'

Once the equipment is calibrated to the leed, the antenna's pattern
test is run. We did this with the Omni feed, as we had done and would
do for nearly 20 others in all, and then we placed it into a separate pile.
A number of the feeds tested for oattern would also be tested for
something called 'match,' and, 'thru loss.'

Measuring the feed's 'pattern' is essential, but it does not tell the
full story. Knowing the pattern is akin to knowing all about a football
game, play by play, but minus each of the scoring plays. You may
have a pretty good handle on how a team did by knowing all about the
game in this manner, but absent the scoring plays, you don't know
either the final score or who won. To determine 'who won,' you need
the scoring plays.

A feed tested against itself is not in a contest because the antenna
range test does not reveal scoring plays. To do this, you need to look
at two other factors:

1) The feed etficiency, and,
2) The feed match.
The two can be related and usually are.
A feed should have a 50 ohm match. To be very precise, it should

have a 52 ohm match since virtually all '50 ohm circuits' are actually
designed to be 52 ohm circuits. Circuits have an 'impedance.'Anten-

nas have an impedance, LNAs have an impedance, cable has an
impedance. The impedance of anything is a relat ively complex
measurement of its ability to transfer energy from one place to
another. You will usually get 100% transfer of energy when you
connect a 52 ohm cable to a 52 ohm amplifier. You will get approx-
imately 50% transfer of energy when you connect a 75 ohm cable to a
52 ohm amplifier. lt is obviously important that the impedance of any
two devices being mated together or inter-connected be as close to
lhe same as oossible.

The feed ls the flrst part of your system which actually has an
impedance. Your reflector on your dish has no impedance. lt does not
collect or carry or flow signals; it merely acts as a 'passive' reflector.

The feed's imoedance should match the imoedance of the LNA.
Why? Because the feed's 'output connector,' a microwave 'flange'

called WR-229, bolts directly to an identical flange on the front ol the
LNA. These flanges do not look like most connectors you are accus-
tomed to seeing, but they are nonetheless connectors.

Within the feed, we have several complex properties that escape
the casual eye. Each of these feed properties has a bearing on the
impedance of the feed. The style, size and dimensions of the 'scalar
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system; some of the satellite energy collected by the feed gets 'left

behind' in the feed, on the way to the LNA.
Such energy (signal) is lost; forever.
To design-a feed 'system' which does not lose satellite signal

energy, you must monitor the 'match' of the system' You do this with a
special technique which couples microwave energy into the feed'
allows that energy to circulate through the teed, and then measures
how much energy was lost within the feed. There are two generally
accepted ways to do this.

1) A precise amount of energy, a known value, is coupled into
the mouth of the feed, and then you measure how much of that
energy passes through to the output flange. lf your energy is
distributed throughout the satellite frequency range (3.7 to 4.2
GHz), and if your measurement system can detect changes in
energy levels present at the output (tlange) of the feed, you will
be able to determine whether the feed is more efficient in one
portion ofthe spectrum (saytransponders 1-6) than in another
(say transponders 1 8-24).

2) The feed is turned around and you couple test microwave
energy into the output of the feed. Then you block off (close) the
input or throat end. Microwave energy sent into the feed's
output travels to the throat where it encounters a solid (metal)
surface; the closure. Since microwave reflects from solid sur-
faces (remember your parabolic dish is a 'solid' surface), the
inward bound energy bounces off the closure and comes back
out again at the output flange. ln the process it has gone
through lhe feed two times; once in, once out. lf you measure or
know how much went in, and you can measure how much
comes out, then the 'loss' of the feed is determined by taking
the first number (input to output flange) and subtracting the
second number (output from output flange), and' dividing by
two. Why divide by two? Because the microwave energy path
went through the feed two times; once in, and once out.

BACK To The Omni
Tests on the'short'antenna range gave us a preliminary indication

that something was'ditferent'with the Omni feed(s). We had two, by
the way, and when we found lhe unusual 'readings'with the first we
checked it again on the second. Both came out, on the short test range
tests, about the same.

What we thought we saw on the short test range was a reduced
output level from the feed. As we described in our February install-
ment, you can have a feed shaped 'pattern' which is very narrow, and
which therefore would support a dish with an f/D in the .5 to .6 region.
Such a feed, as we found out in February, will have a preliminary
indication on the short range of 'additional gain.' The opposite ot
such a feed would be one with an exceptionally broad pattern; one that
would be ideal lor antennas in the .25 to .3 f/D region. To determine
what was happening with the Omni teed(s) we first completed the
short range tests. The results are shown here; note that we are
calling out the 3 dB points and the 12 dB beamwidth points as we have

PRE-CHECKING/ of antenna range belore system testing'

ring' on the front of the leed directly relates to the operating frequency
ot ine g.z to 4.2GHz band, and, the impedance of the system. The
throat inside oJ the feed, where the energy flows from the scalar ring
system, has a size and a set of dimensions which also relates to the
operating frequency, and, the impedance of the system. Any'probe'
installed inside the throat has a size, and dimensions, which relate to
the operating frequency and the impedance.

The energy transter system, which takes the signal from the probe
to the (flange) connector at the rear of the feed has the very same
properties. All of these have to be well designed and carefully manu-
factured to insure that there are no 'impedance bumps' in the system.

lmpedance, a critical factor, is normally somewhat frequency
sensitive. The one exception to this statement is coaxial cable where a
52 ohm transmission line at 4 MHz will also be a 52 ohm transmission
line at 400 MHz or 4,000 MHz. At least that is what the cable designers
tel l  us!

Recall that the size of the throat in the feed is a function of
frequency. In this case, changing the size (dimensions) will change
the effective frequency of the throat. And as the frequency of the
design changes, the impedance in our 3.7 to 4.2 GHz lrequency band
will Change. ln other words, the throat and all parts of the feed which
are frequency sensitive are also impedance sensitive.

Anything inside ol the throat or in the 'path' of the signal will affect
the apparent 'size' of the components. Parts installed inside of the
throat to facilitate changing from one polarization to another polariza-
tion will therefore atfect the impedance of the feed system.

When the feed's match (mating one 50/52 ohm section to another
50/52 ohm section) is not perfect, the etficiency of the feed sutters.
This is because there is 100% energy transfer from one part (feed) to
another part (LNA) only when there is total impedance similarity. A
change in the impedance therefore affects the 'efficiency' of the
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FEEDS TESTED/ data is recorded for analysis'
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one of the most respected names

in satellite television reception sys-
tems in Japan and around the world. DX also
provides line amplifiers, power dividers, and
other block downconversion-compati ble
accessones.
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OMNI SPECTRA feed at 3.7 GHz, horizontal. 3 and 12 dB points

are called out.

OMNI SPECTRA feed at 4.2 GHz, vertical. 3 and 12 dB points are
called out.

OMNI SPECTRA diode'switching teed (solid line) versus Chapar-

ratieeO (dashed line). The 3 dB points on both are called out, as

well as the 12 dB Points. See text.

done with all prior feeds reviewed here''-' 
ri' iii" rit.tiattern plot we have a dual trace; the first' solid line' is

tf'" Otni-Spd.tra leed at 3.7 GHz, vertical polarizalion' lt has a

certain 'amptitude' or strength up the graphic plot' Higher up means

.oi" ou"rdrr feed etficienc-y or "gain'iThe dashed line also on the

litl li"pn is our reference anlenna for these tests; a chaparral

cup"ir"Lo., Note that it has a higher display on the paper grapn,

indicating it was exhibiting greater efficiency as-a leed device'

Subs-equent graphs revealed that the Omni feed had an excep-

tionafly gooa 'nose pattern' through t!'te 9 1' 3'95 and 4'2 GHz

ii"or"n.i'"., both vertical and horizontal polarization. On this basis

ifoie, witfrout considering the 'etficiency factor,' the Omni was as
good as or better than any other feed tested. But the apparent 'loss of

signal' was troublesome." 
A TVBO system can lose signal in two ditferent areas, and you

have lwo different concerns'
1) A system that has low rellector efficiency (due to some' 

nqn-psrabolic shapes in the reflector surface) loses signal

forever. You cannot replace lost "dBs" which have dis-

appeared because ol an improper reflector surface' You have

the same basic'bottom line'when signal that is captured by the

teed is somehow not properly coupled into the LNA' Any signal

that is lost, due to system inefficiencies, prior to (LNA) ampli-
fication, is lost forever. You cannot amplify something that is
gone.

2) A systemthat loses signal AFTER the LNAstill has achance' 
of making good. Once [he weak signal-s have been amplified'
you havieitablished a signal-voltage-level which can be fur-

iher amplified if you happen to run out of 'steam' someplace

between the LNA output and the input to the TV set' However'

the LNA establishes the system's carrier to noise (signal to

noise) 'ratio' for the balanceof the system. That ratio is actually
yorrlrvnO Performance Grade'; a high ratio means good
'oictrres, 

a low ratio means poorer pictures' You can maintain
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fire SR-2.
Advanced
therapy
Iof a
healthier
picture.

Vrur customers want a proven pre-
scription frrr a crisp. clcar picture u'ith
distortion-fiee audio. Now you can give
it to them rvith the new scond genemtion
SR-2 Receiver Svstem. It's the break-
throush Rx.

The SR-2 contains a break-through
ingredient *,e call [.[)LL, the Linear-l)hase
Lock-l,oop (lircuit. In the past, LI)LL has
heen ftrund onl_v in comnterciril electnrnics.
But nou. LI'LL is thc ke,v in pr<lviding
the video demrxlulation necessary frrr a
hril l i lntlv hcdtlry picturr. ntrise rt 'missiotr
antl inrpnrved thresholtl perlirrnrance.

The SR-2 also relieves other ann()ying
reccptlon synrptonrs vour custonl0rs nray
experiencc. Oul Automatic Vidco-(iain
(i)ntrol nlaintains consistcnt picture
brightness no nldttcr $tat trxnsponder is
selectcrl. And thc Prioritv l\llarity (irntnrl
provitles nruinrunr signal strength.

['or happy customeni with a hcdthv
outkrok orr sltrl l i te rt 'ct 'ptiort. girc l
dosc ofthc SR-2. It 's a totally integrated
electronics package, inclutling rcntotc
control that's user fi iendly in operation
and instrl lation.

Iit giue the SR-2 .your ou'n personal
examination, call us bdal at
(800) 328-7733. In Minnesota,
(218 ) 681-5616.

UNITED
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SYSTEMS
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St. Hilaire. Minnesota 56751



the same RATIO after amplification, and not get totally shut
down. You cannot maintain that ratio if signal is lost BEFORE
amplitication.

We then took the Omni feed (s) indoors to a test bench where a test

had been set uo to measure the 'match' (and the etficiency) of the feed

itsell. We have already discussed how this is done; the results come
out on graph paper which gives you a written 'plot' of the performance

of the feed over the frequency range of interest.
Now the Omni feed is a little ditferent than others in the market-

place; it does not move a probe (ala Chapanal, Boman) to change

oolarizations. The more 'conventional' feeds have a single probe

inside of the throat, and as we saw in the January CSD, the probe is a

section of 'transmission line' plus a moving 'antenna'that sucks in the

signal. The Omni, like the Syntronic units recently brought to th.e

mlrket, has two probes inside of the throat. One of those probes. is

designated as the 'vertical probe' and the other is designated as the
'horilontal probe.' The installer rotates the leed so that when you are
pointed at a satellite, your two probes align properly; one to each of the

two polarized signals coming to the dish.
When you have two probes inside ol the feed' you have not one

but two poientially disruptive 'chunks of material' inside of the throat'
You will recall thit anything you insert into the throat of the feed is
going to change the 'apparent dimensions' of the throat, and possibly

6ars-e an imbllance to the rather delicate 'impedance' of the throat
and feed system. This type of feed system would be called a 'switched

feed' rather than a 'rotaiing feed.' The system operates by alternately
selecting one, or the other, probes and connecting the selected
Drobe to the TVRO's LNA and receiver.

Selecting between the two would seem to be a matter of simply
'toggling' orlwitching. A relay, for example, is a switching device; it

nai-onjoutput and two inputs and by turning the relay on, or otl, you

select which of the two inputs is connected to the output. Unfortunate-
ly, at microwave frequencies, relays are not very good pertormers'

iheir physical mass is considerable, even in miniaturized versions'
and one'thing you don't need in the path of the signal is more mass
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OMNI SPECTRA teed at 4.2 GHz, horizontal. 3 and 1 2 dB points
are called out,
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(remember the impedance problem)!
There is another device which does about the same thing as a

relay or various versions of a relay (other similar devices are called
'Reed Switches,' etc.); it is called a diode. A diode is something you

normally expect to find in a power supply, or' in a TVRO demodulator'

There aie special 'microwave diodes,' however, which can function as
'switches.'ihe diode'turns on' and it'turns otf'when ditferent voltages

are sent to the diode.-' - 
By installing a diode to each of the two probes in a feed, and

connecting thtdiode to something else, you can use the diodes to
,switch' indoming vertical and horizontal signals. There are at least tr/vo

ways to do this:
1) The diode can install between the probe output and the

LNA input. When you apply a particular voltage to the diode'

signal will llow through the diode and into the LNA' Or you apply

ariother voltage, or no voltage at all, and the diode 'shuts off';

no signal flow1. In this case the TVRO signal actually goes

through the diode, on its way to the LNA'
2) The dlode can install from the output of-the probe to

'ground.' Both of the probes are connected, full time' to the

t-NA'input.' But when you apply a voltage to one of the diodes

on one of the probes, it turns on the diode and the microwave

energy on that particular probe is canied (or shunted) to
'groun*d.' In effect, you are shunting either one probe olthe

olher probe to ground;creating a'short circuit' when you select

between probes. In this way the TVRO satellite energy does

not pass through the diode on the way to the LNA; it only
goes through the microwave diode when you are 'turning off'

ihat particu-lar probe by connecting the probe, through the

diod6, to ground. Connecting the probe to ground 'shorts out'

that probe-'s satellite energy and leaves but one probe actively

sending energy to the LNA itself.
lf the feed uses the first technique, where the microwave energy

passes through the diode to the LNA, you have anew factor to

ionsider; the iiode has 'loss'' lt is not 1O0o/o efficient Remember we

aie still 'ih lront of'the LNA and the first amplifier stages at this point'

so any loss at all will degrade or reduce our signal to noise/carrier to

noise ratios. Loss here is loss forever' The amount of loss when you

couple 3.7 lo 4.2 GHz signals through a (microwave) diode varies; it

can'be as much as 2 dB even with a'qual i ty '(meaning expensive)

ri.ro*"u" diode. A 2 dB loss on a 10 foot dish system, attributed to

the use of in-line microwave switching diodes, would reduce the

etfective size of the TVRO dish to around I feet. Obviously this is not a

good choice.- 
lf the feed uses the second technique, there is in theory no loss

when you 'shut off'one probe with the diode'switch'' When you have

both probes feeding the TVRO receiver, and no voltage connected to

eithei diode (one on each polarization), you get signal from both

probes at the same time; in theory. When you turn on.one of the two

biodes, effectively shorting that probe to ground and leaving behind

only one probe connected to the LNA input, you still have the signal in

the selecied polarization going directly f rom the probe to the LNA input

without having gone through a diode.
However, there is an 'electronic circuit' involved and that circuit

occupies a physical position in the system where it.could, possibly'

add some'imp'eOance mis-match'to the flow of satellite energy to the

LNA.
There are three separate plots shown here' One is for the

Cnapairat Polarotor feed. The sebond is for the Boman EFH-75 series

feeO itnL feed is no longer in production in the format tested in

October). The third is the Omni Spectra feed.

You will note that the Omni Spectra feed has a pair of 'plot lines.'
When you use or test the Omni feed, you must first make sure only one
of the two probes is 'active' and then you run your check on that
'polarization.' Having done this, you repeat the test by reversing which
of the two polarizations (i.e. diodes) is active.

Across the top of each plot is a more or less straight line' This is the
reference signal source; the output of the signal generator system. A
'perfect feedr would have a second (and lhird in the case of the Omni)
line below the top reference line which was 'infinitely below' the top
reference line. In this case, the bigger the diflerence between the
top (reference) line, and the bottom measurement line(s)' the better



CHAPARRAL POLAROTOR 1 feed system match efficiency;
horlzontal scale ls frequency, vertical scale is match in dBs. See
text.

the match of the feed. Since match is frequency sensitive, because
the feed is somewhat frequency sensitive, we have a variation shown
between 3.7 GHz (the'low end'of the satellite TV band) and the high
end (4.2 GHz).

Where there are very pronounced increases in the height of the
bottom measurement line (i.e. the distance between the top reference
line and the botttom measurement line'narrows') you can be sure that
in this particular frequency/transponder region the efficiency of the
feed is'down.'

There are several ways to look at these measurement results:
1) The average 'match' (there is a number here);
2) The'best case' match;
3) The 'worst case' match.
lf you dig far enough into most of the available feed's descriptive

technical literature, you will learn what the 'match' is. A number,
claimed, in the 15 to 20 dB region is not uncommon, nor necessarily
bad. The dB numbers tell you how much power sent into the feed, in
this test, would come out the opposite end. Provided. Provided you
had an LNA at the outout end of the feed which matches the impe-
dance of the leed itself (when both are referenced to 50/52 ohms).

Let's take some representative numbers.
Two numbers are commonly used in creating 'known numbers'for

system match. One is expressed in dBs and the other is a ratio. All of
the literature and data you are apt to encounter will be in dBs. But you

Test

EFH-75 feed system match efflciency; horizontal scale
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should understand what lhe dB number really means if you are to pass
iudgement on the true efficiency of the feed.

Let us assume the match is'perfect';that is allof the satellite signal
energy that comes into the feed shows up at the output of the feed,
and, all of that energy travels into the mouth or throat of the LNA. That
would be a10O/" efficient system. In such a system:

1) The match could be said to be 1:1, or,
2) the match could be said to be 'in excess ot 30 dB.'
Let's deal briefly with the '1:1' number. lt means that for every part

of energy that does go into the device ('1'), an equal amount of signal
('1') goes out of the device (or, alternately, from one device to another
where the two are inter-connected). Hence a ratio; '1 :1' or as some-
times expressed, '1 to 1.'

Now suppose that we lost some of the power, either within the
device because of impedance'mis-matching' internal to the device, or
in the coupling of one device to another. Here are two examples:

1) 10Vo of the voltage is 'lost' due to mis-match, equal to a
'voltage mis-match' of 1.1 to 1.

2) sooh of the voltage is 'lost' due to mis-match, equal to a
'voltage mis-match'of 3.16 to 1.

Power is one incremenl of measurement; voltage is another.
There is 'signal voltage' present in the feed but there is also signal
'power'; and power is the product of voltage and current. Both are
present in the signal waves.

OMNI SPECTRA feed system match/efflclency. Horizontal scale
ls frequency (3.6 to 4.3 GHz), vertlcal scale is match in dBs; or
efflciency of the teed system. Solld llne ls 'pole #1'; dashed tine
ls 'pole #2.'

When we include the 'current' factor, resulting in 'power,' the
actual mis-matching numbers now become as follows:

3) 10olo of the power is lost due to mis-match, equal to a 'power
mis-match' of 2.0 to 1.

4) 50% of the power is lost due to mis-match, equal to a 'power
mis-match' of 7.0 to 1.

Now a 50% power loss would seem to be astronomical;would that
not make a 10 foot dish act like a 5 foot dish? ls 5 feet not halt (50'/.) ot
10? Fortunately, for several reasons, this is not the case.

When you lose 50% of the signal, you are actually losing '3 dB' of
signal. That means a dish that is capable ot 42 dB of gain with a 1 00
percent efficient feed will have a realized gain of 39 dB if 50o/o of the
signal is lost in the feed system. Since 50% seems like a lot to lose,
what are some more intermediate numbers?

We'll return to this shortly. The other measurement technique is to
relale the match to dBs. For example, the data sheet may tell you the
'worst case match is 12 dB.' What on earth does that mean?

lf you know that a cerlain pecentage of the power can be lost due to
mis-match, then we can assign dB numbers to those losses. Here is
an abbreviated table that does iust that.

SATELLITE DICEST

vertlcal scale is match in dBs. See text.



Match dB
30 dB
25 dB
22 dB
20 dB
1 8  d B
1 6  d B
1 4  d B
1 2  d B
1 0  d B
8 d B
6 d B
4 d B
3 d B
2 d B
1 d B

7o Power Lost
.001%
.003%
.006%
.010%
.016%
.o25"h
.0s0%
.080%
.100"k
.158/o
.251Yo
.398%
'5O1o/"
.631%
.794"h

Anolher way of looking at the table's bottom or worst case line is to

consider that if we have i dB of the total power available in the feed

oettino into the LNA, we have 1.000 - .794 or only '206 of the power

ictuaiiy getting to the LNA. Those numbers are in percents of a whole
't' so wiare dialing here with 1 being all of the available signal and

anything less thai one being the actual signal through the (feed)

device after mis-match.
As you can see, we are not really in deep trouble until we get down

to the iO dB 'match' region. That's where 1% of the available power is

lost due to mis-matchllf we can stand to give away 1% of the total
power f rom the feed, then we can accept a'20 dB match ' In the region

between a  20  dB 'match 'and a  10  dB 'match 'we decrease our

etficiency from 17o power loss to 10% power loss'.So although the 'dB

matcn gnding' is in dBs, we can still think about what is really happen-

inq in ierms bf percentages of power lost due to mis-match' And

re"member that 5oo/o of ali power lost is a 3 dB overall system loss'

fu; we'll compare the three charts shown here to see how the

Chaparral Polarotor, the Boman EFH-75 and the Omni-Spectra feed

d id .

Feed 3.7 GHz 3'95 GHz 4'2 GHz Best Case Worst Case

Boman 12dB 27dB 27dB 35 dB+ 12 dB

Chapanal 27 dB 18 dB 18 dB 27 dB 12 5 dB

Omni Pole #1 22dB 11 dB 19 dB 22 dB 11 dB

Omni Pole #2 18 dB 17 dB 16 dB 24'5 dB 16 dB

The Omni-soectra feed has two probes so you have a pair of

separate readings to take. They are nol identical, in our test results' as

you can see.
There are several ways to evaluate these results:
A) Lowest match los-s / Boman EFH-75, around 3'92 GHz;

Bi Higtrest match loss / Omni Spectra Pole #1,.around 4'0 GHz;

C) mist consistent match (smallest variation) / Omni Spectra
Pole #2

There is a perhaps better way to evaluate th.e performance

however; co'mparing what percentage of the total region between 3'7

and +.2 Ggz the tes-ted feeds attained a match of say 20 dB or better'

iemember, if the match is 20 dB, we are losing only 1olo of the total

power available. Since the results were plotted on'grid square'graph
paper, we simply took the total number of grid squares between 3'7

Ziia q.z en esiotal) and then checked how many grid squares had a

match of 20 dB or better. From that we created a simple percentage

which translates to bandwidth where the match is 20 dB or better'

SATELLITE DICEST

88% of the Boman feed meeting or exceeding that 'match point"
--ihe 

Ctap"tral. Twenty percent meets or.excee-ds the 20 dB

match level; 72/ohasamalchequal to or betterthan a 5% power loss

factor.- 
itre Omni Spectra feed, pole number 1 first' Twelve percent of

the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz spectrum has a match of 20 dB or better; Z2"/ohas a

match of 14 dB or better. And the second pole on the Omni; 1 67o was

20 dB or better, and 1O0o/o (all of the spectrum) was 1 4 dB oir better'

Some discussion, tf you had a bad 'loss/match spike' in a particular

part of the spectrum between 3.7 and 4.2GHz' you could have a very

inefficient feed for say a transponder or two' Notice that we can nave

raifrer abrupt rises (Chaparral between 3'7 and 3'8 GHz) and falls
(Boman between 3.9 and 3'94 GHz). An abrupt dip probably cannot

irurt; an abrupt rise (poorer match, greater loss) is another story'

You can see that'since all of the rotating probe polarizer devices

are individually hand tuned ('tweeked,' in the trade) by a technician

before they are shipped, and ihe position and length of the probe does

have a dramatic impact on the performance of the feed, that you might

g"t " t""a which has been improperly'tweeked.'That could explain

tny yo, have a leed that performs badly over lhe full band, or, iust in a

portion of the band.
There is less 'tweeking' involved in the Omni-Spectra feeds, but at

the same time there are component part diflerences which have

the same effect; improving, or degrading, the overall match of the

system within the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz region. The Omni feed shown was

o'ne of two we checked. Both had similar (but far from identical)

characteristics; one pole on each was always better, by quite abit'

than the other. lf you had a way to determine, in advance, which was

the'hot pole' and which was the not-so-hot pole, you would be wise to

position (mount) the feed to make the hot pole correspond to the

weaker tiansponder sets (either vertical or horizonlal, depending

upon tne birOi of interest) at your location. This is not always possible'
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Feed
Boman
Chapanal
Omni  #1
Omni #2

20 dB (1% loss) 14 dB (5olo loss)
69oh 88yo
20% 72"/"
12/o 22o/o
16% 1OO"/"

of course.
The bottom line on feed match is this:

No two feeds, from the same manufacturer, wlll be alike' No

slngle design, in our view, is clearly superior ove-r any other
des'ign; as fir as 'match' and loss are concerned. You will see
lar mlore variation between leeds ol the same brand than you

are llkely to verify between leeds of dlfterent brands' lf you

flnd you:rself having a difflcult time making an installation
perlorm properly, try replacing the leed with a new one; and
inother newonC. You may be surprised how much difference
It makes, especially on weak, marginal slgnals.

POLARIZATION Control
All of the feeds tested have two purposes; to capture and couple'

with maximum efficiency, the parabola collected signal into a single

spot; the mouth or entrance to the LNA. And, to allow the user to

silectively pick off one polarization, or the other, as he changes from

channel to channel on his TVRO terminal.
Untortunately, not all of the satellites have the same approach to

polarization. Anb more unfortunate, from any given spot on €arth'

iooiing ,p and at the Clarke Orbit Belt, the 'apparent polarization'-of

the sigiais changes as you run through the sky f rom a bird which is far

east or west of you to a bird that is due south of you'

A full rotational system, such as the Boman or Chaparral units,

really does not care a'bout the true versus the apparent polarization ol

a satellite. The control over the probe is continuous and the user

adlusts the control that operates the probe for best picture' and

miximum 'nulling effect' on the opposite polarity.signal(s)'- 
A switching slstem, which has iust two positions (vertical, and'

horizontal) ha! no ability to 'fine tune' for this ditference, nor the

difference one linds as you go through the sky from the higher up birds

and those lower down on your horizon.

RATING The Feeds
We promised we would rate the feeds for performance and other

factors which we deemed important. Here are those ratings'
The ratings are both hard analysis and opinion;see asterisks (') at

bottom ol chirt. You cannot 'sum' the vertical columns under each
feed and come to a 'total' for each feed simply because you are

Now, what do these numbers mean?
The boman first. There is 60% of the bandwidth between 3'7 and

4.2GHzwhich has a match of 20 dB (1olo power loss) or better' lf you
'lower your standards' to a 14 dB match (5% power loss), we have
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ouf fuitennas
cleady more
atttadive.

This is ufiere it counts. You can t deliver
a precise, high-quality picture unless you
start with a good collection of signals at
the antenna. That's ufiy USS designed a
commercial-quality antenna for home use.
Vhat makes our antenna so attractive
to signals, as well as to dealers and
customers? It's hard to put into words.

We could tell you that USS antennas
have a superior prime-focus feed with
high gain and low sidelobe for narrow
satellite spacing (verified by independent
laboratory testing) and accurate tracking
polar mounts that meet the toughest wind-
loading criteria. And that we guarantee
that our line of antennas - 3.0, 3.8,
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installation.
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you is USS antennas are clearly superior
and deliver consistently top-quality pic-
tures without installation headaches and
future service problems. With USS antennas
you can design in-system margin to allow
for normal satellite ageing. At USS,
we build them for today and tomorrow.

Ask the folks who own one.
Call us and we'll give you the names of
USS antenna owners so you can get their
opinion of USS performance fi rsthand.
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In Minnesota, call (218) 681-5616.
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comparing apples and oranges' In any single category' 10 is the

maximum rating while 0 would be a minimum rating' No polarization

SATELLITE DICEST

control is available with the Super Feed, a function of design' so il

rates a'0' in this category.
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CATEGORY
Documentation
Durability (*')
F u l l  P o l a r i z a t i o n

Control
lllumination

Pattern
,3TID
. 4 I I D
.5 f/D

lnstructions
Match/eff iciencY
Packaging
Price

Chap. SuPer Feed
6

1 0
(0)

Chap. Polarotor

6
1 0

Polatron lll

I
1 0

Omni Spectra

I
6

Boman EFH-75 Boman EFH'90

8
1 0

z

I
1 0
10 (.*)
I

1 0
9

5
8

1 0

ADL
1 0

6

4 f'Y1O) 4 C*/10)
1 0  1 0
4 4
8 1 0

1 0 8
1 0  1 0
5 8

4 5 4
1 0  1 0  1 0

4 4 5
*  r  1 0
8 8 6
* q *

g * 8

4
1 0
4

1 0
9

1 0
I

Means not available or missing with unit CSD acquired tor test'

verv suuiective evaluation uir.o ,pon limited experience with each unit in field.

chaoanal super Feed and porarotor feeds equipped witn siJ.i"i sl/Ii.d"pi.i ring will always outperform the same leed not equipped with the

,*, eo.if:"rtJ[,3:ntJri,i?.lj'X" ror test had instructions for .3 t/D dish but in reatitvjeed was for dish in .5 to .6 region Following instructions literally'

usino the feed on a .3 dish' would be a mistake

ADDITIONAL FEEd TCSTS- -- 
Wn"n CSD began the research work on this series last October'

we selected a vari6ty of the top seller and more popular feeds within
the industry. Since that time, as reported in CSD for January, there
have been substantial changes in the feed line at Boman lndustries'
Between our research and documentation, and the printed words
nere, tne Boman feed line tested has all but disappeared' No tests
nive yet been performed on the replacement Jeeds from Boman
innorin *. understand that Boman is having theirfeeds tested atthe
."r" 6tt range in San Diego (Microwave Speclalty Corporation*)
which CSD selected for our own tests last October'

We will revisit teeds again, as the industry matures and changes' A
number of new leeds are promised within the next 30 to 120 days' by
both established feed suppliers and some new market entrants'
Hopef,rf fV, n"uing read youi way through this four part series, you will
be'in a better p-osition to ask the 'right questions' of the feed sales
people who come to call on You!

ThtE OTHER Side Ot Omni-SPectra
Test results here suggest that the Omni-Spectra Polarizer system

."y not be the most eiticient system in the industry today' Because
Omiriii an lrVA Com Company, with a reputation for quality products

in a wioevariety of lields, these iest results 'bothered' us. while certain
the results of our tests were correcl, there was the lingering suspicion
in"t*" t"V have overlooked something in our testing program' For

this reason Coop traveled to Merrimack, New Hampshire during
i"Orr"iV io in.pect the Omni f acility and explore the product in greater

depth witn the personnel there. These are our findings:---i i  
ule-cOiil OSI generates around $16M per year in revenues'

' 
manulacturing i wrde se\ectron o\ connec\ots' pasdNe de\\ces

such as attenuators, splitters and so on The Polarizer teed is

one of the newer products {or this division although it actually
began as a research project in February of 1982'

2t ThL road lrom concept to working product has not been-' 
t.o"tn' ""iiv porari.ei devices went exclusively to National

Microtech and they as often as nothad ploblemt:F,o]l1f9.\!-

mature.
g) ih;,roOuct is produced in an Omni production facility located

' 
in Puerto Rico. The product is quality-checked beiore shipment

it the Merrimack facility; all returns come to New Hampshire

and al l  sales and engineering comes from Merrimack'
4) The Polarizer, manufactured in Puerto Rico and init ial ly

checked there, checked again (individually) in New Hamp-

inir", n". speiilications which do not conespond with our San

Diego test range measurements. In virtually every test we

con"ducted, we 
-found 

feed performance substantially'worse'
than Omni describes as 'worst case'' Clearly, the two Omni

feeds we had in San Diego for testing were not representative

oi Omni's best.

Let's see why.
A) Maximum Through Loss; Omni says that no units get out the

door if there is a w-orst case through loss greater than 0 35 dB'

Typical units have a through loss of 0'25- dB (or less)'

B) lviaximum Match Loss: Omni says that if a feed has a match

anyplace within the g'7 lo 4.2 GHz band of 16 dB or less' the

feed does not 'ship.'

We measured through losses as high as 0 75 dB (worst case) and

we also traced a correlition of high through loss to poor match We

Jii.rii"O this with Don Ctoutier, the proiect engineer who actually

created the Polarizer design and then stuck with it to get the mature

oroduct thev have today Don took us into the laboratory and we

broceeded t,o'mis-handle' Polarizers to see what we had to do to get

ih;;;;;lt; we tound with the two untis csD had selected for test last

iii.i piiou.t deliv'ery in october of 1982, the Polariz-er went

tniouon substantial re-organization in January of 1983 and

il;:; s"pi"tn"t "ir 981. The product is now considered

'/ CSD wishes to thank the staff of Microwave Specialty C9rqo13-
tion J San oiego, and in particular corporate President Carl Grindle

"rJ Cf,i"i eniineer Duane Tubbs for their skills and assistance
;;.d;Ji" b"in cso ano the home TVRo industry in making these

tests for us.

fal l .
The Polarizer comes to the dealer with two foam 'caps' in place;

oneisinsrde ol theleedthroatend \\he round end o1\heleed)uh\\ethe

other is inserted in the more rectangular opening at the back (flange)

enJot tne leed. Both inserts are ciearly marked with a warning not

to remove tne inserts. lf you pry open the end on the leed throat' you

*itt ."" a pair ol gold metallib probes Touching or moving those

orobes is a non-no-, but not the worst mistake you could make'
" -bn 

tt'" opposite end, with the waveguide f lange/rectangular open-

ino.orvinqooenthefoamcoveringdoesinstantandpossib|yirrepara-
Of6 ia'ma-ge. This piece of foam actually helps secure some very

carefully idjusted sections ol microwave tiansmission circuitry Mere-

tv orvin6 oo6n the foam cover will dis-lodge the circuits and there is no

;;yi; ;riih; o"ix tn" way thev left the engineering adjustment (at

tne faciory) without approxifiatei $12,000 in test equipment and a

fair education.
With us hoverlng nearby Cloutier proceeded to lake a group of

freshlt'field returnei' Polariier feeds to the test bench' All bore signs
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DO NOT REMOVE/ means do not remove!

that the foam cover had been removed in the field. Cloutier muttered
something about "people who would open a casket if there were
screws on it . . ." and proceeded to place the first'defective' unit on the
test fixture. lt had more than 1 dB of loss and a poor match. We took it
apart to see why. Removing the rectangular end waveguide foam-
cover, we instantly saw why; somebody, possibly using a pair of
needle-nose pliers, had re-configured one of the microwave circuits.
Cloutier shoved his experienced fingers up inside the cavity and went
to work. First the probe-extension was straightened out, then moved a
fraction (less than a 32nd) of an inch at a time. We watched the match
of the feed displayed on a scope; each time he tweeked with his
fingers, it got better. Pretty soon it was in excess of 20 dB in the worst
case. "Fixed" he pronounced and we went on to the next one on the
table,

"Because so few people understand the technology here, it is not
unusual to have dealers who 'tweek'trying to improve performance."
Can you do this in the field, we asked?

"You could do it anyplace . . . provided you have the proper test
equipment and experience." And if you lack either?

"Assuming the unit was properly tweeked before it left here lor the
first time, assuming somebody did not get into the unit before it got to
you, there is nothing someone without test equipment can do to

the pertormance in 'tweeking.' Nothing at all. They can
make lt worse"!

suppose a unit really does act bad? Supose it seems to have
loss or low cross-pole isolation (i.e. separation of the two polar-

How do you fix this?
"Only in very-very rare cases by going inside of the unit. lt is almosl
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22 dB RETURN LOSS (match)/ 0.25 dB through loss were typical
measurements we saw on random samples tested at the Merri-
mack headquarters.

always an instal lat ion problem." Such as?
The unit MUST be instal led properly. l t  must be set so that i t  al igns

with one or the other bird polarizations, on a satellite such as F3R. lt
turns out that the Polarizer has a quite unique feature which Jal ls into
the best kept secret category. The individual polarity probes inside ol
the'throat 'are quite' large' in diameter; one quarter inch to be exact.
Coultier suggests this accounts for an operational leature you do not
f ind on the Chaparral Polarotor; for example.

"The Polarotor almost demands an accurate, even precise, setting
of the rotational probe to cancel or null out the opposite polarity signal.
The Polarizer, on the other hand, only requires a 'window'that is + 10
degrees wrde to cancel the non-desired and peak up the desired. This
is why our system works without tweeking; the probe is electrically
larger."

ls that an unequivocal statement; you can use the Polarizer any-
place, and not worry about tweeking?

"No, not at all. We have made a series of tests across North
America; we have identilied at least one geographic area where the
Polarizer wi l l  not properly control cross pole signals. We simply wil l  not
sel l  the unit in that part of the country."

In addition to the high loss and the poor match on the Polarizer
reported on in these pages, we had also experienced or studied
another oroblem or two with the svstem.

CLOUTIER/ "The plastic scalar will melt, no question about it; if
the feed gets in front of a non-sun dispersing surface. Omni now
ships aluminum scalar (front plates) as a standard piece; plastic is
still available upon request,"

SATELLITE DICEST
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HAND/ this is what you'll see.
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BRUCE SMITH/ "We shut off  the engineer's pentight and turned

on the Uroad beam of the marketing light' We found out we had

Ueen approacning the product improperly.' Now in its third year'

we havd the Polarizer on the right track"'

product. Our visit to Menimack convinced us that the Polarizer' prop-

6rfy init"fftO and properly understood by the. installer, is a good

;"ki6 iuo-system worthy of your interest' As our complex San

Diego iests show, even when you think Vou fno.w lvnq],you 
are doing'

inO"you have reasonably good equipment to do it with, you can be

wrong in your conclusions. Our init ial  results, reported here' was

that tfie Omni 'line of feeds' had problems Further investigation

convinces us that the two particular Jeeds we tested were bad while

the line itself is actually both creative and high quality in performance'

1) Ground Loops. In reviewing the Intersat lQ-160 receiver sys-' '  
; ; l ; i ;  p".t ' rurr.  CSD founJ a'60 cvcle AC problem with the

Video.WeunderstoodthatthePoIarizercouIdbesusceptibleto
AC 'ground loops' as well How does this work?

The Polirizer obtains its switching ability with a pair of microwave

diodes. Trrose diodes function wheria voliage is applied to them. ll

;;il;;; " ';;";nJ ioop' it is possible to have.as mu-ch as 20 volts of
'nc' iroutingihrough the cabies, and teed, of the antenna' This AC

voltage can-, in turn, trigger the microwave diode into a'partially'on

ii"l"]; rrtu[". about t]s volts at 30 mA to make the diode fully 'turn

on.' From the text, you atready know that 'fully on' means 'lully off '

But the AC floating arouni on the feed' created by the ground

rooi'ito. un i.ptopitry grounded TVRO receiver' can partially

trr'n-on the diode. A partiaiturn on results in a loss of signal through

if'" OioJ"; in etf ect you have the non'desired pole probe totally turned
ion,; und the desirbd-pole-probe part ial ty turned 'on' '  Natural ly this

does not make the system work very well; the.feed gets the blame'

The real culprit, however, is the Ai voltage that {lows through the

uni"nni betause the receiver has been not properly grounded

through a 3 wire (earthen ground).AC wall oytleJ.'--' -W"n"t 
we leained in M-errimack was that perhaps the Omni-

Spectra eotarizer feed has not gotten a'fair shake' from many in the

;i;;it to date. Yes, there WERE problems with early units; prob-

lems which have been worked out' YES, because-. of inadequate

;;;i;t;ii;;; many earlv-bird dealers were 'turned 
-off' b1' the svstem

*nen tn"V couldn't  gefthem to play properly' .YES' i t  is possible to

;;;-d s#; ,p-the"performanc6 oi t'e unit if you pry olt the foam

t""Jti.g. ".0 get inside of the unit' There are no user serviceable

oarts iniidel Ani unless you have considerable microwave test equlp-

ment, vou have no business gett ing inside'

GSD obtained a pair of units for test. Neither was even close to the

perlormance of the units we saw in Merrimack' Omni Spectra is too big

a company to 'load' the tests on us; we believe the results we saw

there. bur'best conclusions are that we had two'bad units'' We know

that one had been tampered with before we got it; the loam caps told

us that.
ln a field where competitors try to 'hide' their technology' often

teartutinat you will figure out they have no real technology anyhow' it

was very refreshing to us to have a totally open-discussion and lab

session with Don Cloutier and Walter Howard at Omni Spectra Omni

has a new field assistance program whereby any dealer who has a

proniem maf<ing the Omni Spectra P-olarizer work to his satisJaction

ilirrlli " pers6nal visit from Don Cloutier, Mark Taylor 9r qrryq
Smii-h. Now how many other products in this industry, put out by $16M

l""J ,pl companies, wilt gei you the personal attention of the fac-

iory-"i,gin"er-inventor when you cannot.make.it play! Canyou picture

Chiparial's Taylor Howard traveling to lVlinot because a prospectlve

dealer can't gei a Polarotor to work? You bet!--btni-Sp6"tra 
is trying hard to make a dent in the marketplace'

ffrey iie tai too Urignt i fiin to oe in there trying to push a product that

is n6t competitive in performance and price to 'Brand X.' They have

;";;tthitsi; lose, and nothing to gain by staying at it with an inferior

REVIEW:
DRACO'S
DISH MOVIN'/
CONTROL SYSTEIUI

A DRIVE Driven
The Draco Aimer lll satellite dish control system is one of the most

sophisticated antenna control mechanisms in the marketplace today'

tt riraywett be the most sophisticated' and perhaps best conception oJ

a drive and controller system available to dealers'
We first saw the Aimer series ol drive(s) at the Minneapolis Sfil

show this pastJune. The proud creators and backers (.) were showing

off the unii in both the operational and cu!away modes' They had all ol

the strong selling points down very pat and it was difficult not to be

impresse-d as y6u listened to their speech and watched the drive

operate. When you were invited to try to defeat the unit, make it quit or

false, it became a contest between man and machine The machine

typically won.'' 
Draco Laboratories, lnc. is one of those upper midwest electro-

nic creations which has quiet, unassuming Gus 'Sandy' Wirth hover'

ino in the backqround. Wirth has been in communication related

brisineses for ap=proximately two decades. He pioneered nationwide

CB radio system distribution in the early 60's, and saw the CB boom of
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the 70's rise and then plummet like a spent bottle rocket. Sandy has
always been on the leading edge of communication system marketing
and yet inspite of his deep involvement in our business and those that
pr".'eded ii, he is a virtually silent ligure attracting very little national
attention. He l ikes i t  that way.

As a major mover of satellite hardware, Wirth has seen and
studied just about every TVRO component and box that has come
down the road since 1980 or so. He has made his share of mistakes by
agreeing to handle products which looked great on paper, or in proto-

ty-pe torh, but which later proved to be massive headaches for the
distr ibutor. When we talked with him in Minneapolis last June, we
wondered why he and Draco were working so hard on a new motor
drive. The answer of course was obvious; with limited exceptions,
drives have been a particularly troublesome system part for the deal-
ers of North America. lf the controller was more or less fault-free, the
power actuator was underdesigned. lf the actuator was troublefree,
the control ler had a mind of i ts own.

It may be difficult to accept, particularly it you are new to this
business during the last 12 months, that not much over 18 months ago
a TVRO dish sold to a home owner almost never included a motor
drive. l t  has only been in the last 12 months that drives have come
down in price, and their impact has increased' Even today there are
estimates that initial system sales in the 40% range do not include
motorized drives with control lers.

Dnves, and controllers, seem very expensive When you consider
that a dealer may be paying between $400 and $600 for a drive and
control system, and less than that for his TVRO receiver, there is a
natural concern that drives are st i l l  far from mature.

There are only two basic families of drives now available; those
that move the dish as long as the operator holds the button down, and,
those that move the disfr from where it is to where you want it to be,
after the ooerator pushes and then releases a button The first family
of drives has no memory, and possibly no electronics at all; it simply
goes east when an 'east button' is pushed, and 'goes west 'when a
west button is pushed, driving the dish through the arc over the
equator. A slightly more sophisticated version of this basic drive and
control system would include 'limit switches' so that as the drive
agproaches its own 'safe limits,' at the end of safe travel in either
direction, the 'limits' shut down the motor circuits even if a forgetlul
operator has left  his f inger down on the button too long. 'Limits'came

aiong after too many people kept the button down as the dish spun into
the ground or mounting hardware, or clear out of its actuator shaft
drive.

This type of drive remains available today, and sells very well with
lower priced home TVRO systems. lt does, in fact' make the perfecl
'step-up' add-on-sale device for people who tip-toe into the TVRO
world with their hand firmly clasped over their pocketbook. And as long
as the user has reasonable savvy, can recognize one bird from
another as the dish moves through the sky, and doesn't  mind holding a
button down while the dish moves, this is not a bad way to go. Drives in
this family may wholesale to the dealer in the $300 region.

It is the next-up family which interests us here. These are the
drives which replace the simplist ic 'east button' and'west button' with
a set ot controlling circuits; circuits which read where the dish is at any
instant, circuits which memorize where the dish is or was when the
operator wants to return to a specific satellite position, circuits which
control not only the dish and the drive but ofien the Polarotor or other
feed switching system as well.

These are the automatic dish drives which have some sort of push
button or key board 'entry' system. The controller works directly with a
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'counter'of some sort and the counter monitors the drive mechanism'
lf the drive uses a form ol 'jack screw,' the jack screw turns on its own
axis when power is applied. When power is applied to the jack screw
drive motor in one direction, the jack screw rotates on its axis in a
clockwise direction. When power is applied to the motor in the oppo-
site direction, the jack screw reverses and turns on its own axis in a
counler-clockwise direction. Jack screws are designed to extend their
length or retract their length, between two set limits. When the.lack
screw extends (gets longer) the end of the jack screw pushes against
the dish proper and shoves i t 'up' in the sky towards higher and higher
(or, lower and lower) look-angle birds. When the jack screw retracts'
the dish is 'pul led'downward towards the ground' and towards lower
and lower (or, higher and higher) look angle birds. As i t  travels in this
semi-circular typ-e arc, the dish works on the polar mount and tracks
through the sky and the Clarke Orbit Belt.

Aii of that seems pretty elementary and not ovedy complicated
And, as some have pointed out, "lf you can buy a computer controlled
medium sized refrigeratorlreezer for $500 retail, why does a dish
'movel cost as much or more when it is but a fraction of the size or
complexity?".

Perhaps there is a clue in the Draco Aimer lll.
The AIMER l l l  consists of the fol lowing basic sections:
1) TheAimer l l l  chassis, which contains al l  of theelectronicsand

which, pound for pound and inch for inch is actual ly heavier
than and larger than many of the TVRO receivers in the market-
olace.

2) The motorized Power Actuator, which attaches to the dish
and upon receiving 'electronic commands' from the Aimer l l l
chassis, moves the dish where the user has instructed.

3) A Gimbal Bracket. This is a mechanical device which helps
the drive power actuator attach to the dish, and eliminates
something undesirable cal led 'side loading, '  or torque. We'l l
see wny.

Confused?
The designers of the Aimer l l l  wisely recognize that not everyone

who encounters the unit will 'feel comfortable' with operating such a
space-agy system. Way up front in their manual, they tell the user
". . . it you get confused, iust stand back and wait"' What they are
saying is that on purpose, by design, the system requires the user to
do ' two things' ( i .e. push two buttons) in some part icular sequence,
and within i  pre-programmed period of t ime' before anything wil l
happen. This wisdom gets the user around accidental activation of the
dish drive. l t  is one thing to'hit '  one button and then wish you had not
touched it; it is quite another to 'hit' two, in a row and within a
prescribed time frame. Such is the overall wisdom that has gone into
the unit 's functions.

Let 's review what the Aimer l l l  is capable of doing.
1 ) l t  tel ls the user which satel l i te he is tuned to, or select ing. This

is done with a four digit  display on the front- left  hand side of the
indoor unit .

2) lt stores in memory the location of as many as 64 satellites (a
touch of overkill, but what the heck) and gives the user the
abil i ty to select any f ive of those satel l i tes for ' instant recal l . '

3) lt directs the polarization control system (i.e. Polarotor l)to
the proper polarization 'sequence' for any bird you have in
memory (remember, there can be 64!).

4) l t  has the abi l i ty to do several 'special things' which mighl
appeal to some of your customers, Examples:
A) The system can be set to' lock out '  part icular satel l i tes. In
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DRACO AIMER lll call letter (satellite nomenclature) digital call out display.





this way you can leave home for the evening and insure that
the kids don't  wander over to F4.

B) You can lock the satellite terminal into a fixed position;
ior example F3R. This insures that nobody messes around
with your dish when you are not home (alternately' you can
lock it 'between satellites' so that the terminal appears to be
inoperative).

C) You can take away a stored position from the memory.
And just in case you have a change of heart, you can 'recall

the Iast satellite deleted' and put it back into memory hours'
days or weeks later!

D) You can re-al ign your dish without touching the dish'
Within reason of course. Let's say your polar mounted dish
moves ever so slightly on the round polar mount tube'
Everything seems off a tad. The user has two choices; get
the dish back where it is supposed to be' or create an
'Aimer l l l  f ix ' from inside. There are l imit is to this, natural ly.

5) There is memory'battery-backup. lf you have a power lail-
ure, all of that carefully entered-into-memory data could be lost'
The battery will hold onto what you have stored in the chips for
up to 100 hours.

HOW Does l t  Instal l?
The dealer receives all three of the previously mentioned sections

plus 125 feet of cable (connectors one end', an Allen wrench to adjust
ihe Gimbal Bracket and six special 'splicing connectors' that allow you

to hook up the outdoor port ion, at the dish' without any tools.
Gimbat Bracket. Dish drives have always had'torque problems.'

The dish does not always want to cooperate; it drops to low look
angles in one extreme and it is way up there at the high look angles
The resistance of the dish, to move properly, varies depending upon
where the dish happens to be. This places considerably different
'loads' on the drive itself at diJferent look angles. The Gimbal Bracket
corrects this; it forces the drive to always see a more or less constant
'load'and the net result is that the drive does not have to huff and putt

at low look angles and then sail off in high speed at the higher look
angles. The 'GB' attaches to the dish's rear Jrame as a 'central

support' to the drive itsell. In addition to being a wise engineerlng
move, the 'GB' is well  thought out with adjustments the dealer can
make at the time of installation to cope with virtually any type ol dish
struclure.

AIMER lll GIMBAL Bracket pivots on itself to insure that the dish

i" "i*"V" Oiiu"n 'true' with6ut binding, or, unusual torque on the

drive system.

Note: The dealer may have to drill a hole (1/2" diameter) in the dish.

back f rame to mount the 'GB.' Not all dishes come with a hole' of

this size, in the ProPer Position.
The Actuator. The power actuator attaches to the dish at two

ooints. One of these is the dish itself, usually to a rear dish strut on the

imetal) frame. The other attachment point is the Gimbal bracket'
which doubles as both a rear and a central attachment point' You do
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one clever thing as you attach the actuator; the inner extension tube is

rotated one tur-n away from 'fully in' as you install. What does this do?

Set the 'lN' limit for ihe drive and it is automatically reflected in the

electronics console inside. We'l l  deal with sett ing the 'OUT' l imit

separately.' 
The tictory provided cable is routed from inside to the dish' A stub

of cable hangs from the motor portion of the actualor. Your assign-
ment is to get the two together. Draco makes it easy, providing a

special nonistrip, pliers-only splicing connector. You insert the two

wire ends into the connector, and snap i t  together with pl iers'  No {uss'

no bother although we would suggest you then apply Coax-Seal over

the fitting to insure that moisture never-ever gets inside The wires are

color coded.
Now, the cable supplied is good for a 125 foot run. You can use the

same type and gauge of wire (4 #22,2 #16)Ior runs upto 250 feet' By

substituting larger gauge wire for the 'pan' 
W22 is fine for longer runs

for the quid set since it only carries control signals), runs to at least

1.000 feet are Possible.
The electronics. lt will bother some that while the motor ts

attached to the electronics, you do not connect up the Polarotor at this

time. We'll see why. Indoois, the factory supplied cable has 'keyed

molex' plugs. l t  is possible, but dif f icult ,  to screw this one up Just in

case you do:
A)' The word 'Fuse' pops up on the actuator display' This can

mean that you have the wires crossed, or the plug inserted
improperly. lt can also mean that you have blown a luse!

Thanks to the battery back up in the system, you not only do not

lose memory, but you also do not lose instructions should something
go. As we shal l  further see, the Aimer l l l  is l i l led with user instruct ions'

Oh yes, you do not plug the Aimer l l l  into a'switched'AC outlet (the
kind thit some people insist on installing so they can turn on and off
floor lamps when they enter or leave a room) The unit wants to see
'oower' all of the time to insure that the Nicad battery stays charged
should power'real ly fai l . '  Remember the battery keeps the memory
going.- 

Set up of the Aimer lll seems very complicated at first blush'
Fortunately, it is not complicated. ln fact, unlike many of the dish
moving systems on the market today, it is quite abit of fun. We'll hit the
highlights just to illustrate what is involved and let you try it out on your
own In oerson.

1) The ' lN' l imit was set at the dish (remember the one-fulF
turn). The 'OUT' is set by operating the dish in a manual drive
mode (inspite of all of the memory and automatic features, the
dish can still be switch operated in a manual mode). The dish is
run to just east of the last satellite (F4 for most of us). With the
dish in this position, two buttons ('Store,' and a special set and
forget button) are pushed. That does it; the dish now has both
extremes set and you cannot go past those points.

How do you know it took? Those clever Draco engineers have the
box tell you, on the display; 'OUT.'

Now the Polarotor cable. lt has three wires' The Draco cables are
color-coded to match the Chaparral wires; red, black and white. The
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memory dish moving system. Many are already wed to systems which
integraie with their ieceiver packages. There may even be a conflict
betieen your dish receiver electronics and the Aimer lll as far as the
Polarotor control is involved (many receivers now toggle the Polarotor
for you). The smart thing to do, if you are selling receivers which

attehpi to marry to the polarization control system, might be to forget

about the receiver's control circuits and installthe system to the Draco
since it has lar better controls plus memory.

The package is extremely well done, and between its introduction
in Minneapolis in June and now, most (il indeed not all) of the bugs

should have been worked out.
We have used a pair of these drives in a high humidity and salt

spray environment for several months We have had no failures,
have never seen the word 'Fuse' appear on our digital displays' and
have purposefully allowed one to be used by a technical type and
another to be used by an average consumer who frankly has a hard
time turning his TV set on and off

The paCkage is trightening to the new dealer because it'seems' to
be complex. That lright quickly passes, however, when you sit down
with the excellent sGp by step manual and simply install it step by

step. The manual is so complete that it does two things:
1) lts detail may actually frighten people who are not accus-

tomed lo so many instructions, and,
2) When you do get into houble, the answer lS there.
In particular, a rear section on trouble shooting seems to cover just

about every aspect of the operation'
So whai are the down side aspects of the product?
1) l t  costs a fair piece of change, but in al l  honesty i t  is larlrom

overpriced. You have to pay good money to get this much
elecironics and mechanics to be fail safe and operator proof'

2) And, purely as a personal observation, the electronics portion

of the box may be a tad on the 'electronic-look' side lt is

obvious an engineer designed every part; a good engineer'
What we end up with is a controller which probably looks more
comolicated than the customer's satellite receiver. That may
frighien some customers who are barely able to cope with their
light switches.

only caution here is that you have to make a real splice in the two sets'

and protect the splice afterwards with Coax-Seal or something equally

as good. lt would not do tor any of these wires to short together since

per-manentdamagetoeither/ortheAimer|| |contro||erlPo|arotorcan
result.

2) The satellite is found using the manual controls' When the

signal is peaked on the satellite receiver (using the meter or
ydur. eyei, the location is 'stored' by simply pushing on the
istore''button. Having peaked the satellite's location and stored

that location into memory, you then set the polarization mem-

ory for the satellite. That l-eti you mix and match Westar/Galaxy

od'd-horizontal and even-verticals with the opposite format of

Satcom and Comstar birds so that as the user recalls birds from

memory, he ends up with everything pre-set' Pretty neat',

The last step for each satellite is to dial up the 4 character/number

designation. There is a knob you turn andJrom leftto right you find. the

corrict digital read out character for each ol the four positions' You

cin spett 
-out 

SAT 4 or anything you wish. Most people can think of

their own clever, four letter or number combos that are unique-if that

turns them on (contest entries for SAT 4 should go directly to Draco;

not CSD!).- 
You repeat the sequence for each satellite' They all end up in the

.MainMenu'whichisthe64sate|| i tememory.Youreca||thesate|| i teo|

interest in one of two ways:
1) You turn what they call the 'Alpha Dial' until you find the 4

digits that describe that satellite. Then you set the odd/even
pdlarization button (the digital display says E and O' which is

self explanatory) and hit the 'Go To' button' Before you can say
'Playboy' you-have the dish locked where you want it and the
polarolor already set.

2) br, you have 5omething called 'Presets" There are five

buttons tor the most-used satellites. The pre-set buttons recall

not only the actuator's position but also thecorrect polarization

for thaf bird. lf 'A' is Gataxy 1 and you want Galaxy 1 ' iust hit the
'A' button followed by'Gd To' (there's that two-button fail-safe

sequence again).
There are a couple of teatures here which escape casual observa-

tion. Not all birds have the same required polarization 'skew'; F3R, lor
example, is 'cocked' 10 degrees (more or less) off of true alignment'

and when you switch to f3C from neighboring D4, for example, where

the odds and verticals align channel Jor channel, you will find on most

systems that you have to touch up the polarizalion control to compen-

sate for that 1b degree 'cock.' With the Draco Aimer lll' you adjust the
polarization wherJit is best for each bird and the memory rememb.ers

in"t fgn is'cocked' 10 degrees. No more screwing around with fine

tuning the polarization.

REALIGNMENT
We mentioned that one of the hidden features was the ability to

realign the whole system if the dish has twisted on the polar mount.
Actually, that is a mis-nomer since as any dealer worth his salt knows,
it you corkscrew the dish on the polar mount pipe or mount stand' you
lose tracking, Getting the dish's elevation arm true north and soulh is
important to tracking, and it the whole thing twists on its center, you
lose that ability.

Having said that, it is possible nonetheless to get slightly off' for
whatever reason, and to bring it back with the Aimer lll. Normally' you

would go out and re-align the dish to true north and south. This is still
the right way to do it, but a temporary fix oJ sorts can be done by
simplt dialin'g up any bird in the belt, noting that you are off slightly'
andthen moving the dish with the manual control to repeak the signal.
Having done this, you go through a three-button exercise. Having
pushed all three, the memory location for ALL birds in memory has
now shifted to compensate for the dish that moved. This can get you

as a dealer off the hook in the middle of a Sunday afternoon (the

customer can do this himself) and get the customer back in 'peak

service' until you can schedule a service call to properly realign the
dish mechanically. When you do this, you can re-shift the memory for
ALL satellites back with the same three button exerclse.

COMMENTS
Not every dealer wants or needs, or can use, a stand-alone super

3) And one brief shot at the manual. You will probably leave this
with the customer. He may even read it (but not likely). In the
two manuals we received, there is no information anyplace that
tells you the address of Draco (they might as well be located in
China as far as the customer can tell from the manual), how to
get ahold of them if there is such a need, and most important'
what the warranty and guarantee policy might be. lf the cus-
tomer is 'shy' about the complex 'look' of the product, and the
dealer needs to reassure lhe customer that the Aimer lll will not
be a service problem, it would be helptul if the manual which the
customer will receive had a clearly stated warranty and return
policy included.

Drives have come a long ways since the first simple east and west
switches sent dishes tracking across an uncertain, and largely empty,
Clarke Orbit belt. Draco's Aimer lll is one of the latest, and it deserves
close study by dealers who are looking for the 'ultimate system.'

./ DRACO Laboratories, Inc., 1005 Washington St', Grafton, Wi'
53024; 4141377-O77O.





REVIEW:
HERO
13' DOMESTIC DISH
PACKAGE

mesh design antennas while the USS is a fiberglass two piece anten-
na. We haie previously reported on both, here, and we tound the USS
antenna to be qpproximately 0.75 dB betterthan the Paraclipse
antenna; all electronics being equal.

The Hero antennas have elected to tollow the Taylor Howard
doctrine of antenna feeds; selecting a 0.3 f/D feed system (the

Chapanal feed with the .3 ring, and Polarotor device). This is not

surprising since Howard tunctions as consultant to Hero on both its

antenna designs and many of its outside projects.
The Hero13 footer is by many home standards an 'overpowering

antenna.' The present version is not anodized which leaves the raw-

aluminum look. Aluminum does shine in the sun and the antenna is a

TRANSPLANTING A Foreign Product
For more than a year now Hero Communications (2470 W' 8th

Avenue, Hialeah, Fl: 33010; 305/887-3203) has been pretty much

avoiding the'domestic' US or North American TVRO market' concen-

trating iistead on providing massive 6, 7'5 and 10 meter structures to

6ry"ir in tn" uidbte eastitne far regions ol the Caribbean, Central

anb South America. Hero prefty much has the otf-shore market sewn

up, although others such as ADM have sold their share of 'big anten-

nas' outside of the USA.
During that period there have been two new antenna models (the

7.5 and io meier) as well as subtle refinement of their smaller ver-

sions. The refinements have generally resulted in improved perfor-

mance as well as better durabllity in what are often hostile climates'

During that same year Hero moved into new, far larger, quarters in

SouttiFlorida and ihey now have the capacity, internally, to turn out
p"rh"pt "t many as 3,000 antennas per month' ll should come as no

lutprlie to you tir learn that the off-shore market has not yet reached

proportionswhere 3,000 antennas per month could be consumed'

even if Hero had 1OO% of that marketplace. With the capacity' and

staff in place; with another year of tield experience under their belts'

Hero his now decided it wints a share ol the domestic US market'

ineir target antenna size region will be the 1 O to 13 foot class, neatly

bracketei by one each model in the 10 foot and 13 foot class'

Hero possibly pioneered screen mesh dishes; certainly they were

among the first if not the first. Subsequent anivals.in the marketplace
have iefined the product using various mechanical approaches to

designing antennas which 'snap together' or go together without any

elab6ratd tools or skills. Hero antennas still pretty much go together in

the 'good, old fashioned,'time proven method of firmly attaching each

oiec6 of screen to its support members with metal screws' New

iooling, new'tools' make it possible lor the dealer assembling these

anten-nas to do two things at once; drill the hole and install the screw

all in one motion with a singte, customized screw that also doubles as

a'drill bit.'This greatly speeds up the screen mesh attaching process

since this elimi-nates-first drilling a hole, then fumbling for a metal

screw to insert into the hole and tighten down. The hand held 114 or 318

inch drill does both jobs at one time.
With in-resident operating antennas in the 12 foot class, Hero

elected to bring their 13 toot model antenna to Providenciales for a

side by side te!t. The direct competition would be a Paraclipse 12

footer ind a USS 12.5 footer. The Paraclipse is another of the screen

SATELLITE DICEST

PROFILE OF 13 footer is someplace between large and large'
Whether the same antenna, in 10 foot size, would be less 'obtru'

sive'will depend upon buyer reaction'

focal ooint of attraction wherever it is installed. There may be some-
thing'magic'about antenna size, as well ;  a 12 footer has a certain
'size'to i t  whi le a 13 footer next door just natural ly seems to be
considerably larger than i ts 12 foot neighbor.

Hero utilizes 24 struts/mounting sections per antenna' Hero believes

that an antenna must have an accurate surface if it is to perform
properly, and one way to maintain an accurate surface is to use lots of
metal behind the reflecting medium; i.e. the screen mesh, Many other
antennas offered in the 12 to 13 foot class use far fewer struts to
support the mesh, and unless they 'compensate' for fewer struts by
running circular supports in rings, as Paraclipse does, there is no real
way to maintain the surface accuracy and insure that the dish will be
an etficient reflector at 4 GHz.

One of the penalties for this number of struts is that you have to
spend some time mounting the struts. We timed the complete assem-
biy process, starting from opening the box and ending with settinqllhe
completed antenna on top of the pipe mount in the test yard. The
two-man crew that did the assembly, with Hero's Bob Behar hovering
nearby, is the same crew that installs antennas throughout the islands
and they have considerable familiarity with the process.

Our first comparison.
1 ) A 12 toot Paraclipse requires around 4 hours for two men t0

assemble and have ready to look for people pictures;
2\ A12 foot USS (two piece fiberglass) requires around three

hours for two men to assemble and have ready for pictures,
although you need two additional men or a lift device to set the
completed dish proper onto the mount at that critical point;

3) A 12 foot Coniler requires two men under three hours to
assemble and have ready for pictures;

4) An 1 1 (or 13) foot ADM, using the new both-ways-contoured
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panels, requires 3'5 hours to have ready for pictures;

5) The 13 fool Hero screen mesh antenna requied 4'5 hours to
get to the same Point.

Undlubtedly, a professional crew that only assembled one type of

antenna and who did the same thing each day could shave some time

otf of all of these numbers.
The installation ol the mesh surface, using the new screws that

double as drill bits, is far taster than the old approach that required
separate drilling, and, screw insertion. What we lost in mounting the

struts (in time) we more than made up with the assembly ol the mesh'

There is an almost direct comparison here between the popular

Paraclipse and the Hero; the Clipse support structure goes together
in about the same time the Hero mesh goes on; and vice versa Any

extra time that is associated with the Hero comes from final dealer

assembly of the motor drive system; a horizon to horizon drive'
Herois approach to antenna systems has always been to include

their own in-house-designed chain drives. The chain drive system is

now used by a number-of other antenna suppliers as well; even the

new 16 fooi Paraclipse 'international grade' antenna uses a similar
system. And while it is possible to purchase a Hero antenna and
piovide your own motor d.rive, the antenna is created at the factory for

their own horizon to horizon drive.
As recently as this past summer, a jack screw or other 'linear drive'

approach utilizing a push/pull system was deemed adequate by the
mdjority of the mirkeiplace. With a iack screw drive you could hit all of

the satellites trom F3i to F4; although in truth, you may not have much

edge room remaining on one or both ends if you were in the south-
eaitern part of the country, or, the far west. That was before F1 R came

on line, and prior to the recently launched F2R bird wh.ich have pushed

the active oibit belt more than ien degrees overall. With Galaxy 1 and

G2 now coming on line, and additional new satellites scheduled forthe

eastern end ot the belt, there is a growing interest in having full

access to all of the satellites. To date, nobody in the 'linear actuatof
marketplace seems to have gotten a proper handle on this relatively
new oroblem. Hero's horizon io horizon drive (*) has no such problem;

the antenna will go down to approximately an 8 degree look angle on
one side and a 6 degree look angle on the other; stock.

The factory version of the Hero 13 tooter includes a welded steel
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HOVERING like a 'Mother Hen,' Hero's Bob Behar kept a close
eye on the assembly process for the test 13 footer on Providen-
ciales. Rib installation consumes the largest single block of time.

'/ A true horizon to horizon drive would allow lhe antenna to come
down to a 0 degree, or flalout-to-the-horizon, look angle on both
sides. There are apparently no such drives actually available in either
the home nor commercial field, although a handful of Intelsat installa-
tions have been custom designed for this application. Most horizon to
horizon drives stop short of the horizon on one, or both sides; perhaps
by as much as 20 degrees. lf you have low look angles, you should
always check with the supplier before making the assumption thal
the dish will drive 'low enough' to suit your location.

SATELLITE DICEST

Hh

SCREEN MESH goes on quickly and easily, using newly de'
veloped tools and combination screws/drill bits. Even the last
plece lays in place with no difficulty; you simply'roll it out' as you
leave lhe hub area of the dish, and tack it down as you go'

mount which gives you the support needed for a surface of this size. In
the interest of saving freight costs, we elected to leave the mount at
the factory and transport the antenna less the mount to the Turks and
Caicos lsiands. We happen to have several 'test stands'at one ol the
facilities where side by side antenna comparisons are carried out on a
routine basis. The test stands are individual pads with their own
dedicated underground cables and power, and 3 inch diameter steel
pipe mounts. We routinely mount and dismount antennas from these
pipe stands for test purposes. In all honesty, the 3 inch steel pipe
whlch we use tor test stands would not make an adequate tull{ime
support for the Hero 13 looter. There is simply too much of a load on
the pipe, at the top, with the considerable wind surface area.

There has been an often-repeated tale for years, within the
industry, that a screen mesh surface offers a lower wind resistance
only up to wind speeds in the mid-30's region' According to this
'intelligence,' after between 35 and 40 miles per hour, vortexes cre'
ated by the wind striking the mesh surtace and 'shearing' off at an
angle tended to'fill in' the screen mesh surface area, resulting in lhe
equivalent to a solid surtace at speeds much beyond 40 miles per
hour. That seemed like a logical extension of high school or college
physics to us, and we are as guilty as anyone else in repeating that
'tale.' Recent tests, conducted by Paraclipse using their famous 'wind

machine,'suggest such 'facts'are totally incorrect. In the Paraclipse
tests, the wind speed, using the wind generators, was cranked ever
upward. The wind speed was measured both on the front or leading
edge surface of the dish and directly behind the surlace. What
those tests revealed was that when a 75 mph wind hit the front of the
dish, there were still winds of nearly 72 miles per hour behind the dish.
No, the dish surface did not 'close up' and thus the screen mesh
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continued to be a pass{hrough surface even when there was a strong
wind blowing.

lf you believed the first'tale,' then you were ready for the second
'tale.'And that is that between 35 and 40 miles per hour, those screen
mesh surface dishes which use 'channels' to grip the screen mesh
often allow the screen mesh to 'pop out.' In other words, above a
certain wind speed (where the first tale told us the mesh surface
becomes'solid'to the wind), the not-secured panel sections simply'fly
loose' and head off across the yard. None of this has anything directly
to do with the Hero 13 footer, since it uses a very rigid sheet metal
screw tie down for its panel sections (24 in all), but since we were on
the subject of screen mesh dishes, it seemed like as good a time as
any to correct the record!

The problem presented to Hero was two{old:
1) Number one, is the Hero 13 footer a high etficiency antenna?

Tesling, against competition with known operational character-
istics, would tell us.

2) Number two, how do you transfer a product which was de-
signed for otf-shore consumption to the U.S. marketplace, and
get a share of the domestic U.S. Market? Fine tuning of the
product packaging, perhaps, was the answer.

The performance first.
The full system, sold to the dealer, consists of the following:
'l) The steel mount that attaches to a concrete base;
2) The complete antenna assembly, including the chain driven

horizon to horizon mount, and motor;
3) A .3 7D leed assembly which mounts in the center of the'hub

plate' and extends out from that plate approximately 47 inches
to the focal point;

POST MOUNTING equipment box contains all drive control cir-
cuits as well as down converter housing space and a host of
dealer-directed check points. All cables are prepared by Hero,
ready to plug in at both ends.

SATELLITE DICEST

4) A Chapanal Polarotor (2) system;
5) An inside control box using a digital display which tells you

between 0000 and 9999 where the dish is pointing in the sky.
There is also a two oosition Polarotor control switch on the
same control box so the user can flip from vertical to horizontal
(or stop in between).

6) A complete set of cables, including the 214 type large coaxial
cable to interconnect the output of the LNA to the down con-
verter; the cables allow you to control the dish, send power to
the down converter and LNA, and run 1 17 VAC outside to the
motor drive unit.

7) A housing which comes with all of the motor drive conlrol
circuits and electronics already mounted; room is provided
inside to mount the down converter as well.

What Hero has tried to do is to pack everything the dealer
needs into the twin cartons; including a special adapter tool for your
hand drill so you can use the special sheet metal screws that double
as drill bits in fastening the screen mesh to the struts. In this respect,
the package has been extremely well thought out and the dealer
should require nothing but a hand drill and a couple of wrenches to
turn the two cartons into a working antenna system.

The dish mount is 'polar' which means that you initially set the
declination with an inclinometer to your required 'offset' tor your
latilude. Then you do a rough alignment of the dish, with the motor,
towards the spot where the highest satellite in your sky should be.
Now you spin the antenna back and forth on its pole-attachment
mount until you find pictures. From that point forward is an exercise in
working back and forth between the low look angle birds (G1 or F1R),
tweeking on the north-south (or polar-rotational) adjustment, and, the
high look angle birds (F4 or F2R) tweeking on the elevation adjusf
ment.

This may require anyplace from 15 minutes to an hour's time;
depending upon how many times you have done this previously, and
how much you need to get that last 1 /4 dB out of the sky. Because this
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is a horizon to horizon drive, you have a much widerarc to'attach'to'

io, ."n be quite happy wiih the birds between F4 and F1 R' for

;;;tft, ino'u" oon6 iri sav 3o minutes' or, if you get that far in 30

rinut!.,'vo, may find (as w6 oid) that it required another 30 minutes

io n"u"-in" Oi.n tiacking iust as well trom F4 (nearly straight up for us)

on "".t io Cnorizont at-1 4 west. Yes, even f rom the United States' you

can tune in some of the stronger international grade satellites with this

dish. We'l l  come back to that."'" 
w"'i"iii"rrv ."i ,p "n nvcov 2A receiver on the Hero and an

ioenticai Avcbvr 2A on the neighborin_g Paraclipse. Then we went

iniougn the following procedurelo veriJy that we were checking ap-

ples and aPPles:- -j 
i WJ i*"pped the 85 degree Dexcel LNA on the Paraclipse for
'  

the 75 d'egree Cali fornia Ampli f ier LNAonthe Hero'

Z) WL tooX o"tf both LNAs and put on a pair ol Drake 85 deqree

SATELLITE DICEST

MOTOR DRIVE uses chain drive system and is controlled by

inOoor easVwest controller. The ability to scan the full sky, from

Russia to FlR, is not to be underrated'

class' although there is an important 1 foot difference in size so they

are not reallyln the same class when you get down to measuring gain'

Cranking the antenna around to the east, we found high quality

service frori Venezuela, Brazil and Russia's Ghorizont bird after we

.orpf "t"O tn" final tracking adjustments on the.eastern quadrant We

did not experiment with a;circular polarizing slab' which might have

oict eO up'anotf'er 1.5 to 2.0 dB (best case) had we elected to modify

in" iL"J ior tn" right hand circular feed employed by the eastern birds'

Sometimes, having a good working antenna which is properly

dealer-priced is no guaraniee that you will capture a share of the

mirf<et. Hero's approlch to pricing is to make the 1 3 footer, with motor

drive, and all ol the installation parts cited here, come.in lower than

sayine earactlpse 12 footer. lt price were the only consideration' after

p"'ttor."n.", ihat ought to guarantee them a share.of market'

Dealers, however, are c6ncerned about at least three other lac-

tors:
1) Installation time, and ease of assembly Time is still money'

and there has to be a trade off between the time an installation

requires and the amount of money that can be charged for the

instal lat ion' 
urban environ-2) The general appearance of the antenna' In an' 

meni. To be successtul today, an antenna must have a
'finished'look, preferably as unobtrusive as possible' attracting

no soecial interest as it rests in a yard. Zoning problems are still

with us, and after the first few days of 'joy' the typical consumer

wants io forget he has a dish stuck.iust outside the bedroom
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LNAs.
e; inen we swapped those LNAs back and forth, and then finally

swapped the iwo AVCOM receivers so we had everything
cross checked 

on, and cross4) Finally we returned to the original LNA configurati
checked AVCOM receivers one more tlme'

The bottom line.
The Hero 13 foot antenna was averaging 0'75 dB more gain than

the Faraclipse 12 footer. That put the Hero in the.same class (to a

tenth of a d'A *hich is beyond careful measurement accu.racy) as the

USS 12.5 foot f iberglass antenna.- - 
tt we maOe the aisumption that both the Hero's multi-multi struVrib

appioach and the Paraclipse circular support ring-approach results in

"65ri tn"."t" degree oi 'surface accuracy' at 4 GHz, we would then

eipect to see betw:een 0.5 and 1 .0 dB more gain f rom a 1 3 footer than

" 
-f-2foot"t. 

In other words, both antennas would appear to be 'best oJ
CONTROL BOX gives user full control over dish movement as
well as Polarotor contlol.





.r Ylilli[i,te of the product should be sood'f-orever would

be nice, five years seems like a reasonable compromlse'

The HERO t S tooter is ui-sca=te tiom most of the comPetition in the

time-of-assembty oepa,tm""ni"ilJ iti"b to tigure. out how they could

shorten that time, otner tnan roiJ oi pt"tt"i: Wl91l Jou 
have that

,"""v"i,.iti.i,iu,,9pyl,:,^:1X.";";i11iit*Uy-:*lareatoworkin'
" t 

fi : :lJ"T"T::t"Yot"n ""?"[n""' in an u rban-,envi ronment' is
'stark.' lt is a big structur", ""0'U"i"g-"f'filnl^:l'^"j,does not hide

its oresence. perhaps in "iri"f r"tiing, the typical_farmer would not

{ind it objectionable' PernapJ'ii "n u'uL" envi91131t,ouvers will not

react as we fear; Out pr"t"i n"'t to a brown{oned Paiaclipse' for

";"lLB? Jl'J::$;' 1"' :T 1'"?'x Y; H Fr o^.:^*:?ly e ntrv h as d e -
cided to finish the rOlrg' "ntJin"t in a selection of colors; not bare
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however, will requtre penodic maintenance just as any outdoor In-

stalled steel parts require maintenance'

Hero approaches the domestic market with som€ trepidation; not

quite certain whatto expecr an6iconcentrating on olf-shore packagecl

svstems tor the last ..u"r"Ty""i.. The Hero marketplace is largety

monied, people of inttuence, illiin "nJ po*er' living in an'overseas'

location. Elaborate murti-o1sil lerminats in,SauOi.Arabia costing as

ffi;; tiJivpi"ir dealer giosses all year long sweatino out dozens

and dozens of small t"n oi'iiiootJiines naie been t6e 'norm' for

ii"i""it i".""t vears. ftrey have pioneered.lg:s^" !:"jv 
large) mesn

lir'nii, rtfi ndri-n to ho'riz;; tricking slstgls' and more recentlv

reasonably-pric"o,ingr" "h;inei pei Citrib' rul::1u"tt (see CSD/

2 for March). In doing tn't,'tni H&o staff has lecole a closely knit

family of engineers "nO t"t'nnitl"ns who usually speak several lan-

ouaqes, fluently, "no *#'"'J "s comtortable in The Philippines

ir.iii||l"b iiv.t". as vou are 30 miles from home'

The transition to the domestic market *lll:l'P" easy' Hero's

Behar insists that they n"r"'ii " 
'pi.o*tion,capabilities 

and the right

oroducts to mak" " o"nt 'nit"'oitii"sto marxetplace' what remains is

ior the dealers of the industiy"t"o'."i"i"rrv .t"ov lhe-Hero 
small-dish

line-up (1 0 anO r g toot orJ;;$ anO taXe tne linal marketplace deter

mination. Setling a $soo,o0o Jvii"t i" iring 
's one thing; selling a 13

loot antenna pa"x"g" to "i"";t-;t oii"*i' lowa may prove infinite-
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aluminum.)
i+l'fi i" f oot version, which, csD hasJ^"Llliii* ?J:#l)::""Llff;:t#lifi !il;;;ri'"rro*ins-ro't*,f o5:tl"*:"-'lifi :::i3i]".iilil5i "'""',"i1"" fi;;;:;li:y::,':: "9j?1'!;?,ii'll?,XtrJi1,1area' rlrav wvrr ' 'vr' ."" " -i l i tn"irierviciaieasshouldoverlookour

ten foot antennas adequate n^r fikelv to
:"Hi:iiJ"#,i'"Hffi;;;;iih;13 toot ir thev are not rikerv to
need an antenna this large )

$r3i,:iffi :';il."on'in'""lnt"nna(sinceitiwrrtuallt-*,*T'1,::lly more complexMoslor trruPo'rrv' ' '  "  
i i i ; ;  ; ; ;  Those parts that are steel '

should last five Years and

THE ROOTS
OF TVRO
(Part 13)

(This series originally appeared in Coop's CATJ-Magazine ln

1975, playing a key role '" ;[I;;i;g deregulition,for,small cable TV

svstems. Tracing tn" n't'o'n ol teriestriaiTV in the USA helps you

ilitJi'r-'io""i"rid tne present interest in satellite TV )

the maximum legal power for UHF et&tions

i" SpOO,OOO wat[s' fr" nt" also looking:l,o

As the FCC tried hard to look busY'
it U.gun io grind out more flags for

r"iririg. One ;f the popular ceations in

tf't" "itfy summer of^1955 was a plan

*fri.n ifie FCC conceive d to make the

transmitter and" receiuer monufact.lr-
L'i"i"iionsibl'e for the ills of UHF' The

ijiC t.i"red the country -talking il up'

and these remarks bY Commissioner
6;;tF-C. McConnaushey were tYPi-

cal :
"The Commission feels strongly about the

advent ol super power lor UIIF -telecasters'
il" ht"" insirucled the FCC staff to initiate

rule-making proceedings designed to step up

Ul. '  r t lwv9v"

it"* uCe receivers can be made more sensr'

ii;;. W" wont to equalizg-the comparetive

;;";;; or vnr e;d UHF ststions.''

Somehow that all seems PTz-!!Y-
d,umb twentY Years later; sure UHF

;;;;;t; sufferld coverase Problems'
;"d^;;;" UHF receivers were Pretty
Uua, *tt"n compar"d -t9 VHI r€ceivers'

But the biggeit Problem facing UHI

broadcast"r, ta''not their coverage; it

;;;h;-iact that theg could'n't obtain

iJiiiin "ftl;intions of programs which

iil rP I'il* 1""xfi"*;f,Hi'1ilil;erage tn t_n:,^ 
I stationvieiers, as the New Englan^c

i"""a ""t when it offered. $1'000 to

7ru?Oruf who would call the station;
"ii "t""i"g long, and' nobody called'
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ROOTS/ continued from Page 50

de-intermixture of VHF and UHF operations
has soured some members of this Committee
who want to see how that goes before we
reconvene these hearings."

With the hearings canceled, there
\A,as also another fai lure. Sidney Davis,
the crounsel lor for the group, resigned
short l .y al ter he announced that the
Conimittee should immediafely begin
hearings into network pract ices (see
special report in Apri l  CATJ). He
resigned lor reasons of " i l l  health," but
nlirny \,\. 'ere certain he resigned be-
cause relnking Republ ican members of
the Committee dilJ not Luant him look-
'irtq ittto hush-hush network operations.

Without any hearings going on and
the fCC "ch i l l ing new VHF" and " ta-

bl ing de-intermixture," the radical
pktns ceme back.

Commissioner Robert tr .  Lee
wirnted al l  of the UHF channels scrap-
ped and the VHf channels expanded
iibr>ve channel 13 (like the original allo-
cat ion table that had channels 1-19 be-
lore World War I I) .

Commissioner Doerfer wanted aLI
ter levision operat ion in Los Angeles,
New York, and Chicago Placed on
IJHF"

A Washington consultant l iked an-
other plan. He said that at least 200
more low-power channel 2-13 stat ions
could be "dropped in" those 100 com-
munit ies where VHF alreadY had a
g-ood loothold, "through a liberalizaLion
of mileage separation standards now
pract iced."

Nobody took him seriously enough
at the t ime to even point odt to him
that 200 low- power VHF stations
u)ould. haue the same commercinl prob-
Lems as200 high-power UHF stations;

SATELLITE DICEST

i l they could not compete for area cov-
erage with the establ ished V's in the
area, they would not get network affil i-
ation and would fold up and go off the
air also.

Commissioner Robert E. Lee didn't
give up so easi ly however. He came
back the next month with a PIan to
scrap UHF ("h' isn' t  going anAuhere
anuhou)," he would saY) and expand
the VHF range from 174-216 MHz
(channels 7-13) to 174-342MHz (adding
21 new VHF channels).  Lee suggested
that the Commission "simply move al l
of the exist ing users of that frequency
range (made up of the mil i tary, thou-
sands of two-way radio users, and vir-
tually all ol the important air naviga-
tion frequencies for commercial use) to
the UHF TV band." The plan never
f lew, although Lee kept the f lag f ly ing
for a couple of years.

In the meantime many additional UHF sta-
tions left the air, among them: WQXI-TV'
channel S6, Atlanta, Ga.i WNEX-TV, channel
47, Macon, Ga.; WEEU-TV, channel3S, Read-
ing, Pa.; WNET-TV, channel 16, Providence'
R.I. The number of UHF stations then on the
air, in this period, was actually going down
month by month as more stations left the air
then came on new to rePlace them.

Just to muddy the water, CBS,
which was rapidly becoming known in
official Washington circles as "tlte

spoilpr," hired a "consultant" who de-
Iivered his own glad tidings of the fu-
ture ol television. He said:

"The forecast that within tive years of the
TV freeze lift at least 2,000 television sta'
tions would be operating in the United States
was wrong. There i5 a ssiling of 600 stations,
give or take 50, for this country. These 600
stations will take care of the television view'
ing needs ol 95-97o/o of the families through'
out the country, without broadcasting satel'
lites. With the use of station-opereted satel'
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Screw Positioner. So our new Acme unit is a twin in
most aspects.
The covers for the gear box are identical. Look for the
"Road S", which has been a logo for Saginaw Steering
Gear for more than 30 years. Only quality products from
Saginaw Steering Gear may use that logo. Each cover
also identifies the unit as a "Performance Pak", made by
the "Saginaw Steering Gear Div. of General Motors
Corp". The gear boxes are identical. The motors are the
same. Actually, the only visible difference is the color of
the thrust tubes!
The Ball Screw positioner comes with the well known
gold colored thrust tubes. The Acme Screw twin comes
with silver colored tubes.

Which positioner has the Acme screw? Now, you can tell
a t  a  g l a n c e ! ' B e g i s r e f e d T r a d e m a r k o r s a g r n a w s t e e n n g G e a r D r v . G M C

Which ofthese $aginaw $teering Gear
HiTeG 90 +'Antenna PositionGns

hastheAcme $crew?
You can tell at a glance!

SeveralTVRO equipment manufacturers have asked us
to produce an Acme Screw version of the Saginaw
Steering Gear HiTec 90+@ Ball Screw Antenna
Positioner. That's because they need a positioner to
handle eight foot and smaller antennas. They want a
positioner that will give them the same rugged, reliable
performance they get now using the HiTec 90+ Ball
Screw Positioner with their larger antennas. Of course,
they also want lower costs to be more competitive.

Because the HiTec 90+ is so widely accepted by the
TVRO industry, these manufacturers want their
distributors and customers to instantly recognize the
Acme Screw version as being a product of the
engineering and manufacturing capability which
designed and produced the HiTec 90+ Ball

Hltr
Manutactured by

Saqanauf SEeetinq Gear tr'ivislon
GENEt rAL  MOTOFS C)OF ]PQF]AT ION '  SAGINAW.  M ICHIGAN 486C ]5  .  ( 517 )  776 -4 ' 123

Sold and Distributed Outside United States by Saginaw Steering Gear Division, General lvlotors overseas Distribution Corporation

, _ -
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We camT top lines from Dexcel, Luxor; Chapanal, KLM & Janeil - plus more!
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lite stations, this number can be pushed to
lfi)o/o of the families in the nation. I expect
that two-thirds of the 1.800 channels set aside
by the Commission in 1952 will go unused, or
they will be used only for short periods of
time by stations which will face bleak fu-
tures.

The maximum number of 600 (commer-
cial, not ETV) stations was arrived at by
estimating the coverage of VHF stations (he
completely ignored UHF as a failure) at 50-75
miles. Larger radii of coverage (i.e. larger
than 50-75 miles) would lead to fewer eco-
nomically supportable stations to cover a grv-
en area, while shorter radii reduce the num-
ber of market centers which can support a
station. That is, many market centers which
can support a station with a 50-mile radius of
service can no longer support a station when
the radius is drawn in to 25 miles."

It made the best sense in the world,
and had the Commission bought this
thesis euen as lnte as 1956. or even
understood it, at that time the nation's
TV coverage problems could have been
vastly eased with a slightly revamped
VHF-only allocations program. But
alas, the Commission was stil l counting
forests, and the trees were just not
that interesting. However, today,
twenty years hence, with a uirtually
saturated TV station situation nation-
wide, there are just 700 comrnercial
VHF and UHF outlets in the country,
some of which are sabellites. Allowing
for the national growth in the interim
twenty years, the CBS consultant was
not very far off!

Under heavy attack, the Commis-
sion sent out a "Gee, Look What a
Good Job We Have Done" announce-
ment. It reported that "many of the

jeetives of the 1952 allocations order
ve been met; over 900/o.of the popul-

tion can now receive a degree of ser-
ice from at least one television sta-
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eeive some service from two or more
stations. At least 275 communities
have one station operating, and 112 of
these have two or more stations opera-
t ing."

When the delayed Senate hearings
began once again after the first of the
year in 1956, Senator Pastore laid
down the law for the Commissioners
present:

"We have got to act fast and get the alloca'
tion situation really straightened out."

To which the Commissioners re-
ported on their plans for de-intermix-
ture, and they talked of. a neu; plan.
This one was called "translators,"

which the Commission explained
would operate unattended to extend
the coverage areas of television sta-
tions by rebroadcasting the direct re-
ceived signal into a community or val-
ley on a UHF channel (70-83). "Such

stati,ons u)ould. not Locally originate an,g
programming; theU uould, merelA
serue CI,s relnys for the parent sta-
ti,on'" it was reported.

Some of the Senate Committee
members were not very impressed,
and they announced that the FCC
needed some help from an outside
group. Accordingly, an ad-hoc commit-
tee of 12 was formed to look into a"competitive-to-the-FCC allocations
plan." Among those serving on the ad-
hoc group would be William S.
Duttera. Chief of Staff Allocations at
NBC; Dr. Allen B. DuMont of DuMont;
Frank Marx, Vice President of Engi-
neering for ABC; Curtis B. Plummer,
Chief of the FCC Broadcast Bureau;
Ralph Harmon, Westinghouse Engi-
neering Vice President; T.A.M.
Craven, Washington consultant, form-
er FCC Chief Engineer and former
FCC Commissioner: and CBS Vice, and approximately 75olo can re-
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President Wil l iam S. Lodge.
Strangely how, twenty years hence,

the cards look stacked against the
viewer and the UHF operator!

RCA announced an interesting self-
help proposition in the spring of 1956.
They said:

"If the Congress will exempt all-channel
(i.e. channels 2-83) color sets from the excise
tax, we will teke appropriste steps to provide

for the production ol only all-channel color
receivers os soon as praeticable.o'

By early summer of 1956 euen the
Co'm'mission was looking at some far-
out, radical plans. It was announced
(here comes the flag) that they were
considering movin g aII stations to UHF
from a line drawn between Chicago
and New Orleans-east. In effect, the
east would be all UHF, and the west

Later, in 1955 television station
KFSA (channel 221 in Fort Smith,
Arkansas, appearing before the Com-
mission for permission to install i,ts
oun microwave relay link, would testi-
fy,

"The closest coaxial cable with network
programs is 150 miles sway; the use of the
interconnection facility would cost $5,2(X) per
month for microwave service from the tele-
phone compeny. If we eould operate our own
microwarre system' it would cost us $2'000
monthly."

At that time, FCC rules onlY allowed
microwave hookups for temPorarY
events, such as covering live events
remote from the studio. The Commis-
sion would euentually change that
rule, but not before many UHF sta-
tions had folded; mang of uthom would
cite the high cost of physical intercon-
nection to the networks as part of their
reason for failure.

SATELLITE DICEST

would be primarily all VHF.
The flag stayed up until early fall,

when it came down never to be heard
from again.

When the aIl-UHF east didn't fly,
the FCC decided once and for all to
blame the mess on the receiver and
transmitter manufacturers. It came
out and asked the industry to "expe-

dite" its research-and-development
plans to implement more-sensitive re-
ceivers and more-powerful transmit-
ters.

And one month after the FCC aban-
doned the all-UHF-east program, the
Senate Commerce Committee showed
tha| it was up to date when it approued
of the FCC's (earlier) plan to shift all
TV to UHF, or a substantial part of
television to UHF, as the Commission
sa'w fit.

And so the cycle had gone the almost
full circle. The Senate was through;
Interstate and Foreign Commerce had
appointed a 12-man committee to look
into the problem, and Commerce had
given the FCC the green light to shift
everyone or most everyone to UHF.

The Commission itself had decided
to put the blame on industry receiver
and transmitter manufacturers. FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey
told a broadcaster group:

"The present plan and goal offers the best
hope on the horizon for facilitating the ex'
pression of this nation's TV service. As a
citizen of a country which can send aircraft
hurtling through the air at speeds approach'
ing 2,000 miles per hour, how can I doubt the
capability of the engineers of this industry to
surmount the obstacles which until now have
impeded progress in the utilization of the
UHF portion of the spectrum for effective TV
broadcasting?"

Even the firey Plotkin Memo that
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"The FCC must be authorized to regulate
the networks, because the two major net-

works exercise a stranglehold over the entire
industry. This is e yoke ol economic domi-
nance which must be broken'. ."

started people thinking about-the net-
work influence on the eventual success
of the TV allocations program died, al-
though it went out with something of a
bang.

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DE NCE,  NOTES'
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES .  .  .

CSD prov ides  th is  indus i ry  Forum wi th  the  t rnders land ing  tha t  op in ions
thouohts  and fac ts '  pub l i shed are  f rom the  wr i te rs .  no  l iab i l i t y  lo r

s ta lemen ls  ex tends  to  lhe  pub l ishers  Address  le t le rs  io  CSD/ lndus t ry '
PO Box 100858 F t  Lauderda le  FL 33310

TUNNEL Vision
Abraham Lincoln's sage advice to the union, 'A House divided

against itself cannot standJ should be heeded by th-ose involved in the
jo'int trade shows in Las Vegas in March. The TVRO industry cheered

ih. "nnoun""tent by SPACE and STTI that negotiations at Orlando

had brought torth an agreement to jointly produce. the, March show'

W" gr""t"*itn Oismay thl news that this agreement has been nullified'

Cnairging courses in mid-stream generally leads to.a capsized boat'- 
Fo"fiti6"ffy, 1984 will inlluence the growth, and indeed the entire

prolile of our industry. Legislation and pending court cases will set

precedenls that will atfect us dramatically. lt is vital that we make our

voices heard by those in office. We recognDe SPACE's.special exper

tise in this arei and feel that their efforts in Orlando should be com-

mended. ln turn, STTI has areas in which it excels' The combination of

their talents in Las Vegas promised to provide a show that would bring

us together and shorJup our foundations as we faced the challenges

of thJpotiticat world, daily technological advances, and unparalleled

business growth.
Today-we are at a loss. We question the priorities that led to the

breaking'ol the agreement. We iuggest that the principals involved

re-er",n'ine their decisions and take 
-a 

long range look at where their

tunnel vision may lead.
Dan Berge
President
Continental Satellite Systems
1 1485 S.E. HighwaY 21 2
Clackamas, Or. 97015

GOOD BUSINESS/Bad Ethics
After receiving a large envelope filled with contracts, letters and

documents concdrning I proposed ioint venture between STTI and

SPACE, I feel compelled to express my views and concerns over what

is happening in our industry betlveen these two organizations'
SiACE,-in my eyes, is a very necessary and.vital part of our

industry. This orginiiation has done some tremendous things in the

past. We must nbt lose sight of the fact that it has been lunded by

individuals and companies concerned about the strength of the satel-

lite industry, and now with the friction between these two organlza-

tions we all stand to lose.
I found out the first show Mr. Schneringer was involved In was In

Omaha in the summer of 1981. SPACE arrived in Omaha in the

summer of 1 982. Because ot this, STTI dropped Omaha f rom its list of

show locations. Then SPACE attempts to hold a show in Las Vegas at

approximately the same time as STTI; which leads us to where we are

now.

In reviewing the letter sent to SPACE by Mr' Schneringer (which I

do not think heintended should be made public), and atter reading the
proposed contract, I fail to see where STTI has very much to gain by

going with SPACE. They do, however, have a great deal to lose'
" 

l-ooerate a small business. Should my competition move in right

next door to me and try to solicit my clientele, only because they see

that I have a good thing going, I will fight them with everything that I

have, to keep*what I nave woiXed so hard for' I believe Mr' Schnerin-

ger is in this very position;SPACE has moved in on top of him and they

are trying to solicit his clients.
In cbling, l'm sure SPACE was created to keep our industry going

against poliiiial and legal Joes. And thus far it has done an excellent

io"b. However, the issue now seems to be money and power' This

promotes bad ethics, as we have seen. Let us return to our original
goal with SPACE, and leave shows to those who operate them for a

business.
Mark P. Solawn
Central Satellite Promotions
P.O. Box 3908
Edmond, Oklahoma 73083

Coop comments on business ethics, money and power on
page 4 of this issue.

SHOW Stopper
Security it Sfft trade shows always leaves something to be

desired, but we have been fortunate until the Nashville show' Some
'low life form' stole our most valuable item; the business card box!

Needless to say we were very upset when this happened. We exhibit

at shows for the specif ic purpose of talking with dealers, and by getting

their business cards, we add them to our mailing list. So some thiel

incurred zero-show-cost, and reaped the full benefit of the show by

walking off with our business card collection box.
I hive a suggestion which I would like to see implemented at all

trade shows. Eicn show registration form would have three boxes or
lines. They would be as follows:

- Consumer
- Dealer
- Notify exhibitors I want to be added to mailing lists
Now we have full flexibility. lf a dealer wants all information mailed

to him, he can so indicate on the form. lf he desires information from

iust a iew, he can use the business card-box method. This will also

solve the problem oJ dealers running out of cards. I would very much
appreciate it if Rick Schneringer would compile and distribute such a

list. I would gladly pay to have such a list, after each show'
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The AVATAR SR 401 is a new one to us. Glenn provides the
set top photo of the unit seen here. Making sparklies 'smaller' on
ttre sc?den is a noble goal, eliminating edge tear on black to white
transitions is pleasing to the eye. It the people behind this get
into production, perh-ps we'll have the opportunity to test-one
here'on Provideiciale6 where we really separate the men from
the boys!

AAAH-SO
Please tell if I can provide oriental language programs, domestic or

otherwise, to customers in the Anchorage, Alaska area' Second ques-

tion; is there anyone selling a 16 loot dish tough enough to take our
ii"auy *int"rs fut priced loi enough for residential use? Finally' in the
;Coo'p easlcUanual' from STT|,6n page 26 it mentions that the ICM
4iOO'receiver had the best weak signal performance of any receiver
ever tested. Has there been a beiter weak signal receiver' in the
intervening years?

Ron Smith
Construction Electronics
P.O. Box 883
Kenai, Alaska 9961 1

Oriental language programming is scarce; some appears on
SpN, iRg, on Fc' foe are not aware ol any othe-r that is on a
sctriaurcd basis, on US DOMSAT birds. And anticipating-v-gur
p;;;lbd;"tt question' the Japanese BS2a bird with its 12 GHz
lownfinf is a v'ery unllkely candidate lrom Anchorage (althoug.h
yo, ir" Oett"roff than some6ne in Miami!). Atough l6tootdish? We
ioubt ANY of the screen mesh antennas would stand up to your
ice storms and wlnd, so that eliminates them' A very high grade
fi loot ln the solid configuration ls available from United
iateltlte Systems (USS) and-it would take an Alaskan winter
wlttrout gruntlng oi groaning; or, coming apart' Prlce wise' it is
uewlit'ilat at i-he d6aler level to the Paracllpse'16 toot (mesh)
"nt6nna; in fact, lt is less money. Shipplng is^the only hang'up
;iGlrce fi is a tnree piece liperglais dish. 42oo? we still love and
caieiurty Uust off our vintage i200 every week' A-nd we still use it'

ioi ltJ iite, it had the be-t threshold performance of any'

BUILD Your Own Weather Satelllte System?- - 
tGve received CSD lor several year now and find it very help-lulin

tu WEO installations. I enjoyed the Weather Satellite article' (CSD''s3oi"tO"i 
r g83) and wond'ei if there are plans availqble to build your

J*i'i"ffi"r]"iihis service. tt might be hard to justity the cost of the

;;;;r;Aa grade equipment shown in the report' but out of spare

oarts thathaveaccumu|atedhere, I th inkIcou|dputonetogether . |S
In"i" "iori." of plans? | would also like to know more about the

;;;J bL;iitg interval system. I am very interested in getting a

oi"graln ot" vgidecoding circuit and-any informationrrvould be a help.

loin a Radio Shack computer and if it were possible to interface the

.orprt"it" the VBI decoder, it would make a very neat package'
Balph Evans

Stephen KaloroPlos
President
Satellite Television SYstems
P.O. Box 668
Sandy SPrings, SC 29677

Business card boxes are certainly vulnerable in a show atmo-
sphere. Our feeling, however, is that many of the dealers and
buyers on hand would possibly be reluctant to have their mail
boxes stutled wlth literature from 200 + exhlbltors. Many would
continue to favor the card box method. Some ol the more profes-
sional shows create a plastic credit-card for each show reg-
istrant, Each booth then has a credit card 'machine' and when a
guy wants on your list, he whips out his card and you run lt
through the machine, building your llst as you go. The really top
flight shows'code' the cards so that the booth operator can see
from the coding whether the guy is a consumer, a first time show
goer, a rep from a major store line, and so on' Thls gives you
selective qualilication ol each guy on your list. To make this
work, and it can work very well, the registratlon form needs to be
more detailed; showing to STTI or SPACE the varlous categorles
the fellow falls into. ll those who take booths at shows want a
better deal, they should lorm an 'exhibitor committee'and meet
durlng each show to share their complaints and problems' After
they do this, they should then 'elect'a few representatives to go
to the show sponsor and present a list of requests. As long as
exhibitors tight these battles all by themselves, you can't expect
many changes, When you unify into a group, and you wolk out
what you need and take those requests to show management,
you will usually get far better results, more qulckly. Anyone lor
starting an 'Exhibitors Trade Assoclation'?

UNKNOWN Receiver
I wanted to drop you a line to let you know how much I have

enioved CSD over the past two years' Also, I have come across a new
or6Oi.t *ni"n I think CSD shouid take a look at, since it is usually in on
[n":ner".t' and 'best' this industry has to otfer' The product is the
AVATAR SR 401 receiver. lt is the best new receiver I have seen'
ihey have no literature, yet, so people who are.interested will have to
*rii6 "nA nop" for the best in the way of data. They are located at 416
S. Fifth St., Pocatello, ldaho 83201 and the unit has spectacular
oerformance! In particular, the auto-fine-tune really sucks in the signal
and keeps it locked up. There is no provision for fine tuning' ancl yo-u

"Oroirt.jiy Ooti need'to fine tune anything. The picture absolutely will
not edge-tear and when you manage to get.sparklies on an excep-
tionally-weak transponder' they have somehora{ managed !9 fa\e
in"t i"ry small rather than big'and streaking' The 30 hertz flicker is

ioi"irv "oi"nt (one ot my pet p6eves with-many otherwise fine receiv-
ers). i have been a user and fan of AVCOM receivers for years, so I do
ip-dreciate quality. This one is better (sorry Andy!)' I hope they do well
with it,

Glenn Grubb
123 Noah
Chubbucks' ldaho 83202

RT' l, Box 142
Hanisburg, Mo 65256

'The Weather Satellite Han-dbook'from 73 Magazine' Elm Street'
p"t"tU"ii"gh, N.ft. OgASg lists several complete.do-it-yourself
oroLcts in iire weather satellite field' Recommended' VBI? After
5'Ji""6 oi "iars ot messing around in this area, we think we

;ffifh;;;6;*iedseable-person in this tield willing to share
hls information. Watch for lt here in CSD'

lT Worked
Manv thanks for your answer to my antenna problem' in the

s"pi"r*6"i i.rr" oic5o. I had written to report that with a 1 6 foot dish
I was oettino best pictures when the dish was oft the satellite slightly'
As voi suqdested, I did 'string' the dish using four strings' and sure

;;drsh, th""t;ioiseo at the c6nter of the dish' This showed the dish
*at ioi waiped. The crossing point gave me.a.good reference to

i"oi.ition thi feed to the exaclcenter ilignment. lt so happened that

ffii;;;;";6 or tnl oisn did not align witn tne center or the horn' I

relocated 2 of the 3 support legs so that the center ot the feed (throat)

and the center of the dish were now in line'

CORRESPONDENCE CONTINUES/ page 67



DEITA, The Experienced
Distributor Thousands of satisfied customers have

been purchasing satellite equipment from
Delta since 1980. The reasons are simple,
lowest prices around plus fast delivery and
service along with the avaitabit i ty of high
demand product l ines.

-Call today, toll free, for our 52 page
catalog and dealer support package.
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INTERFERENGE.
TERRESTRIAL

ASTI is the first complete Profes-
sional handbook on the avoidance,
diagnosis and suppression of
microwave terrestrial interference
(Tl) at TVRO earth stations. This
250 page comprehensive volume
was compiled bY an engineering
team headed by Glyn Bostick,
President of Microwave Filter Com'
pany, with valuable inPut from manY

industry leaders such as California
Amplifier and Scientific Atlanta. The
result of their effort is an in-depth
exploration of such topics as equip-
ment selection for minimizing Tl
susceptibility, use of natural and ar-
tificial shielding, system filtering and
many other cost effective techni-
ques! Send this couPon now to
receive our free brochure on ASTI,
and get Tl out of the Picture!

I I I - - I I T I - I I I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

AVAILABLE NOW
CSD TECHNICAL

BANISHED.

DIRECTLY FROM
BOOK SERVICE!

FORM TO RIGHTUSE ORDER



N O W  I A S K  Y O I J . . .
WHAT IS MORE

O FRTGHTENTNG THAN 'cooP'
ONCE PER MONTH?

cooP TWICE
PER
MONTH!

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY - CSD is now TWICE per month!  CSD(1) on the f i rst ,  and,
CSD-2 on the 15th. That means you are never more than two weeks away from the latest
Coop reports, reviews, research and cornmentary. AND here is the best part; everyone who
has subscribed to CSD within the United States (where U.S. zip codes apply) wil l receive
CSD(1) and CSD-2 automat ical ly,  start ing th is month.  Al l  future subscr ipt ions wi l l  include a
modest increase in annual subscriptions to reflect 24 issues per year rather than 12. Special
rates for non-USA subscribers apply; see below.

THE COMPLETE COOP ORDER FORM

CSD ANTHOLOGY
- ENCLOSED MY PAYMENT of $50 to take advantage of Carol Graba's

special 50% Off Sale; Send me BOTH Volume One and Volume Two to my
U.S. zip code address. (Offer expires March 31, 1984.)

-  ENCLOSED MY PAYMENT of $75 in U.S. Funds to take advantage of Carol
Graba's special  50% Off Sale; Send Volume One and Volume Two to my
Non-U.S. address. (Offer expires March 31, 1984.)

COOP'S SATELLITE DIGEST (CSD) /  Domestic U.S. Addresses Only
- $75 ENCLOSED for 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 start ing with Apri l  1984

issue. Send via AlRmail  to my U.S. zip-coded address.
- $65 ENCLOSED for 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 starting with April '1984

issue. Send CSD(1) via AlRmail  but send CSD-2 via surface mai l  so I  can
save $10 a year.

COOP'S SATELLITE DIGEST (CSD) /  Outside Domestic U.S.A.
- $60 ENCLOSED / Enter my Canadian or Mexican subscript ion to CSD(1)

only,  v ia airmai l .  U.S. funds enclosed.
- $85 ENCLOSED / Enter my Canadian or Mexican subscript ion to CSD and

CSD-2, via airmai l .  U.S. funds enclosed.
- $75 ENCLOSED / Enter my non-US/non-Canada/non-Mexico airmai l  sub-

scr ipt ion to CSD(1) only.  U.S. Funds Enclosed.
- $100 ENCLOSED / Enter my non-US/non-Canada/non-Mexico airmai l  sub-

scr ipt ion to CSD(1) and CSD-2. U.S. funds enclosed.
ASTI HANDBOOK / from the CSD Technical Book Service
- $125 in U.S. funds enclosed for my own personal copy of the best sel l ing

ASTI HANDBOOK by Glyn Bost ick and the group at MFC. I  understand this is
the most complete book on el iminat ing Terrestr ial  Interference (Tl)  in the world
today and that Coop recommends it.

-  ITRUST Coop's recommendation, but I 'd l ike to see something of a sample
of where my $'125 American is going before I  shel l  i t  out.  Send me a'convincer '
f ree of charge; and promise me no salesman wi l l  cal l !

ORDER by telephone; call 305/771-0505
OR between 9 AM and 4 PM weekdays (eastern time)

and use your VISA / Mastercharge Card!
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TERRESTRIAL
INTERFERENGE.

ASTI is the first complete profes-
sional handbook on the avoidance,
diagnosis and suppression of
microwave terrestrial interference
(Tl) at TVRO earth stations. This
250 page comprehensive volume
was compiled by an engineering
team headed by Glyn Bostick,
President of Microwave Filter Com-
pany, with valuable input from many

industry leaders such as California
Amplifier and Scientific Atlanta. The
result of their effort is an in-depth
exploration of such topics as equip-
ment selection for minimizing Tl
susceptibility, use of natural and ar-
tificial shielding, system filtering and
many other cost effective techni-
ques! Send this coupon now to
receive our free brochure on ASTI,
and get Tl out of the picture!

BANISHED.
I  I I I I  I I I I T  I I  I T I I T ' I I I I I I  I I I I I I  I

AVAILABLE NOW
CSD TECHNICAL

DIRECTLY FROM
BOOK SERVICE!

FORM TO RIGHT
t#}n..'

USE ORDER



N O W  I  A S K  Y O f ' . . .
WHAT IS MORE
FRIGHTENING THAN'COOP'
ONCE PER MONTH?

cooP TWICE
PER
MONTH!

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY - CSD is now TWICE per month! CSD(1) on the first, and,
CSD-2 on the 1Sth. That means you are never more than two weeks away from the latest
Coop reports, reviews, research and commentary. AND here is the best part;everyone who
has subscribed to CSD within the United States (where U.S. zip codes apply) will receive
CSD(1) and CSD-2 automatically, starting this month. All future subscriptions will include a
modest increase in annual subscriptions to reflect 24 issues per year rather than 12. Special
rates for non-USA subscribers apply; see below.

THE COMPLETE COOP ORDER FORM

CSD ANTHOLOGY
- ENCLOSED MY PAYMENT of $50 to take advantage of Carol Graba's

special 50% Ott Sale; Send me BOTH Volume One and Volume Two to my
U.S. zip code address. (Offer expires March 31, 1984.)

- ENCLOSED MY PAYMENT of $75 in U.S. Funds to take advantage of Carol
Graba's special 50% Off Sale; Send Volume One and Volume Two to my
Non-U.S. address. (Offer expires March 31, 1984.)

COOP'S SATELLITE DIcEST (CSD) / Domestic U.S. Addresses Only
- $75 ENCLOSED for 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 starting with April 1984

issue. Send via AlRmail to mv U.S. ziD-coded address.
- $65 ENCLOSED for 24 issues per year of CSD/CSD-2 starting with April 1984

issue. Send CSD(1) via AlRmail  but send CSD-2 via surface mai l  so I  can
save $10 ayear.
)'S SATELLITE DIGEST (CSD) / Outside Domestic U.S.A.
$60 ENCLOSED / Enter my Canadian or Mexican subscript ion to CSD(1)
only,  v ia airmai l .  U.S. funds enclosed.
$85 ENCLOSED i Enter my Canadian or Mexican subscription to CSD and
CSD-2, via airmail. U.S. funds enclosed.
$75 ENCLOSED / Enter my non-Us/non-Canada/non-Mexico airmail sub-
scription to CSD(1) only. U.S. Funds Enclosed.
$100 ENCLOSED / Enter my non-US/non-Canada/non-Mexico airmail sub-
scr ipt ion to CSD(1) and CSD-2. U.S. funds enclosed.
HANDBOOK I trom the CSD Technical Book Service
$125 in U.S. funds enclosed for my own personal copy of the best selling
ASTI HANDBOOK by Glyn Bostick and the group at MFC. I understand this is
the most complete book on eliminating Terrestrial Interference (Tl) in the world
today and that Coop recommends it.
ITRUST Coop's recommendation, but I'd like to see something of a sample
of where my $125 American is going before I shell it out. Send me a'convincer'
free of charge; and promise me no salesman will call!
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ORDER by telephone; call 305/771-0505
OR between 9 AM and 4 PM weekdays (eastern time)

and use your VISA / Mastercharge Card!



Robert Coleman REALLY build working head to head to see which antenna has

LttAs on his kitchen table, with no test the most gain. Over half of those tested
equipment at all??? The first exciting year are not in business the next year. SPACE
of the industry, our industry, is all here. gets into high gear and big bucks' and the

Mint sets of csD (the first l2 issues) are first import-TVRO hardware shows up

now selling in the industry for $100 up. from off-shore. Coupled with Volume I'

Heh-heh.fereisyourchancetogetal l  12 you have MORE than 1,000 pages oJ t
in one tough covei for $25. Shipping paid. exciting reading, including the best history

And I get a wall cleaned! of our industry ever created.

THIS HALF pRICE sale is for the month of March only. AND the $50 price is only good for people who want their
two volume set of CSD ANTHOLOGy shipped to a U.S. (zip code) address. Sorry; Cana!tan a1p other'foreign'
locations still get a special March reduction in price; but, not the $50 rate. See page 65 here (back one_ page)
for all of the de-tails. There is a convenient order form (page 65), or you can whip out your VISA/Master Charge
Card and call me, Garol Graba, at CSD's office here in Fort Lauderdale;telephone 3OSfi71-0505 weekdays
between 9 AM and 4 PM.

"Bob isn't going to
like this advertisement
when he sees what I did" !

CSD ANTHOLOGY / more than

o.R/

"-*':

:::__-- '

1000 PAGES - Volumes One
and Two / ONLY $50.00 ' 1 ' I

with UPS shiPPing Paid
during month of March ONLY!

HERE lS my probtem. Dashing through the office on the way to the canadian show in Vancouver, he asked me

where I was going to ,stick' the new wbrd processor and computer equipment. And then he ran to the airplane

without waiting for me to think of an answer. iitewea about this for two bays and realized here was my golden

opportunity to get rid oiinoi" nr"dreds of cso lr.rrxoLoclEs which have been getting in my way for nearly

two years now. So quickly, before_Jre.knowi what lhave done, lwant you to call me on the telephone

(gos771-0505)ano giie ild v*ivrsruurasieicard number. Then, for a flatg50, lwillsend you via UPS $100

worth of csD ANTHOLOGIES. I believe you Americans callthis a "507o-Off sale"' I call it good riddance to.two

office walls crammed frlt;i;;dion y"., just in case you don't like calling, I can handle your order by mail as

well, or at EITHER ol the Las Vegas shows this month; ih person (although I will still have to ship to you from our

office via Ups). Now, if I could just figure out what we can do with ; triple-gross of ice cream cones, I'd have this

place 'tidy' in short order!

VOLUMEONE/Theentiref irstyearof our VOLUME TWO/ The entire second year

industrv: lrom Volume 1, Number one in ol our industry. Things are in high gear
octob'er of 1979 (Arthur c. clarke now. sat-Tec may ship 150 receivers a
appeared on the cover lor the first time; month. LNA prices have tumbled; only
iridiOe, nls lamous 1g4s-penned 'Wire- $795 for 120 degree units. Taylor Howard
less world, article describing Geo- brings out the chaparral "super Feed"
Stationary Satellites) through 12 months and a few talented people_figure out how
otearlygiowth. DidTaylorHoward REAL- to tune in Russia direct. Coop moves to
lV Oeli ln the first commercial TVRO re- the Turks and Caicos and sets up a
JeiverebiO Oliver Swan REALLY build national television network At the first
satellite antennas out ol chicken wire? Did Omaha show, antenna manuJacturers go :

SEE ME in Las Vegas at the CSD/CSD-2 booths at either (or!) the SPACE Show
March 18-20, the STT| Show March 20-22. I cannot deliver your ANTHOLOGY
SET in Vegas, but I certainly can take your order in person and tell you about how
much troub]e I am going to bb in if I don't have that wall cleared out for our new word
processing and computer equipment by April 1st! P.S. i All suggestions regarding
bisposing-ot two more walls iilled with ice cream cones will be greatly appreciated!



SATELLITE DICEST
CORRESPONDENCE/ continued from page 62

Then, per your suggestion, I lowered the angle of elevation on the
dish. The north by south tracking did not require any further adjust-
ment. To finish the job, I made allowance for the skew effect by
rotating the orho mode coupler approximately 15 degrees because
the even transponders on F3R were noisy and interfered with the odd
transponders.

Voila! lt worked very well and my problems are completely solved,
to the point that transponders 6 and 22, which were quite poor, are
now perfect. I have two receivers coupled to the LNAs, with splitters,
DC blocks and a microwave switch.

Finally, there is this bit of coincidence. While I was in the United
Kingdom whom should I run into but Bob Cooper! Thank you for
providing such a systematic and clear answer to my request for help.

Werner Husemann
Monterrey, N.L. Mexico

Now we know who that man was who ran up to us in London,
shook our hand and thanked us for helping him fix his antenna!
As you disappeared back into the crowd we turned to a compan-
ion and remarked, "Either this is a very small world, or that chap has
mistaken us for someone else." Delighted the list of probable
causes given in CSD, in response to your letter, narrowed it down
for you. Who says you can't fix a 16 foot dish by remote control!

CANADIANS Not Guilty
I am writing in regard to a remark made in the December issue of

CSD where you stated "Many of the otfshore buyers now purcnase
their goods in Canada where no export controls exist." I wish that were
true!

I am presently wading through a one inch stack of Canadian
Government export regulations and control lists to allow us to ship a
recently completed 8.4 meter antenna system out of Canada. Not only
must we comply with Canadian permit regulations, but the Canadian
government also contacts the US government lor clearance of any US
products we may be shipping. As we represent Standard Communica-
tions and carry Blonder Tongue products for Canada, we have the
pleasure of requesting clearance from both countries!

Any Canadians that are presently exporting TVRO eguipment
without Jirst checking into the required permits are risking a lot ol
hassle. I would suggest that they, or anyone planning to export to any
country other than the US, contact the Canadian Department ol
External Affairs, 1oth Floor East, 235 eueen Street, Ottawa, Canada.

Clitf Paterson
Earth Stations Division
Teletronics Ltd.
# 5-221 5-27th Avenue N. E.
Calgary, Alberta
T2E 7M4 Canada

Anyone who doubts the ability of man to make a bureaucratic
jungle oul of virtually every lorm of human endeavor has to but
study Cf iff's street address . " #S-2215-Z7th Avenue N.E.,'? What-
ever happened lo 502 W. Main Street!

Public display of unauthorized services, such as HBO and
Cinemax (they are always unauthorized since neither grants au-
thorization) is the precise bottom line of the preseni Wichita
lawsuit (see CSD; January, Coop's Comments). private display,
within a home, is not presently being challenged in court and
there have been no court cases in the past relatlng to thig
topic; in the United States. In Canada, there have been court
cases which have found that quite the contrary is true; lt ls
NOT illegal to do either of the above, under Canadian law. HBO
must continue to write letters like this to.protect whatever
rights it may havC, in the future. protecting one's ownershlp
rights in this grey area is much like Coca Cola or Xerox
allowing people to print either name without an @ afterwards;
or closer to home, Chaparral allowing people to prlnt pola-
rotor without an @ or 'rr, (see CSD for January, page 26). lf you
have rights, trademark or otherwise, and you do not bother to
protect those rights, you lose them.

PAGE 67|CSD/3-84

12'HTGH PERFORMANCE
SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEM

,r , wlTH MOTOR DnrVE - IilSTALLAT|OII INCLUDED
.  Other  comple te  sys tems

start at S1 795.00
.  I t  i t  i s  no t  a  "Sky  Scanner "

i t  i s  no t  a  Sa le l l i i e  Sys tem

DOWN!
IOOOA FINANCING

UP TO T2MONTHS TO PAY
txtended Warranty on Parts - Labor

sKY, $CAl{l{ER SAIEIIJ
fr: IYII SYSIEMS,F;;A
CALL NOW FOR YOUR SATELLITE SYSTEM . PHONE 293-8184

OPEi l :9AM 5 : IPMMONOAYTHBUSATUnOAY SUXDAYSAI0EVEI I i lGSBYAPPOI i lTM: i l I

AAC I CBS
NrrwoRx I  N t rwotx

IHT DISNTY
C H A N N I T

HBO Advertising A No-No

. We recently received a letter from HBOiHome Box Office regard-
ing our present newspaper advertising. Our advertising (sample en-
closed) draws a direct comparison between owning your own TVRO
system, and, subscribing to a local cable service. Apparently we have
struck a 'raw nerve' in the process. The final paragraph oithe ,form
letter' states:

". . . HBO and Cinemax requests that you inform both actual and
potential purchasers of your earth stalions that the unauthorized
interception of the HBO and Cinemax services is illeqal and viola-
tors are subject to civil and criminal sanctions . .I". Has this,
really, been determined?

Ronald J. Meyer
President and General Manaoer
Sky Scanner Satellite System-s, lnc
1 100 First Street N.E.
Winter Haven, Fl. 33880



HUGHES is serious about plans to operate aggressive 12 GHz
domestic bird system for US; would launch a pair of birds with EIRP in
48-54 dBw region from 101 west, totaling 32 channels of information'
Application atFCC, where much controvery exists over Hughes activi-
ties.

RECENT round of applications lor 12 GHz spots, including
Hughes, will force FCC to make choices; there are 8 orbital spots
ava-ilable at each of 8 locations assigned by World Administrative
Radio Conterence. Applicants exceed 32 transponder capability at 3
of 8 locations. Most popular are 148, 119 and 101 west.

LATEST FCC study of satellite activity reflects more transponders
available, fewer being used overall. FCC does regular monitoring of
satellites from Marylind facility, counting transponders in use, and
measures how eaih is used. Most recent count showed 312 total
transponders, at 4 GHz, but 143 of these were not in use.

CHINESE launch of 4 GHz bird follows agreement signed with
SPAR Aerospace (Canada) lor $16M (US) in a GHz terminals re-
portedly to be instailed on offshore drillng rigs and in remote areas of
China.

CBS, one of many planners ot 12 GHz DBS' has signed-al
agreement with TRW forconstruction of 6 channel spacecraft' TRW
his not been active as supplier of complete satellites since third
generation of lntelsat birds in early 1970 period.

HUGHES has signed a contract with 12 GHz systems planner

Advanced Business Oommunications, Inc.; amid reports that in return
for order and'credit line' Hughes will end up with 96o/o of ABCI. A pair

of 50 watt birds is planned. Opponents are saying deal represents
takeover of ABCI by Hughes and subsidiary Hughes firms.

JAPAN's BS 2A bird launched successfully scheduled for start-up
of 12 GHz two channel television service to main and outlying islands
May 1. Matsushita and Toshiba have both announced terminal;prices
range from $450 (US) for 2 foot dish system to $555 (US) for 3 foot
dish system.

USCI, much written about early bird user of 12 GHz DBS through
Canadian ANIK bird, has opened up Washington (DC) area for
marketing, following up Indiana and lllinois markets' Meanwhile, two
cojounders ot USCI, Richard Blume and Cliff Friedland, have left
active participation in firm to 'explore other opportunities'' The pair
have combined ownership of slightly less than 10% of firm.

NASA will build a gigantic low orbit 'space station' with a target
launch date in 1991/2 period. Station would have crew as large as 10,
could cost as much as $98 (US) according to present plans.

NEW JERSEY state Superior Court has ruled that if FCC will not
allow cable TV to keep SMATV out of state private cable business,
those developments opting for private cable must also allow CATV in
the same area. Etfect is to insure that where SMATV is built, cable TV
will also have customer access, ending'exclusive' nature of SMATV.

POLICY GROUPS in Washington have-come out in the open
favoring allowing applicants for private trans-Atlantic satellite service
to own and operate satellites in competition to lntelsat. However'
recommendation is that such systems be only available to those who
will own their own transponders, thereby eliminating leased and
rented use of transponders or space on transponders. No final deci-
sions yet.
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CARIBBEAN area now has inlormal ad-hoc group to represent its
satellite communication needs. Caribbean Basin Telecommunica-
tions Consortium is privately lunded and backed federation seeking to
develop plans for either Caribbean satellite or leased use of transpon-
ders for program exchange within the Caribbean.

USSSI and Rainbow Satellite, two early winners ol 12 GHz FCC
permission, have both requested extension of time to provide 'proof ' of
their financial ability to order and launch their respective satellites.
FCC grants had been conditioned upon strong showings of financial
ability; so far not demonstrated.

INTELSAT V, F8, originally last-scheduled for launch February
8th has been re-scheduled for very end of February. Persistent prob-
lems with marit ime communications system, aboard satel l i te, is
reason.

COMSAT's STC direct broadcast service has reserved a pair ol
launch positions on Shuttle; May and August 1986. RCA is building
the'high power' six channel birds. STC wil l  begin interim ' low power'
DBS using SBS-IV this fal l  in northeast.

CANADIAN hearings on question of allowing US satellite pre-
mium/specialty services to operate in Canada revealed unusual plans
of several services. DISNEY revealed it might'abandon'W5 as early
as this April/May, in favor of G1 and confirmed they will scramble
feeds on G1 'eventually.' Nashville plans to go lo G1, but also said it
will never scramble. ESPN, also planning G1 leed, would not reveal
scrambling plans.

CANADA's Premier Choix pay service has folded on 12 GHz' The
stand alone service has been taken over by French language TVEC
and TVEC will now be a national service with two C3 spot beams.
TVEC has had some 'morals' problems airing what opponents call
'exolicit films.'

SUPERCHANNEL. which markets in Alberta and Ontario on C3,
has been given approval to market in all areas wesl of Quebec.

JAPANESE regional (Pacific area) 4 GHz satellite service, using
satellites built in USA, is coming closer. Although Japanese possess
technology to build own 4 GHz bird for this purpose, apparently they
are under heavy pressures from Washington to use US birds.

MEXICO plans 65,000 TVRO systems tor educational applica-
tions, and is trying to coordinate infra-structure within country to
produce both antennas and electronics for the terminals.

ABC has exercised option to purchase a segment of ESPN while
ESPN proper will probably be sold out from new Pennzoil controlled
Getty Oil; present majority owner ol ESPN. ABC may end up owning
all of ESPN before it is all over.

BRITISH up in arms over Skychannel's heavy concentration of US
television programs. Skychannel is Europe's first international English
language (12 GHz delivered) cable service, operating live hours per
day. Present British regulations limit'foreign originated program con-
tent'to | 4% of broadcast day. Skychannel has more than 50% coming
from USA.

CBS has agreed to purchase nearly 200 4 GHz terminals lrom
Scientific Atlanta to create national multi-channel network feed sys-
tem. All affiliates will have twin dishes; 7.1 and 4.6 meters in size
although control of dishes and transponders tuned-in will come from
'mastei switching center in New York City. First systems now going in'
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starting southwest and working east with 1986 completion date.
CBS is now feeding approximately ten minutes per day of televi-

sion news material to a pair of Colombian television networks, via
satellite.

M/A COM Linkabit has demonstrated VideoCipher ll operation
using six loot dish, at Texas Cable Television Association trade
show in Texas; Galaxy 1. Most unusual part of demonstration? Six
foot dish had 'otlset feed' which with dish contouring is reported to
improve system efficiency and reduce sidelobe performance in 2
degree spacing situation. Dish was experimental model.

FIRST UK use of Skychannel has begun; 1 0,000 Subscriber Swin-
don cable system started carrying service in mid-January.

CAMPUS NETWORK now feeding average of four hours weekly
to colleges and universities. Westar 4 is used.

LUXOR, Swedish company producing television receivers world-
wide and 4 GHz satellite receivers for North America, has merged with
another Scandinavian firm; Finnish Nokia Group. Swedish govern-
ment owns approximately 30% of Luxor.

JAPANESE government looking for someone to help them test
direct 4 GHz transmissions from Jaoan's CSE-1 satellite to whole of
Alaska. CSE-1 bird has 4 GHz capability, and is not presently in use.
Permission to re-locate bird to 150 degrees east (from 135 east) has
been obtained from international coordinators. Various US govern-
ment agencies have not been willing to help with the tests; needed are
transportable terminals capable of working down to 5 degree look
angres.

ANOTHER customer for Telstar T1 bird; Meadowlands Com-
munications will install uplinks in NewJersey, Chicago, LA, Dallas and
Washington to send sporting events via satellite (T1 ) to broadcast and
other users. Ambitious plan is to eventually install uplinks at each of
the major league baseball parks nationwide.

SUPREME COURT decision to nullify lower court ruling that home
videotaping may violate copyrights taken as victory by TVRO in-
terests. Parallels between home videotaping, and, home satellite
watching are many. Recitation of the court ruling will undoubtedly be
found in numerous future industry courtroom and legislative battles.

COOP/ continued from page 5

the FCC on the New Jersey SMATV operator's case, the 'official

SPACE' position was that the State of New Jersey should NOT be told
that SMATV systems were protected by the FCC. Now, it turned out
that the FCC decided with the SMATV operator, and it in turn told New
Jersey to not regulate SMATV. During this period Brown was telling
the New Jersey SMATV operator that he would be better otf taking his
case to court, going through the long and drawn out courtroom pro-.
cess, ralher than trying to get the FCC involved.

Schneringer has thoughts on this. So do many others.
'There are two possibilities here why Brown elected to take the

position he did. lf he was representing SPACE and Suburban Cable-
vision at the same llme, and he took the Suburban position in the
case, he would like to see Suburban win. lf the FCC ruled that SMATV
systems are exempt lrom state regulation, Suburban loses. The
other possibility is that an attorney can make far more money by
hauling a case like this into court than he can writing one filing for the
FCC. A case like this, in court, could ultimately end up at the U.S.
Supreme Court. And all along the way, the attorneys would rake in the
bucks.'

We talked with Rick Brown aboul this matter. Here is his own-
stated position.

'lf the FCC pre-empted the state regulation of SMATV, that
would make the SMATV systems vulnerable to federal rules and
regulations. We cannot reasonably expect the FCC to pre-empt
the states and then leave SMATV alone. A pre-emption is prelimin-
aryto a complex set of rules and regulations governing SMATV,
at the federal level.'' What about the 'conflict' issue; co-representing SpACE, and Sub-
urban?

"Brown and Finn no longer represent Suburban Cablevision; this
case was an obvious contlict for us."

Sutro on the conflict. "l have trouble with both statements. I am
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further troubled because as one ol the SMATV operators on the
Board, I was not asked for an opinion on how SPACE should file with
the FCC on this matter. I am not sure why we have SMATV operators
on the Board il they are not even consulted in an important matter such
as this."

And some would view this whole scenario as more than a'possi-
ble conflict of interest.'

One could build a list of people who, if they were elected to the
Board of Directors and if in the majority, would in short order eliminate
any possible conflict of interest with Mr. Brown. Which is another way
of saying that there is very strong division within the industry over
Brown's activities as SPACE's head man. We'll return to how a major
change in the Board of Directors might also result in a maior change in
SPACE.

lf Brown's attemot in the summer of '82 to divide SPACE into four
separate groups failed, he did not give up. The Super Fund came up.

Unable to create a 'super-board' that would sit over three lesser
boards, Brown created the 'Super Fund' concept in lhe spring of 1 983.
SPACE had something called'The Defense Fund.'This was started in
1982 as a way of collecting larger sums of money for legal purposes.
The number one stated purpose was to create an 'Anti-Trust case
against HBO (et al) to force the premium programmers to deal
with individual, home, TVRO terminals.' Brown had been persua-
sive on this issue; without our industry attacking their industry, in court,
before Congress, even at the FCC, our industry would always be
'pirates' and sooner or later the industry would wither and die. The
Defense Fund was supposed to change that. An Anti-Trust suit was
promised by Brown, but he needed a considerable six-figure sum ot
money before such a suit could be started. Ten or so Pioneer member
firms initially agreed to put in some sizeable amounts of money every
month, tagged for this purpose. The Board of Directors would 'ad-

minister'the fund, approving the projects on which it was spent, il not
the actual exoenditures,

There was controversy overthe Defense Fund. Not all of the Board
favored litigation against HBO, and many Pioneers who were not
members of the Board were also opposed. David McClaskey of
Intersat on that subject.

'l never believed that we had to go to court to get HBO to deal
with us. I always felt that when our industry reached enough homes,
when we had a significant number of potential customers out there,
HBO would work it out on their own. They would come to our industry
with their own plan. I saw the problem as being timing, and, marketing.
Not as legal. '

Schneringer on the same subject.
'Brown has been on a gang plank on this one; every month the

industry grew larger, we were getting closer and closer to critical
mass. Sooner or later HBO would deal with home terminals. When
that happened, much of the reason for Brown's big fees was over. He
knew he had to get the money flowing soon or the industry was going
to catch on to what was happening.'

Brown would disagree of course.
'HBO can't deal with us now (spring of 1984) because they do not

have the movie rights for private, home terminals.' lmplied here is that
if HBO is trying to work it out and cannot, then SPACE would have to
go after the movie companies directly. Legally.

HBO would disagree with Brown, insisting that it was being
worked out, that it would work out. This year.

The Super Fund was more popular than the Defense Fund. More
important than that, the Super Fund was a 'private club'; a legally
created private club, outside of SPACE, not answerable to the SPACE
Board of Directors. Right under SPACE's eyes, with the approval ol
the Board of Directors, Brown had set up a private trade association
'all his own.'

Bob Behar on this subject.
'Rick Brown tried to get the Board to create separate trade asso-

ciations for all of the various groups in 1982. That failed and I thought it
was a dead issue. But a year later we had Super Fund and Brown got
what he wanted; a big dollar bank account which was no longer in
oublic view.'

It was perhaps just a coincidence that when the SPACE elections
were held this past fall, all but one of the then-active Super Fund
backers ended up as SPACE directors in the pioneer category. Since
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the SPACE board was gerrymandered so that Pioneers dominate'
and the Pioneers in turn are represented almost exclusively on the

board by Super Fund member-supporters, the'appearance' of pre-

determined control by a select few did not escape outside observers'
Schneringer on that subiect.
'lt is very simple; you pay to play' You pay Rick Brown and you get

what you w'ant. inos-e wnb day big bucks to Rick Brown get the control
seats.'

The list oi dissidents was growing' Early in the fall of 1983 there
was a renewed awareness that not everyone backed Bick Brown, nor

SPACE. That's when there was a particularly ugly incident involving
one Bil l  Young.

Young first met Brown at the Minneapolis show in June of 1983.
We ananged the meeting because we wanted Young's lnsurance
program to bounce otf everyone in the industry who might have
buggestions on how to make it better. The two did not geton well'
although on the surface the meeting seemed cordial enough.

Brown told me afterthe meeting,'That istoo expensive aprogram.
We (meaning SPACE) can do it better and cheaper' I have been
working on in insurance program for the dealers.' That was my first
indication that Brown wanted SPACE to be in the insurance business.
Hearing that, I understood some of the reserve I had noticed when
Brown and Young were talking. Young, apparently, noticed it too.

'That didn't go well; he had very few suggestions or comments on
how to make itbetter. My street instincts are that he felt threatened
qomeway by an industry wide insurance program. Did you notice it'?

SPACE did do something about insurance at their Minneapolis
Eoard meeting; they instructed President Behar to look into available
programs, to ialk with insurance firms about providing dealers with
group insurance. He was also told to 'look into'warranty programs.
Xe Oid tne latter with Bill Young since by now everyone knew Young
was working hard on such a Program.

When Young's program was ready, he wanted to introduce it at a
trade show. The next show was Orlando. As I listened to the tinal
program description, I instinctively knew that this was something very
imp-ortant for the industry. The insurance seemed to resolve some of
the dealer warranty problems; but the financing was brand new. I
spoke with Behar about getting a program slot for Young's announce-
ment, feeling it was one of the most newsworthy events of the year'
Behar agreed, and then Brown found out that Young was going to be
on the program. A telephone call to me followed.

'We have done some checking on Mr. Young; it does not look
good,' Brown said to me. I asked for an explanation.

Some years ago, Young's Maryland insurance firm had been
charged wlth selling insurance contrary to Maryland State insurance
laws. A pile of newspaper clippings following the hearing before the
State Insurance Board was forwarded to me by Brown. A lengthy
hearing before the State Insurance Commissioner followed' The
transcript of that hearing, more than 1 50 pages, was also foruvarded to
me. I read them all. lespecially read the last several pages where the
insurance man that brought the charges broke down on the witness
stand and admitted, under oath, that his business had been hurt by
Young's business, and that he 'made up the chalg€s and testimony
he brought against Young's firm.'The State Of Maryland found
Young's firm nbt only not guilty, but would later note that Young's
sales techniques became an industry 'standard' in the years that
followed.

We were convinced that Young was not a bad guy. Brown was not.
'They drive around in Cadillacs,' he would observe, referring-to

Young's salesmen. 'Would you have one ol them to your home for
Sunday dinner'?

Brown did not give up on Young. He wanted Young's combination
insurance/financing presentation off the Orlando program. Brown and
another member of the SPACE Board traveled to Young's otfice. A
several hour meeting followed, in which Brown said that SPACE was
golng to get lnto the insurance business. flaving said that, Brown
then wanted Young to tellthe SPACE delegation 'How you have been
able to get your own program cleared in all 48 states.' After the
admission that Brown was heading for the insurance business, Young
reflects, 'l was darned if I was going to tell him HOW we did this; we
spent nearly $100,000 in legal fees getting our program approved by
the insurance commissioners in all of the states. He wanted me to tell
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him HOW I did it, for free; so he could go in the insurance business! |

was not about to do it.'
Brown took Young's reluctance to share 'trade secrets' as an

attempt to 'hide' something about the program. He made it widely
known that he did not like Voung or his program, and actively worked

to get the Board to cannel Young's appearance; right up to the day
before it was scheduled.

Considerable hostility grew out of this one. Brown felt threatened'
Young felt threatened. Brown lined up 'extract' copies of the same
news[aper and Insurance Commission reprints which we had careful-
ly studied. They were circulated, widely' Young put his own attorneys
to work on Biown's background. They discovered the Suburban
Cablevision link and other things which they felt were potential 'con-

flicts of interest.'
Journalist Lloyd Covens knew something was !p as he made his

rounds ol the floor and suites at the Orlando SPACE show. The signs
were unmistakable. He did some digging. And he came across sever-
al sets of papers, from both sides. He also talked with some other
members of 

'the 
Board who had their own reflections on Brown's

activities. Covens had a story.
I learned about it also. Covens was already on record as feeling

Brown was a hostage-holder; his infamous editorial of earlier in the fall

said it strongly. I knew, as a fellow journalist, that Covens would
release whai he had. So I went to newly elected SPACE Board
chairman David Johnson with what I knew. I made the suggestion
that Johnson create a special select committee to openly investigate
'any and all allegations' against Brown, to clear the air once and for all'

Johnson talked-with fellow board member Peter Sutro and others to
gather'facts' and there was some discussion that the Board should
isk Brown to temporarily 'step down' as VP and General Counsel of
the trade associaiion until the investigation was complete' That sug-
gestion was discarded however and Johnson, on his way to Sri Lanka
iitn tne Arthur C. Clarke group, passed the baton to newly elected
President Peter Dalton. Before Johnson left the states for those three
weeks, he talked with Covens and asked that no story be released
until the select committee had completed its investigation' 'Please

don't try Brown in the press,' requested Johnson, 'because that will
only mike it more ditficult for the committee to get all of the facts in an

unbiased way.' Covens agreed.

When Johnson and I returned from Sri Lanka' the agreement
between SPACE and STTI, now belabored far too long in the press'
was falling apart. Eventually it did tall totally apart, after an abortive
attempt to patch it up at the Las Vegas CES gathering early in
January. The 'select committee' investigating the allegations againsl
Brown'seemed to have slipped through the cracks; in the press ol
straightening out the show mess, nobody seemed concerned aboul
Brown's conflicts anymore.

Well, almost nobody. Schneringer was tired of (as he put it)
". . . taking it on the chin and getting blamed for all of these problems."
He filed a lawsuit against SPACE, plus Brown and Dalton Indl-
vidually. lt appeared as if the suit was part of a'first strike' strategy.
Prior to Schneringer actually filing hls suit, the trade press had been
reporting that SPACE was going to sue STTI and Schneringel' and
seek an injunction against STTI holding its own show in Vegas. That's
when somebody'noticed'that the attorneys being used by Schnerin-
ger were the same attorneys previously used by SFPC's Bill Young, in
Orlando, back in November.

And that led to the suspicion that Young somehow was behind
Schneringer's 'get tough' attitude. Perhaps tired of the story, or be-
cause they feared confronting Young with the coincidence, the trade
press left this one alone. lt did not escape me, however. I asked
Young how it happened.

'schneringer was worried sick and he was convinced, because
SPACE news releases said so, that SPACE was going to sue him, and
try to stop his March show. He asked me what I would do and I gave
him two pieces of advice:

'The best defense ls a strong offense, and,
'Here is the name ol a law firm which I have greal confidence

In.
'Then I stepped back and out of it. I had no forewarning what they

were going to do and it was not until after it happened that I learned, as
did you, about the filing of the suit in Las Vegas.'
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Schneringer lost ground, and gained ground, in the Las Vegas
confrontation. Example of the former; Taylor Howard has served
Schneringer through the years as a defacto 'chairman Of The STTI
Show Program Committee.'That meant Howard had a part in getting
the Schneringer seminars on the stage. The blow-up between STTI
and SPACE left Howard in the SPACE camp; Schneringer would no
longer have (or perhaps wish) the 'services' of Howard at future STTI
trade shows.

An example of the latter. Several exhibitors had canceled when
they learned, last November, that STTI and SPACE would be doing a
'joint show.' When STTI was back doing it alone, they re-signed-up for
the STTI show. They voiced a strong emotional feeling against
SPACE and anything 'involving Brown.' There's that division in the
ranks again.

The battle of the exhibits, who was going to exhibit at which show,
will continue right uplo shs\il Ilme.They seemlo'la\\irftothree distmct,
and nol surprising, camps

1) They will exhibit ONLY at the SPACE show (i.e. KLM, and
others);

2) They will exhibit ONLY at the STTI show (i.e. Jensen, and
others);

3) They will exhibit at both (i.e. Echosphere, and others).
At press time, Uniden has elected to exhibit only at the STTI show.

At least one maior industry firm would exhibit at both, but would
wlthhold unveiling of a major new product until the STTI 'portion'of

trade-show-week. The announced booth counts clearly show that
STTI was'ahead' in the booth department; perhaps by a 30o/o or better
marg in .  Wi th  every  one ' f lu id '  and ' jumpy, '  f ina l  dec is ions  in
some cases would wait until days, perhaps hours, of the opening of
the SPACE show (it comes up first; March 18-20 while STTI follows
March 20-22).

But I digress.
The basic industry division, many maintain, is Brown. lt is a

combination of his 'attitude' say some, his 'personality' say others, and
his 'hunger to make money' add others. Within the Board there is very
little caucusing without Brown. No important meetings are held
without him; small groups of Board members, discussing Brown,
always seem to meet in out of the way places at trade shows. And they
look over their shoulders alot.

'What does he have on you'? asked one concerned manufacturer.
'Why don't you speak up, like you do on every other subject? Does he
have something on everyone on the board'? Sound questions.
There are few sound answers.

Former SPACE President Tom Humphries (he followed Taylor
Howard in the President's chair) recalls 'Several times when I was
president, lhere were groups or two or three members of the board
who went into a board meeting vowing to call Brown on the carpel over
this issue or that issue. lwaited and lwaited for something to happen.
It never did. I never understood why.'

Facing Brown is an intimidating experience for many. He is bright.
Very bright. His strongest talent is his ability to strategize, work out
ways to surround an enemy and then pull the plug when he has a guy
in a corner. That lrightens people. That intimidates people. Most
people have considerable respect for Brown's abilities in this area.
Some of that resoect is fear.

Schneringer ls not frightened by Brown. 'l cannot believe he
gets away with so much. First he told the board he would take a walk if
they didn't pay him what he was demanding. He got SPACE into the
publishing business, into the show business, into the T shirt business.
He wants lo get SPACE into the insurance business and the financing
business. He even wants SPACE to be a'oartner'of ShoMime or
HBO, or both, in the movie distribution business. ls there no end to
this? Will SPACE be manufacturing or distributing earth stations
next'?

Through the years of 'growing up,' there have been those who
would have voted to curtail Brown's powers had they been given the
opportunity. The list of such a group is by no means an'enemy list'in
the classic'Nixon Enemy List'format of recent history. But if a major-
ity of those who feel this way ever got onto the Board, Brown's
headstrong running of SPACE would be over. Some are obvious
because they have stood up to Brown, or a SPACE-dominated-by-
Brown, in public, on one or more occasions. Taylor Howard would be
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on that list, inspite of his recent posture in the negotiations with
Schneringer. Guy Davis of Uniden would be on that list. Ed Grotsky
of Arunta would be on that list. So would Dave McOlaskey of Intersat
and Peter Sutro of Patmar Technologies. Randall Odom of Odom
Antennas would make the list, in his quiet way. Doug Dehnert of USS
would change the way things are done, if he had the chance. There
are many others who would gulp and head for a Bromo Sellzer il
they saw their names here.

Schneringer and others maintain that there is ample reason for
change. They suggest that even when there is the 'appearance of
conflict'the SPACE board should be bending over backwards' in the
interest of industry harmony, to clear up those situations. When
SPACE continues to be dominated by the select Pioneer group'
inspite of evidence which suggests dealer members as a distinctly
different category contribute at least as much per year in direct dues'
tt\ere is the apDeaiance ol csttict. When a select committee sets
out to investigate a list ol allegations against Brown, personally, and
never formally meets to consider the charges nor releases its findings,
there is the appearance of conflict. When Brown's law firm repre-
sents a client who is diametrically opposed to what the majority of
SPACE members believe is the best interests of SPACE members,
and Brown files a piece of paper at the FCC taking his non-SPACE-
client's position, with SPACE's name on it, there is the appearance
of conflict. When the SPACE Board decides to hire a General
Manager, who will report directly to the Board and not to Brown, and
the whole etfort drags on for 8 months or so and no General Manager
is found and Brown urges that the position be split into two lower level
posts which answer to him, there is the appearance ol conflict.
When Brown maintains high level contact with HBO and Showtime,
but reports none of his negotiations to the SPACE Board, there is the
appearance ot conflict. When Schneringer sues SPACE, plus
Brown and Dalton personally, and legal funds to defend Dalton and
Brown personally come out of SPACE funds, there is the appear'
ance of conflict.

When Brown's office arranges trade show deals with hotels which
include 'kick backs'to SPACE for overpriced hotel rooms at the host
hotel, there ls the appearance ol conflict. When SPACE has only
two employees, on salary, and virtually all of the rest of the money
goes to Brown and Finn or to suppliers solely contracted for by Brown
and Finn, and there are nb checks and balances built into approve this
spending at the Board, there is the appearance of conflict.

As more and more industry people learn of these incidents, there is
a growing division within the ranks. And SPACE, all of SPACE, suffers
because of the 'appearance' that Brown and statf, not the elected
Board nor the elected officers, is in total control.

The issues cited here are real, and they will not go away without a
proper hearing. SPACE began an interesting process during CES Las
Vegas; they opened up their Board of Directors meeting to mem-
bers, the press, and the public. SPACE will hold anolher meeting of
the Board in Las Vegas during the SPACE show. lt would serve us all
well if that procedure was continued, and if the meeting room was
jammed to capacity with concerned members of the industry.

POST Script One
My Comments in February regarding why l, personally, could not

have voted to (1) 'sue'STT|/Schneringer, and (2) rush together a
SPACE trade show in Las Vegas during March drew the expected
responses. In Vancouver, during the Expo there, ltalked with SPACE
President Peter Dalton and SPACE Chairman David Johnson about
my posilion. Dalton thought I might have overlooked some of the
financial considerations. He felt that my comments drew the conclu-
sion that Schneringer would be 'giving up' more than $600,000, out of
his own pocket, to SPACE. He suggested I re-do the mathematics.
Let's do it together.

The concept was that Schneringer would 'lose no money' by
combining lrade shows with SPACE. How was this possible?.

1) STTI booth spaces sell for $650/675. By raising the prices
(STTI settled on $1 050 but others had suggested $1 1 50), the
increase in booth prices (paid by exhibitors) was supposed to
offset the SPACE share of the joint show 'take.'

lf there are 300 booths sold, at $1050 each, we have a per-show
gross income of $315,000 for booth sales. The same 300 booths at

{
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POST Script Two
t tnougnt that the lawsuit was the final shoe dropping; that with

STTI lodging suit against SPACE (plus Brown and Dalton)' and' the
'trio' of defendants iesponding, we would somehow coast to the twin

shows. I  was wrong'
STTI's attorneys next discovered that SPACE had lost its corpo-

rate charter with the District of Columbia, way back in September ol

tSAZ. tt happened in this way. Brown moved offices The post office

forwarded mail for six months and then stopped. When the District
sent Brown a renewal notice on the SPACE corporate charter, it never
reached Brown. This happened two years in a row and under DC law,

a corooration 'dies'when this happens twice. Brown and office never
missed the notice, which involves a $24 a year (revenue raising) fee

and an unsophisticated single sheet form.
STTI then filed with the District to 'reserve' the name'SPACE'for

itselt. ln other words, STTI (Schneringer) wanted to 'own' the rights to

SPACE. Under DC law you can 'request' (as in reserve) a name nol

currently in use, and even file corporate papers in that name But no

instanl determination is made at that time of whether or not you can
have thal name.

The 'oversight' came to Brown's attention. An application to re-

instate, without penalty, SPACE as a DC corporation was filed lt
was accepted ani SpRCg within days was back in business in good

standing in the District of Columbia.
Wora that SPACE was no longer SPACE, that Rick Schneringer

'owned SPACE,'spread worldwide. Well, as far as Vancouver' any-
how. With it came 'word' that SPACE had lost its Internal Revenue

Service 'tax lree slatus' since it had lost its corporate status' We

checked on this and found SPACE's non-profit status (under IRS

section 501/C6) was never in danger. SPACE could have been a
partnership or a sole proprietorship or any combination thereof and it

would not have affected the IRS status. IRS rules are totally separate
from District of Columbia rules.

Stories proliferated that members ol the Board were not mem-
bers of the Boardt that olficers were not of{icers, since SPACE (the

corporation) was nol a corporation. Were BoardJvlembers and Offic-
ers 'personally liable' {or actions taken by SPACE (the trade 'gro1p')

between Sepiember 13, 1982 and January 31, 1984? Brown' "The

re-instatement of SPACE as a corporation in the District included
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making it retroactive to the lapse date' There is no liability to

anyone; it is as if it never happened." .'schneringels 
attorneys stiried up another [oI1"J: nest' SPACE

naC no;tegal i ight, 'outside ol DC, to the name'SPACE'SPACE' the

.tory *"ni hai applied for trademark (name and mark) registration

with the tederal government . . . and been turned down' We looked

into that.'-SilCe 
had requested registration for (1) SPACE, (2) Society

(toriFiuite And Commercial Earth (terminals)., and, (3) a SPIACE

iogb.arr., lt had been turned down because the registration folks

d;id;a'sPAcE'or 'space'was a generic term; space (any space;.

deep space, near space' you-name-it-space).was not capable of

u"iig iiud" t"rked.; A big'deal? Brown again "We will appeal the

O""iiio"- lt is not a life ind death matter; we have rights to the

n"." una"t 'common law' simply because we were the lirst to

use it, and because our use of it'has been continuous"' Would the

courts allow someone else, say Schneringer, to use it? Brown once

aoain. "Absolutely no way"!-" 
R(notfrer) 'personal attick' on Brown Schneringer's attorneys

oiscoieiLJ dvibence which they claimed 'proved' that Brown had not

toffo*eO federal 'Lobbyist Registration Laws.' A person who'lobbies'
(i.e. works for the passage bf a particular piece of legislation) .is
)"iriilJ i" iir" " r-duuv Riport' during or immediately arter a.'Lob-
uvino etort.'The repori is supposed to list what expenses you had in

iri"lj"onvi"g efforti where you spent m9n9y' lt was claimed that
gr;n Oid noi'always do this' and some lobbying of the Waxman Bill in

p"iti"uf "i *". Oone Uy Brown; and no reporl was filed' Brown on this

one.
"To the best ol my knowledge, appropriate reports have been

tiled in all instances where I acted as a lobbyist"'
All of this (and more) came out when Schneringer.sent massive

piles of papets to virtuaily every trade publication.in the land (CSD

bxcepteal'on February ist. Inside were copies of SPACE's loss of

corporate status, the'reservation'of the SPACE name by Schneringer

and much more. At about the same time, SPACE's attorneys had

aniwereO the original Schneringer/Sfil suit with a counterclaim' In

that counter-clai; (suit), SPACE and Brown seek some damages

from Sfff. They are asking the court for $1,000,000 for'Breach of

Contract,' or, $SOO,OOO foi'unjust enrichment' because they allege

STTI/Schneringer broke a 'Quasi Contract' (i e verbal agreement

backed up byipecific actions), or, $1'000'000 for 'fraud and mis-

reptesentatio'n.' The counter (suit) makes-the point that STTI/Schner-

inger brought the original suit because 'schneringer wished to force

SPACE/(Brown) out ot the show business.'
Brown characterizes all ol this as:
;. . . designed to thwart the will of the (SPACE) Board of

Directors and the vast maiority of this industry in carrying out

the functions necessary lor preserving of our legal right to

exist, and, the good name of the industry ' ' .''
Privaiely, Eirownleels that it is he, not SPACE, which Schneringer

is after and that if he were not there, Schneringer's posture might not

be so aggressive. At the same time, he feels certain that SPACE, as a

trade aJsociation through its elected Board, would continue to operale

trade shows'at least twice per year'even if he was not serving in his

present capacity because ". . . we have proven tlat the trade shows
perform thiee very valuable f unctions for SPACE. They educate' They
provide a much nbeded political forum, and' they have the capacity to

oenerate revenue which in turn can be used by SPACE to further the

6oals of the industry . . .".

POST Script Three
Lest there be ANY confusion concerning what you have just read, I

will state here quite clearly that I am NOT calling for the resignation of
Rick Brown. Nor am I calling for Board action to censor or fire Mr'

Brown. What I am suggesting is that the industry is in the worst sort of
turmoil, internally dividing us at a time when we need the combined
strength ol unity. At least I major portion of lhis turmoil centers around
allegitions thal Brown is running SPACE for his own reward' The

comhon sense approach to clearing this up, once and for all, is to
insist thal SPACE lace these issues, deal with them' and then move
on, united as a whole industry, to the challenges that are here and
coming. We should not, as an industry, lurther tolerate fragmentation
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$650 each would have grossed $195,000' The dif ference is

$1 20,000.- 
zi tt there were 400 booths sold, with the same numbers' the

difference figure would be $160'000'
lf there are threefoint shows per year, we have either $1 20'000 x 3

tsgoo,obot or $160;000 x s ($4go,boo) 'extra gross income' which

could go towards SPACE.---ijtiir 
rf'"t" "re four joint shows per-y-ear, ^we would have either 4 x

Sr zo,ooo tSaao,ooo) o;4 x $1 60,0d0 ($640'000) to offset the 'SPACE

Guaranlee.' lt is clear to me that STTI/SPACE had to do a full four

tno*ip"iv"itit coo uootns (paid), minimum each' for STTI to come

out' the same'as rney would' i f  they maintained a $650 per booth

charge and ran along at fewer shows per year'-- -Ci" 
t"p of this, w6 had SPACE eaimar'ked lor 25o/o ol the'gate'

(entrance receiots) at the shows (3 or 4) and that testy $15'000 per

il"*:p"riti."liIni'spncr wished for bringing big names on board'- -O"lton-irggested 
that STTI was not going to spend any

ton"y. nt"r, *i-teviewed the numbers, it was apparent at least to me

iii"i *i'i" 5.n""ringer/STTl was certainly not giving up $600'000
(olus). as Schnertnqer suggests. he was bound to give up something

in exiess of $200,0b0 of his own money' And to do that' he was golng

to have to manage to bring in 400 (plus) booths at lour shows per year'

It didn't look feasible to me; the ind'ustry is barely able to support three

d1-n "nO on" SPACE show per year now; four full-blown SPACE +

Sffl ino*. seemed like a formidable hurdle to me' Add to that two

Canadian shows per year, a few regional show^s' and you have a show

schedule that rivals ihe Barnum and Bailey Circus'

Schneringer maintains that he was 'assured' that by raising his

oooin ftii"sind doing 4 shows per year, he would not be giving up

anylteat' .oney. lt is alpparent to me ihat he was going to give up lots

oiieat money in the best case, and possibly be stuck with a'guaran-

tee to SPACE' which could put him out of business'
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created by rumors. innuendo and unsubstantiated stories. The t ime
for decisive action is now and the March show-perlod. when we next
assemble as a group. presents an excel lent opportunity to get the
applecart r ighted once again.

THE C-SPACE Difterence
lf there are questionable priorl t ies, and loose checks and balances

in  the  U.S.  SPACE t rade assoc ia t ion .  there  are  o ther 'p rob lems fac ing
the  smal le r  and less  organ ized Canad ian  SPACE (C-SPACE)  orga-
nizatron. At f i rst blush. C-SPACE looks l ike a poor cousin to the U S
SPACE.  A 29  year  o ld  New Zea lander  t ransp lan ted  to  Canada named
Chris Budd is the Executive VP of the trade associat ion. Budd l ives
(and C-SPACE therefore headquarters) in Saskatchewan. Budd is
not an attorney. His background is in two areasi marketing. and.
pol i t ics. Budd to date has largely donated his t ime and hls own money
to make C-SPACE run. With approximately $4.000 coming in over
the  pas t  12  months .  and more  than $12,000 go ing  ou t  the  $8 ,000
defici t  has come out of Budd s pocket. Operating expenses. at $1.000
per month and no salary. are bare bones. U.S. trade associat lon
par t i c ipants  wou ld  poss ib ly  d ismiss  C-SPACE as  ine f fec t i ve  and
underlunded. l t  has not been ineflect ive.

"For the past two years, this industry has been skirt ing on the
very edge of i l legal i ty." Speaking is George Davies' Director of
Space Applications, the (federal) Department of Commttnicattons
Davies and two other Ottawa bureaucrat-types have lust f inished a
marathon 3 hour panel discussion and f loor debate at the Vancouver
Canad ian  Sate l l i te  Expo.  Dav ies  takes  h is  f inger  and draws a  smal l
arc on the tablecloth in f  ront of him as he speaks. "Often' i t  has been
Mr. Budd who has kept this industry on the proper side of this
l ine." Budd has been forced, by f inances and an apprehensive and
perhaps unstable dealer system in Canada. to go i t  alone the ma1ority
of the t ime. He has made i t  his duty to know as many pol i t ical types as
poss ib le .  He harps  on  th ree  themes:

1)  Thesate l l i te  indus t ry is  p rov id ing  much needed lobs in  Canada
(unemplovment  i s  more  than 3  po in ts  over  U.S.  ra tes) :

2) In Canada s rural areas. and that includes a big percentage of
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CHRIS BUDD, VP and prime mover in the Canadian C-SPACE
proiect, worries that recent revelat ions concerning problems in

ihe-American 'SPACE movement'  may spi l t  over into Canada'

the nation. satel l i te reception comes close to betng a necessity. In tact.
a Brit ish Columbia county-l ike region is buying more than 5.000
TVROs out of county tax funds; perhaps the largest one-t ime retal l
purchase ol TVROs in the history of the world. In that part of Canada.
every home wil l  have a TVROI

3) Satel l i tes are fast becoming man s number one tool to attack
social i l ls such as i l l i teracy and health care. "Canada," Budd ex-
pounds. "has the tools in place to lead the world in communica-
t ions."

Canad ian  po l i t i cs .  to  a  non-Canad ian .  seem in tens ive .  Canad ian
industry'openly courts one pol i t ical party, or another: and vice-versa
American industr ial suoport for pol i t ical part ies is far less overt 
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C-SPACE has attracted some attention in the government circles by

beino vocallv supportive of a political party. Budd suspects that a trio

ot RJvenue-banada (tax ) audits of his affairs may have been political-

ly inspired, during 1983.
Not having any money, and being in debt as of February 1st to

the tune ol twice what the organization took in during 1983' does not

worry Budd that much. His primary goal during 1984 is to unite the

induitry's dealers, distributors and manufacturers into a cohesive
political force. lt will not be easy. There are very few 'friendships'

within the Canadian TVRO industry. Competitive antenna suppliers

do NOT talk with one another. Competitive dealers avoid one another,

even on the street. "lt has been a back biting, highly volatile industry

from the very beginning" notes Doug Saxson, a pioneer in the Cana-

dian TVRO icene. guOd is asking these people who by and large do

not trust one another, seldom talk to one another, and never have

worked together on ANYTHING, to support a single, 'National'trade

associatioi. Budd's task is further complicated by basic political divi-

siorr within Canada.
"You want me to ioin C-SPACE"? shouted the British Columbia

dealer indignantly. "Well, you move it over here.to BC then; I am

certainly riot going to send MY MONEY to Saskatchewan when

MY PROBLEMS are here, in British Columbia"! And so it goes' a

dealer at a time, Budd has to sit down and build dealer confidence and

often battle with dealer fears that Budd may be some sort ol charlatan

scheming to fast talk them out of $200 a yea(*).
C-SP-ACE has other problems as well. Foremost, there is the

'CSA' issue. CSA is akin to the UL service in the United States; with

some noteworthy exceptions. The laws state that any electrical

appliance sold ih Canada must have the approval of CSA' This

auihority extends to the power to actually stop a shipment of American

electro;ics at the border. CSA can direct Canadian Customs to turn

back the shioment, or seize it. lf the shipment is seized, the goods may

sit in storage for months or years awaiting resolution of the problem'

CSA his far more powei than that, however. Let's say they decide

a oarticular model or brand of satellite receiver is'dangerous'' They

have the power to march into dealer showrooms and warehouses all
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over Canada, without notice, and confiscate the equipment That has

happened betore; it has taken as long as four years to get the goods

released. You can imagine what might happen to a dealer if he had all

of his inventory grabbed and then had to wait 4 years to get it back!

Budd and many others within the Canadian TVRO industry worry

alot about when there will be the 'first building lire'that can be traced to

a laulty piece of TVRO equipment' CSA is aware of the TVRO industry
(R.L. Diake has obtained CSA approval; others say they are or will

ihorttyl. Budd recalls one CSA inspector who.wanted to close the

UorOe'ri to a particular brand of TVRO receiver this past summer' He,

C-SPACE, intervened and pleaded that the product involved be given

some extra time to get its act together. Budd did this at the request ol a

Canadian 'dealer member,' who had put up-lront money for a con-

siderable shipment of the product. Had the units been stopped and

held at the border, the dealer would have been out of business'

The US supplier had his money, and could not be counted upon to

help get the receivers out of the confiscated state.'TFere 
is one more 'CSA concern.' lf there is ever a lire which

investigation reveals was caused by a mal-functioning piece of TVRO
gear, a"nd that unit did not have CSA approval, there is a regulation in

6anada which automatically revokes the householder's insurance' In

other words, a properly insured building can become an uninsured

UuiiAing f inere is a fire traced to a non-CSA-approved piece ol

equipm6nt. The intent here is to help insurance.f irms cut losses

because of poorly designed equipment. The supposition is that should

an insured houde Uurn and should a non-CSA approved piece ot

equipment be proven at fault, the poor houseowner who lost the

hduie, and their insurance coverage' will immediately turn to the

TVRO dealer, the TVRO distributor who imported the non-approveo

equipment, and if they can figure out how to do it, to the OEM (in the

USA) as well .
Budd feels this is powder keg with a burning fuse He is incensed at

the "don't bug me . . ." attitude ol those American OEMs he has

approached in in effort to make them aware of the potential problem'

He is also upset because he says he brought the lull details ol the
problem to the attention of Rick Brown at SPACE and then, as far as
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Budd can tell, SPACE did nothing to alert its members.
Budd's CSA problem is not restricted to American Jirms that import

into Canada. Virtually none of the Canadian hardware suppliers
have bothered to qualify for CSA approval either. "There is a 'lt

can't happen to me' attitude here which I do not understand. The
manufacturers seem to be so sure that they cannot get hurt that they
continue to pump out equipment without even taking the most
elementary precautions to protect themselves."

Budd's approach to running a trade association is vastly different
from Brown's. In fact, Budd prefers to characterize C-SPACE as a
'lobbying'group rather than a trade association' "A trade association
suggesls to us that we exist solely for lhe benefits of the'commercial
members' of the 'trade'," reflects Budd. "Our goal is to represent
everyone with an interest in TVRO, but to concentrate on the needs ol
the ehd user. lt you watch out for their interests, everything else will
fall into place for the dealers and distributors and OEMs."

At the moment, because the Canadian dealer is so dependent
uDon the American OEM or distributor, there is an undercurrent of
'reluctant acceptance'of American products' Canadian dealers tend
to be very savvy and anxious to get the best equipment bargains. The
line between dealer and distributor is not that precise in Canada;
virtually every dealer'pretends'he is a distributor at some point. This
conluses the OEMs who ponder how a region ('Canada') can have'so
many distributors and so few dealers!'.

The Canadian TVRO industry is in a year of dramatic transition.
Canada's C-SPACE is fighting for survival and identity in a marke!
place where people are more apt to 'shout-at' each other than 'talk-

with' one another. Budd knew this was do or die year, as it started.
What he did not know was that the U.S. version was going to spend at
least part of 1984 'throwing up on itself .' "God, I hope they straight-
en out that mess in a hurry" worries Budd; "not only is what is
happening bad lor the industry as a whole, but it will probably
.dri " rhub"rb up h"t ot

./ C-SPACE: (3OG1352-845q, or, (306/543-3322); 199 North
Leonard, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 54N 5X5.
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COMMANDER's David Brough, perhaps the largest Canadian ex-
porter ol TVRO hardware (dish antennas) shows how easy it now is
io 'move' an 8 foot dish. His 'superdeep' .25tlD 'Eliminator' series
product has attracted a substantialfollowing on both sides olthe
border.

delamation ol character, by association!". Chris Budd many have
to stand in line.

CANADA'S FIRST Expo
Home TVRO systems, their legal status and the marketing oppor-

tunities they represent, came into clearer focus in Canada early in
February during the 'First Canadian Satellite Expo' held in Van-
couver February 3/5. We attended, and it was an excellent'lirst-time'
event.

The legal turf in Canada has been hopelessly miied in the whims of
bureaucratic fantasv since Rod Wheeler installed his lirst terminal at
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r l ,
l l

AT A TOWER COST

P.O. Box 1633 Englewood, CO 80150

For Sample Cal l :  (303)  761-7930

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS, S88.00, U.S. Funds drawn
on U.S.  Bank.

Name __-

Address --

a.t ' St6te\ r (  I  - - - - -

PHONE _

(Acc t . '

! PLEASE SEND ME YOUR DEALER KIT
zip

csD

-t654
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The SR-4600P is the dual
conversion receiver designed
for the most demanding aPPlica'
tions. lts rock solid stability, 30
MHz lF bandwidth, extended
threshold quadrature detector
and excellent, sensitivitY result
in brilliant, interference-free
pictures - and make it ideal
for unattended or commercial
applications.

The SR-4600P is suPPlied
with your choice of built-in
downconvefter or seParate
dish-mounted downconverten

Features include: back Porch
clamped video, AFC and AGC
with on/off switch, screwdriver'

.tuned video and audio with
center tune LED's and oPtional
wired remote control.

The performance, features

SATELLITE DICEST
"How can we support Expo," many wondered, "since we are in
'competition'with Nu West in our own retail and wholesale opera'

tioni"f Saxon has had something of the same problem with his

GALAXY Guide;although a Canadian created guide is much needed'

his equipment competitors in the f ield have been reluctant to push i t ,  or

support ' i t  with advert ising; fearful that in doing so they would be

support ing their own demise.

Saxon gets very high marks for making Expo not only work, but

also for keeping i t  very neutral for his own business interests A lesser
man would nale given into the temptation to sl ide his retai l  and

wholesale and 'Guide' operations into the forefront of the Expo Many
of the exhibitors we talked with were still appehensive about Doug's

competit ive posture even as the show opened. l t  would turn out they

had nothing to fear; it was difficult to even determine that Doug had

any interes'i other than the 'Expo' itself from the printed program, the

events on the program, or the exhibit  hal ls.
Saxon did al ign himself ,  for the creation of the seminar sessions'

with C-SPACE, t6e Canadian ' lobbying group' for the home TVRO
industry. That turned out to be one of those 'better ideas' since

C-SPRbE's Chris Budd was able to get some very important people

to appear on the program. With the help of '21st Century Media's'
Frank Ogden, Budd l ined up people such as Colin Ross Nelson of
the Canidian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commis-
sion, and George Davies of the Department of Communications' The

CRTC/DOC 
'feds' had never appeared in any type of TVRO forum

previously and to get them 'on stage'for a one hour.scheduled open
discussion of 'jusf how legal are TVROs, anyhow?' proved to be a
history marking event. The session was'electr ic, '  stretched to three
full hours, an-d then had to be lorceably shut down because of the

oress of other events; it did not run out of steam on its own.
Saxon, in his wildest dreams, hoped that the'Expo'would bring the

Canadian industry'closer together. '  His imagination did not stretch to

the creation at 'Expo' of perhaps major, new, Federal Pol icy relat ing to
TVROs. Yet, that is precisely what did happen as the three hour

session included open give and take between the regulators, the

unregulated TVRO system sel lers and operators, and even the cable
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CRTC'S COLIN NELSON (left), George Davies of the Department
ol Communications (seated, on right) attempted to lashion a new

Canadian TVRO policy with plenty of input lrom the crowd'

his home in Canada's Yukon in 1977. Off icial government'pol icy'  has
changed seemingly by the hour. From within Canada, keeping up with
those changes hasbeen frustrat ing. From outside lookinqin, fol lowing
the changes has been a comic soap'opera. Canadian TVRO entre-
preneur Doug(las) Saxon attended the f irst SPTS/STT gathering in
the summer ol 1979. He was instantly hooked on TVROs and has
been supplying them in Canada (Nu West Video' Ltd.) since that
t ime. Doug's f irm is one o{ the pioneering f irms in Canada and through
the years he and his people have instal led thousands of terminals over
a big chunk of Canada. More recently Saxon began publishing
GALAXY Guide, a Canadian satel l i te TV guide

When Saxon announced the Expo, there was an instant clamor'

H f r
t r l c

and extremely moderate Price
make the SR-4600P an unbeat-
able choice. Write or call for a
spec sheet today.

Dealer and distributor
inquiries invited.

t]trmlvtDEo
l0 Nonh Lee . PO. Box 26330
Oklahoma City, OK 73 126
(40s) 232-s808

'Dealer net
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bestunc |earaSre |a tes toTVRos,BCpo| icyhas . .beenunswerv |ng '
McGeer and his office *orri ,prot""t' peopl'e or firms. using TVRos

;i? il;;e-oJ ano inoeeo i"t5nirv o"g"n iic.ensins sMATV terminal

irrilt "b"t,i-. *itnin tnt piouln"iin defiance of federal regula-

til." ruk""t clearly is u ;folk htto' in Western Canada' and he

;;;"biy ;;;" the federal people at 'Expo' more than slightly ner

CLAIMS for more than 100 TVRO antennas in the parking lot at

the Delta River Inn.

television industry. In the whole of the Canadian telecommunications

;;";;, perhaps only the broadcasters were not properly and ade-

;;;i"U;Jp;;.;nted ihis was the kind ol session that will be remem-

bered in vears aheao as precedent setting" ahd pivotal in establishing

qround rules for an entire, new industry'" ";;;r; 
i; " utttr" in Canada between the Federal Regulators/

pof liy'i.taXet. and the Provincial Regulatorsipoli,cy makers Nowhere

in C6,naOa are the 'battle lines' mo"re clearly drawn than in British

b"i"tn,"lrn. BC policy is set by Dr' Pat Mcceer through a Provin-

cial department he runs. tvfcCei:r opened the Expo's sessions by

i"i.ut'ig rL" Lind of message that has endeared him to a major chunk

ot Bri t ish columbias t"t ,o6nt..  "The open sky.pol icy 91 Bl l l i :h

Columbia could, and snould, be a model lor.al l  of,mankind"'  he

r";;;;J. During a period when Federal Canadian policy has been at

uouin 
,na "what's new" department' there was-the unannounced-in-

"or".i" "pp*ranc" or s"i"niiri"-ltr"nta (Canada) at Expo' old

;;;,;";'i;riinat srn trst Jrsptaveo at the 1e7e-oklahoma 
'first'

show of the Amerlcan ,no"tiy if'tut *as their only entrance into the

home TVRO industry, orrecity latthough more recently-they have sold

i ".! t.i.i""r. to H'eafrxiti'iri Canaia' they are planning to re-enter

il: 
";il; 

;y;tem marxetftace and ihev'have.set their sishts on

"""p,"ri.g ".-;,Jln as goz of the marketplace there we talked at

lenqth with tne trlo or .,,' tofit-on nanO to see what their plans and

oro-ducts amounted to.

They wil l  have dishes in the B, 1 0 and possibly 12 foot region The

disrr Jrdducts wilt be standaiJ S/A packag-es' already available (iJ you

"ll tiirn"diiip"v tr't" pti..ititnin tne u-sn' Thev will have a trio of

receivers, one of which *"i on display in Vancouver. They, like

J.p"nt UniO.n, intend to 'span' the piice-sensitive marketplace with

iJJ"iu.tt tn"t end up witn 
"i 

top end unit which controls both the

receiver and the dish trom an li remote in the consumels hand

The LNA and polarrzation rotation package is still up in the air'

oonli oe sr.ptis"d if it twns out to be a 30 dB/40 dB gain pacl(age'

[o*"ult. They seem to be leaning towards q :il.Sl" 
conversron

ffi;;h, usi,ig hign qraliiy down c6nverter techniques therebv re-

O;bing tne gain requirements for the LNA proper'

lf the complete pu.*ig" is not cast in colcletg' yet' the selling

"ppb".nl.. sie tCdnaaai*iir sell directly to dealersj onlv There will

be no distributors in tneir ii'an ind dealers will get massive amounts of

| ie |dandhands-ont , " ,n 'ng in th"p 'ocess .S/A- is tak ing . theh igh ' road '
;;;;;; ;;;ttins ano iacrusins h"'9-JYlglvstems and their
packaseswillnotb-e91.i"p;if, "v-rn"vl:lP:":::11,*;:"1T1';*
lffifi;i;; 

'ilt!-,'n 
i. .Snuinttjd thit there is a substantial 'nitch

DH SRIN PARABOLIC ANTENNAS
NOW WITH A SUPER EFFIGIEI{T 9'

Taylor Howard iS "right", 
I .q F/D antenna with the Chaparral "gold

ring,,, increases antinna/feed efficiency. We now manufacture a

deep "9 tt." .3 F/D.

A spun aluminum antenna is the l inest

you can buy.  The mi l i tary,  NASA'

the telephone companies all specity

aluminum antennas sPUn to a t rue

parabolic curve. DH is a national

leader ln antenna manulacturing pr0'

ducrng over 3.000 antennas a month

0u0te Taylor  Howard l t  ls  posslo le l0

achreve a aperature efliciency approach.

Inq 80oo wl th the Chapparral  leed and

choke r ing w| th a .3 F/D

1 Distributors and Manufacturers, contact

us lor quotes on quantity purchases'

Most sizes in inventory.

Available in aluminum in local lengths of

43", 36" or 31 .5" in sizes from 9'

to  6 ' .

We also manulacturer polar mounts and

spun aluminum polarotor cover'

DH SATELLITE r.o. Box 23e.prair ie du chien, wt 53821 -Phone: (608) 326 6705



BUY YOUR

COPY OF THE

4984

OME SATELLITE

SOURCE BOOK

AVAILABLE
NOW!

you need o monufocturer or distributor's
ess or telephone number - if you sell
lite systems - if you're in the morket to
equipment or o service - if you're plon-
new business colls or growth strotegies -

good two choices: Spend expensive
hunting down nomes, numbers, stotistics

exes, trode publicotions, ond copy
ories OR go bythe book - THE ONE BOOK

connects you to the whole fost-moving
sotellite ond S.M.AT.V. industries.

ALL IN ONEVOLUME
o How To Instoll Your System
o Tuning Your System
o lnternotionol Sotellites
o Compony Profiles
o Directory of Executives
o Progromming Services

To receive your copy, send 59.95 plus $',|.50 postoge
(odd stote tox were opplicoble) to:

S.F.P. Design Publishers
369 Redwood Avenue o Corte Modero, CA 94925



S/A's level-two home TVRO receiver has attractive front panel

styling.

remaining for high grade, very ruOOed,hgle.lgrminal,systems; espe-

.i"riv i. i.""d"-hiere the 1'6."ffi 9x9t^11'9X:::"' 
toll on inade'

qr"i.iv J"tig"ed and poorlv installed h"-ry,:fL".7'ii: 
ffi; tvor'in."cl^LJi "" show-Prod uct was 1ffi'::liTll

"no'li"'.'['J,l' J#J."o; tli C"n"oi"n ti't: ".'.: :llliiisl: g,il ::il li i"li"il'',il ;;;&; "il :r : -! g'i**,' i. j1?: Jn "J^ Ii1,:;Ii'"#lI;';.;;;;;';:oo0-;.;;:y".""q"i.1":'L,lL*Y;:*Xi::l
il5#:;;;ifi;; o" " natsr" ror anvone brinsins in American

SATELLITE DICEST

produced goods; more than one American exhibitor had either litera-

ture or equipment'selzecl atine norOer of his way to the show' Those

il; ;#;i;1 ;;inei inan trl,ing in seemeo to tare better in this respect;

a note for future consideration'' "ili"oi;Juiss"st 
proutei at the moment is establishing its own

,niirl"iJ"ntitv'"riitnir., the TVRo worldwide ll9lttrv' 
Most know'

ledoeable observers teel tnere ar.e aio'nO 30'O0O home terminals in
';;ffi; 

;, ,hili"tlni tlt"lrG iame pegote see canada's market

XJ'd"rg;in;i. iov. or tne ti's marx6t ourins 1e84 This sussests

that the number of canaora-nleiminats witt moie than double during
:iiil.'L';t fiis poit't, c""IU" t'nito*"'" and operations have been

knee-jerk responsive to wnlii"t [upp"ning within the USA' The first

siqns that CanaO" *'rr o" tiiuinJout-iisowrinitch and determining its

iril ii,.iitv i" ine tuture ieie"evioent all over 'Expo' lt there are

i",tl""r .irtitri.t" *itnin c"n"Ja over just about everything else' there

is at least a majority ui"* t'nlib"nid'a will be best served if its TVRO

industry is able to .t"no'Jn itt o*n two feet' separate from the

American 'example' ano iroblems' Doug Saxon -made 
it happen

February 3/4 and S anO nJpiins to do it "-g"in in early August in the

i;;-;;;;; tip ot tn" L5o n"t to Saxon' his crew' and the enttre

c;;;i"; TVRo industry tor a job 'well done'

ENDING Another'Conflict'
When||aunchedourmrdd|eotthemonthpub|ication|astAugust,I

noted that I was pteaseo to nJv!itlli' i"tty 'l"t"s of Patmar Technolo-

qies working with me to creaG*iit" Coop6tluaTg" 1-".P,:tt' 
'CJR" as it

ls abbreviated, is a oeater ioimaiteO'puUticatiol-ryIgh goes to all

SPAd;;;6; r*tn"tt (we contribute this to SPACE because we

feel strongly that dealers t'-tiU"-n"it"' served.to justify their being

members ol SPACE), "no p"in"p" " thousand others throughout the

industu" 
within sixty days Larry James hadresigned lrom Patmar

and was Vice President "t s"T"lilt"iinincial Planiing Corporation' I

made the further announ;;;tt that il there developed conflict be-

tween Larry's new iob ""init *'iittg and reportin^g..responsibilities

with cJR, I would have to tigur" out iome other way to 'spell cJR,'
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ln the interim months, October through January, Larry went from

co-iut'troring at least half of the cJR material per month to contributing

between O"i" and 10% of the content l shouldered the extra load'

found another few hours in my day, and decided to see if this might

turn arouno.
When there developed a substantial rhubarb between Larry's

employer Bill Young and SPACE, surrounding the Orlando show' I

was repeatedly askid 'how much longer will Larrytrave anything to do

witn CiR ?': the implication being that Larry's SFPC jobs was indeed
'in conflict with' CJR

t felt Larry was the victim of circumstances far beyond his own

control; Larry's employer did not start the battle with SFPC, it started

on the othei side. I hoped it would all blow over. As you are aware'

having read my analysis of the present status of the show battles just

prece-ding this, it did not blow over and in fact appears to be headed for

a blow up.
Also in the interim, the success and growth of the SFPC program

has been ohenomenal. The staff processing TVRO dealer loan ap-
plications now numbers more than two dozen people' There is no'lax

i ime.'  There are computer terminals and mult i- l ine 800 number tele-
phones all over a spiawling office complex that seems to double in

size each month. Larry's job responsibilities enlarges daily; he sug-
gests it squares each 

-hour. 
There is only so much time to work and

tarry has been on 18 hour days seven days-a week lor months'

Cledrty, there was and is a substantial 'time conflict'here which Larry

cannol control.
So between the 'appearance' of conflict between Larry James/

financial administrator, and Larry James/co-editor for CJR; and, not

enough time in the month to do both' it was apparent to me by January

that l-could forget about spelling CJR as C J R any longer'
The receni February issui ol CJR was the last'lt was still

spelled C J R but we mysteriously left out any explanation of why it was

spelled that way. That was to give me sufficient time to restructure the

format ol the publication.
The next issue of CJR will be spelled 'CSD/2.' I have to give Ted

Turner credit for the inspiration. CNN/2 is not a bad model to follow'

SATELLITE DICEST

CNN is the maior news reporting service' lt brings in-depth reports

on juii"Oort "uerytning going in the world. CNN/2 is the abbreviated'

capsule lorm of t-he world's-important events,.9ol.9 t9 that a busy

ui"t". t ."n catch up on things that wi l l  change his l i fe'  in 30 minutes

time. Not a bad concept, as we all know.
CSD is the grandfather of all industry publications' In our time

we have coverel everything of any consequence, and a fair amount

that never amounted t-o a nitl ot beans. In the past there have been

;;; ; t 'news months' in our small  industry'  l f  I  have been asked

once, I have been asked a thousand times to make CSD 'come out'

moreoften. Alew crazy people have been asking me to do it weekly!

C"rt"inty the industry is growlng up; there is far more news and far

more in-depth material to work with today than we had say iust a year

or two ago.'So why not split the difference? Why not make CSD come

ori t*i"l per month, say every second week?.And why not call it

CSO (tlrtt ot the monih) ind CSD/2 (middle of the month)?

Having tenatively decided to do just this, the next trick was to

format th6 Min issues so they did not look like twins Keep each

distinct, but give them some continuity so they represented a'family'

of publicatiois. The one nifty technique we had made work with CJR

was the quick turn around time. I placed the last material on the paste

up flat on the morning of the 12th; the printer gave the completed
publication to our mailing service before noon on the 15th By the

morning of the 16th, readers in the first couple of postal zones were

reading it. Not quite a newspaper, but close..
Th6 next problem facing me was how to integrate the subscrip-

tions. The common sense solution, although perhaps not the best

business approach, was to simply send CSD/2 to everyone who is

now receiving CSD and then in the luture adjust the subscription rate

for the'24 issues of CSD-CSD/2 per year' upwards With one excep-

tion, that was done. Effective with the March issue of CSD/2' the first'

everyone who receives CSD will also receive CSD/2 The exception;
those outside of the United States will still be able to subscribe to CSD
;ion;;d will in tact have to subscribe to CSD/2 and CSD together if

they wish both. Some of the CSDs going overseas cost us as much as

$7 i copy in postage! For new subscriptions, and renewals, the rates
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XL1OA - THE ROOF MOUNT
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMP!

Microsat's versatile 3 meter screen antenna is at home on
tne roof or on the ground, and its l ight weight makes it easy

if-init"ri The reflEctor and mount weigh iust 80.lbs' each'
i iJ "i i"tor"s in under 3 hours. lt comes complete with a
F;td- i feed and a remote control for antenna position

l"O t"'"t poiarization' XL1OA will remotely scan all the
oijrdJti" J"i"ri i t lJ quicklv and accuratelv, with higher c/N

ratios than manY larger antennas'

THE MICROSAT ADVANTAGE
. Low€st Installation Cost
. Helps Glear Obslructions

. No Cement Work

. No Gable Burial r
So why not let Microsat's experience with roof mount
antennas get You otf the ground'

Now available with
optional push button
programmable control.
Featuring Programmable
skew comPensation and
linear antenna Position
display.

t'i:

Microseft
Route 47, Washington Depot, Connecticut 06794 203/868 0503
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will be as follows forthe United States: CSD plus CSD/2 will be $65 per
year with CSD mailed first class (airmail) and CSD/2 mailed by a
somewhat slower class of mail. For both sent via first class (airmail)'
$75 a year. CSD/2 will also continue to be sent to the SPACE Dealer
Memb-ers, without charge, as our contribution to the SPACE dealer
pro9ram.

bsolz will be smaller than CSD, at least in the beginning. lt
happens that I finally took the 'computer plunge' at about the same
time as this came up. lt also happens that after four years of struggling
with telephone circuits that worked less than 10% of the time, and then
badly, we finally have reasonably good quality telephone service in
the iurks and Caicos lslands. A new Grade B Intelsat terminal,
couoled to a new microwave inter-island network, gives ustelephones
thatare at least 1970ish technical level. This now means that lcan
modem to modem bits and bytes from my Providenciales ottice to Fort
Lauderdale. Magazine copy, this magazine copy, for example can be
prepared on a word processor, stored to disk' and .then dumped
directly to our printer's typesetting equipment. The tact that it will travel
80 milbs on terrestrial microwave, through an Intelsat B terminal to a
satellite over the eastern Atlantic, back hauled west again to Maine
and then couoled into the Bell network for hauling south all the way to
Florida before it ends up at our printer is part of the magic of 1984
technology.

fne i5itity to input magazine copy directly to the printer, not only
from Provideirciales but from anyplace in the world, greatly expands
the scope of the publications. Knocking out days tor the typewritten
copy to travel by slow airplane and slow ground transportation tight'
ens-uD the wholb schedule. Even when I make the 4 hour flight myself
to Florida, you will see me with a typewriter-like device on my lap
banging away at magazine copy.

Ouiin-oe6tn looks at various marketing trends, in CJR, seems like
a good basic policy to follow. Dealers tell me they gel real value from
these frank discussions of marketing strategies. News about new
products will also continue in CSD/2. But the most important quality of
bsOlz witt be the quick turn around;the abil ityto'lock it up'on the 12th
and have it in your hands on the 1 6th or 17th. The first issue will be

SATELLITE DICEST

available in Vegas at the CSD-CSD/2 booths. Look us up.

GROWTH OI SMATV
I read an interview recently given by the head of the Canadian

cable television trade association. He stated that his association has
'identified'398 SMATV systems in western Canada, alone. He sug-
gests there may be over 1,000 spread throlghout Canada. Our own
iook at this area, back in the August CSD, suggested a far larger
number may be operating in the United States.

In Canada, as reported in our January issue, the high courts have
ruled that SMATV, using satellite signals from the USA, is not illegal
under Canadian law. Provided, the SMATV system does not make
any kind of charge for the programming service. There appears to be
a one to three fear window here, from that court decision, during
which those who wish to build new SMATV systems can do so without
fear of running atoul of 'the law.'

Canadian SMATV systems almost exclusively distribute US satel-
llte signals. There is no marketplace mechanism in place that allows
these-SMATV operators to contract for those program services, so
as long as there is no charge for the services, everyone kind of
bungles along aware that ultimately things will change In the mean-
timelhere is [lenty of SMATV type equipment'moving' and a relative-
ly pleasant relatiohship between equipment providers and equipment
users.

With encouraging signs that Showtimeffhe Movie Channel will
now be dealing wittr SlrlRfV systems, with ESPN,.CNN and others
already dealin! with SMATV systems, the U'S. SMATV marketplace
is also looking brighter.

What is rellly happening here is that hundreds of TVRO dealers
are discovering thattnbre is good money to be made,by marketing and
installing SMATV systems in their areas. Some of the systems are
relativel-y small, barely larger than a home system (example: a fellow
in Missouri is installin-g terminals at Baptist churches; he parks a dish
on F4 and provides two channels from Trinity and NCN through
perhaps a dozen to 15 outlets in the church 'complex'). Others wire
wholeretirement communities with up to 7 satellite delivered channels
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POLATRON'"III
THE COST EFFECTIVE ELECTRONIC POLARIZER

FEATURES
. lnstant Pobttty Swftchlng' No Wailng
. Furrt Sorrd S&tta . No Movlng Pans ' No foy Motots

lo Fail
o Superbly Cnftact Wnh Anodlzed and Eeked EnilEl

Flnlsh
. E ctuatla Motsturo Roqeilhg nd$E
. Cot rotatatt Saataat Fot Ail llbat tot Uso
. ^dli.|4/bra F..dhon lo OPlthntze vo!, Dbh At

Vour Localbn
. inna nsertnn toss Wah Up lo 180" Rotauon

CaDaAW
. uiili to&i Powet nequhem.nt' 20 nr. Typlcal
. ComDect Slzo and Ught t,f/ght
.its-ee powercA Oti'f�ry fion Most Recelverc and
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TYPE.  2
2 COND. #14
3 COND. #22 SHIETDED W/DRAIN WIRE
3 COND. #18 SH|E|-DED
2-Rc-s9/U-20 CA. 60% BRATD
100"/" FotL- /wtTH TYPE 3
BTACK POI.YETHYI.ENE IACKTT

FOR DIRECT BURIAT

AVAILABLE IN 33O'G' TOOO' SPOOLS
330 FT. SPOOT
1,00G5,000 FT.

@ s4c FT.
@ 48a FT.

5,00G10,000 FT.
10,00G5o000 tT.

@ 44c FT.
@ 42c FT.

TOTAL CONTROL
CABLE PACKAGES!

TYPE-  T
2 COND. #14 cA.
3 COND. #22 SHIETDED W/DRAIN WIRE
3 COND. #20 SHIEIDED W/DRAIN W|RE
3 COND. #18 SHtt tDED
1-RG-59/U-20 cA._60% BRATD
100"/" FotL/wtTH TYPE 3
EtACK POTYETHYI-ENE'ACKTT

FOR DIRECT EURIAT

COAXIAL CABLE
RG-6/U (rotr & BRATD)
RG-8/U (95% BRAID-TOAM)
RG-59/U (e6% BRATD-Pr)
RG-s9/u (7s% BRATD-FOAM)
Rc-sg/u (Fotr & ERA|D)
Rc-sg/u DUAL (FOtr & BRATD)
RC-1l/U (96% ERA|D-PE)
RG-213/U (96% ERA|D-PE)
RG-214/U (TINN. COPPER ERAIDS)
RG-214/U (StrVER BRATDS)
RG-217 /U (96% BRATDS-PE)

TYPE 'N' CONNECTORS
uG-21/BU (MALE)
uG-21/DU (MALE)
uc-s7 /BU (DOUB|_E MALE)
uG-29/BU (DOUBrt FEMAT-E)
uG-27/CU (RtCHT ANGLE)
uc-23/BU (FEMAt-E)
uG-s8/AU (CHASS|S)
.N, CRIMP MALE

$ 6slM'
$210/M'�
$ tg/u'
$ 6s/M'
$ 4e/M'
$1oslM'
$210/M'�
$240/M'�
$ss0/M'

$1300/M'�
$600/M'

$2.25leach
$2.00/each
$3.1O/each
$3.10leach
$4.45leach
$3.00/each
$1.60/each
$2.1O/each

$ 6slM'
$ zg/u'
$ ts/u'
$toslM'
$ 8olM'
$ 4e/M'�
$ 3e/M'
$ qo/M'
$ 7g/u'
$ 4e/M'
$ 6elM'�
$tlSlrtt'
$12e/M'
$230/M'

MULTT CONDUCTOR CABLE
2 COND. #20 SHIETDED
2 COND. #18 SHtEtDtD
3 COND. #22 SHIETDED
3 COND. #18 SHtEt  DED
2 COND. #16
2 COND. #18
2 COND. #20
3 COND. #22
3 COND. #18
4 COND. #22
4 COND. #20
6 COND. #18
8 COND. (2-18/G22)
8 COND. (2-16/G1Sl

.F' CONNECTORS
F-59 W/%" RINC
F-59A ATTACH.
F-59 AI.M I.ONG ATT.

9C each or 69/M
104 each or 7B/M
110 each or 99/M

TOLL FREE
RDER LINE -
(too) 42r.2t22

RC-2r COAX CABLE JUMPERS

IYPE .N' CRtltP PLUGS EACH END
(9r4) 947'1554 x. COMPLETELY WEATHERPROOF wlTH SHRINK TUBTNG

'1555 Y.

@,flobg
P.O. Box 95-55 Railroad Ave.
Garnervi l le, New York '10923

9.25 $ azs &25 $ 7.75
10 teet $ 9.s0 $ &8s $ aso $ 7.9s
12 Feet $ 9.8s $ 9.3s $ &8s $ ars
15 Feet $10.s0 $ 9.9s $ 9.s0 $ 9.00

$1 1.7s $1 1.s0 $1 1.0020 Feet

- ALL LENGTHS AVAILI\BLE -

$1075



plus perhaps four or five otf-air terrestrial services.
CJR-CSD/2 began looking at the CATV/SMATV'jungle' in De-

cember. Dealing with the regulatory and financial pitfalls of the busi-
ness, it continues that overview in our March and April issues. CSD
began its look at the technical aspects of SMATV in February'
and we continue that this month. There are many, many dangers in
this business. Both legal, and technical. And the financial aspects of
SMATV are 'awesome.' You can lose a great deal of money here,
ovemight. You might also make some money, but the odds are
against it if you intend to 'get rich' by ownlng the system and
collecting payments each month from the users.

One of the aspects of SMAry which seems to have been over-
looked by many, even today, is the hardware. Because SMATV uses
the cabli and satellite technology bases, there is hardware from bolh
industries in use. Until recently, you went to a satellite distributor for
the satellite hardware and to a cable distributorfor the cable hardware.
Some of the cable distributors are'reps'for various satellite systems
(BT reps lor Scientific Atlanta, for example) but other than Patmar
which began as a satellite hardware distributor, nobody in the satellite
end seems to have a full handle on the cable products.

lf I were looklng for a buslness oPportunlty today' I think I
would focus on putting together a really tirst class distribution busi-
ness that concentrated on the unique needs of the SMATV system
builder. Dishes in the 'l0 to 1 6 foot class, multi-beam feeds, high grade
satellite receivers, power control systems such as the Sola' Bud
racks, headend combining networks, off-air processing systems to
mix off air and satellite signals, 412 and 500 cable with fittings and
tools, taps and so on. I'd offer oft the shelf delivery on eveflhing a
SMATV designer needs, and l'd offer to pre-package headend racks
on a custom basis so I could sell and ship to a guy a complete headend
ready to turn on.

As a heavy user of modulators over the years, I have been always
uneasy with the modulator end of the business. Let's say you need I
modulators for a headend. You go to a BT or Jerrold distributor and
you give them your list of channels. They never (well, almost never)
havethe full list of channels in stock. So they send me 5 of the I and
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back order me for the rest.
Now, it turns out that BT (and Jenold and most of the other

modulator makers) seem to produce modulators in channel groups'
They make channel 2 units this week, channel 7 next week, and so on.
It is apparently very difficult to get a handle on how many modulators
for the various channels trom 2 to 13, A to Z, there are in the pipeline

nationwide at any given point in time. They seem to always be short ot
a few channels, no matter what channels you want.

There are two firms out in Calitornia that make modulators which
you can dial up to any channel you wish. Microdyne also makes one ol
ihese. The problem is that when you build a field-switchable modula-
tor, you have to keep a bunch of'bandpass tilters' in stock so that
wheh you change the dial from channel 2 to channel 8, you also run
around the back of the unit and change the 'filter' at the output from 2 to
8. So even though you have front panel changeable channels' you

have rear of unit bandpass filter modules to swap out. The front panel

changing is a great concept; the rear of panel filter changeout puts you

almost back where you started.
I have always felt the ideal modulator would have no tilters to

change, and it would let you dial up any common channel for at least
2-13 lnd perhaps if you were lucky it would also include the mid-band
channelsirom say A to G. Alas, nobody seemed able to do it. Or if they
did it, the price was in the several thousand dollar class.

It is with great interest that I see Doug Dehnert's USS planning to
introduce at the Vegas show season later this month a new Maspro
modulator that doei exactly this. lt gives you full channel agility and
there are only three filters; one for channels 2-6, another for channels
7-13 and a third for the mid-band channels.

Now the truth is that once you install a modulator, you seldom run
out and change its output channel. But, the distributor who handles
products still has the inventory-balance problem; keeping' in stock'
the required depth on each of the channels. The fact that you' as a
user, will probably never change the channel in the field' does not
make lite any easier for the distributor who has every channel in stock
but the channel you need.

I fully expected the Maspro product to be a winner, when we saw
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bMrrEHrE,,9,?il'$gl tT:-
(MTr)

1 -  RG59/U 96%
Copper Braid

2 @ 12-Gauge
3 @ 18-Gauge
3 @ 20-Gauge

Sh ie lded  o lus
Tinned CoPPer
Drain Wire

3 @ 22-Gauge Shielded
plus Tinned CoPPer
Drain Wire

AVAILABLE
tN 250.5q).1000

'/ (General Purpose)

1 -  RG59/U 96%
Copper Braid

5 @ 22-Gauge
2 @ 22-Gauge

Shielded plus
Tinned CoPPer
Drain Wire

2 6 18-Gauge

( lntersat)

2 -  RG59/U 96%
Copper Braid

2 @ 12-Gauge
6 @ 18-Gauge
3 @ 22-Gauge

Sh ie lded  p lus
Tinned Copper
Drain Wire

FT. ROLLS \\.
OR BYTHE FOOT t '  \

Designed for easy, one-step instal lat ion, providing the Only Nemal offers the quali ty construction RG59/U

requ i red  cab les  lo imost  ear th  s ta t ion  equ ipment . . .  a l l  copper  sh ie ld ing  made to  mi l  spec  JAN C-17 '  12 'gauge

in idirect burial iacket. conductors, t inned copper drain wires, and a true direct
burial iacket.

ltEitl] ElEGrnoilES, lilG.
. COMPLETE

MULTICONOUCTOR
LINE

.  PRICING
AVAILABLE FOR
ALL OUANTITIES

12240 N.E.14th AVE.,  NO. MlAMl,  FL 33161
TelePhone: (305) 893'3924

'  A lso avai lable:  Complete l ine of  coaxia l  and mul t i -conductor
cables,  top-qual i ty  connectors and SMATV equiDment

FRANCHISEO OISTRIEUTOR KINGS CONNECTORS AUTHORIZED AMPHENOL DISTRIBUTOR
' Call or write lot compete dealer pricing

.  W E ' L L B E G L A D T O
CUT ANY OF OUB
CABLES TO MEET

YOUR EXACT LENGTH
REQUIREMENTS



ArcOM'u,'ate

If:ffi*""""'ll*&ru
* Tirnable Audi

coM-2A

scPc-100

/l,COill's SCPC-100 allows
reception of single channel
per carrier transmissions
from international and do-
mestic satellites. Audio chan-
nels not sent with video infor-
mation can be received.
Features external or internal
downconverter.

standard

* High Srability

wide and narrow IF switch
Comprehensive Remote Control
(Standard with COM-ZA,
Optional with COM.2B)
Remote Downconverter
Sensitive Signal Strength Meter
AIrcOM Quality at a Low Cost

coM-667

coM-2B

The COM-60 Series
for

Cost-Effeclive
Multi-Chonnel
Instollotions

Commercial Quality * Compatible with SA's 66b0 system * Rack Mount,

Conversion * Flexible Downconverter (use any degree and brand LNA)

coM-207

/rcOifs COM-2OT High Stability Satellite Video
Receiver is the answer to your need for a highly
stable and reliable receiver for cable, private ca-
ble, radio stations, TV stations, BIZNET, News,
Weather & Music Services, and other dedicated
applications. The COM-2OT can be factory or field
adjusted to a particular transponder and will

remain on frequency without attention. The
COM-2OT is normally supplied with a remote
downconverter and tunable audio. Optional con-
figurations include fixed-tuned audio, internal
downconverter, and downconverter switching for
multi-channel capability. Styling matches AV-
COM's popular series of rack mount receivers.

/rcO[4's Toll-free OrderLine 80046-2500 (Orders onty)
AarcOtfl. 500 Reseorch Rood . Richmond, VA23236.804-794-25Cfi�

coM-657

Pioneer Member of SPACE
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the modeling of it in Nagoya, Japan this past November. However,
when the tentative pricing schedule for it was set in January, I knew
that it would be a world beater. I won't give away USS's surprise here,
but I will suggest that if you can afford one of the 'old fashioned' single
channel modulator packages from BT or Jenold, now you can have a
modulator that works on virtually any channel, in the same price
range. I hope USS has a big, fat order book with them in Vegas; they
are going to need it!

THE Pre-Packaged Home System
When I put together my first TVRO system in 197617, I went to

Microdyne lor a receiver, to U.S. Tower for an antenna, to SCI for an
LNA and then using my 25 years of ham radio experience I patched
together the special cables, the modulator, the power supplies (LNAs
were powered through a separate line in those days; no powering up
the coax line!) and a baseband monitor. When later in 1977 | installed
the first home ten foot dish system (the first system used a 20 foot
antenna) it took me four months to round up all of the parts. The dish
was a Prodelin, the mount came out of an army surplus yard, and so
on.

Being a dealer, even as late as 1981 , was a giant pain in the neck.
The original folks at National Microtech changed much of this, mak-
ing it possible for a dealer to get everything he needed from a single
source. Others of course followed so that by 1 982 you could open one
or two cartons and unpack virtually everything you needed to get a
TVRO system in and operational.

Sensing a good thing, some of the OEM's then began to package
entire systems in a single carton or two at the manufacturlng plant
level. Conifer was one of the first to'refine'this technique and now as
we head for Las Vegas we can anticipate that more and more of the
OEMs will be doing the same thing. The battle of pre-packaged
systems is here.

When you had to spend countless days on the telephone and
writing letters to round up the parts for a single system, the dealer
almost had to be a combination auto mechanic and electronics jockey.
What didn't fit you modified and what didn't plug together you re-wired.

SATELLITE DICEST

Even when National Microtech was sending you everything you
needed in a set of cartons, you still had the problem of making the
various parts go together. Since they were not designed to any 'com-

patibility standards' you seldom had the luxury of finding cables that
plugged from one brand unit to another brand unit, or mounts that
perfectly fit the dish or held the LNA plus teed in the proper position.
You had everything you needed, but the format was seldom com-
oatible.

As the Conifer-approach has caught on, it has become possible
for a dealer to be successful without being a mechanic and an elec-
tronics jock. lf you can follow a diagram, if you can read labels on ends
of cables, you can complete system wiring and handle the mechanical
assembly. This has allowed people who distribute swimming pools
and vacuum cleaners to become TVRO dealers. Expertise, technical
expertise, is no longer essential to being a successful dealer.

There are pros, and cons, to this. As installations have become
uncomplicated, the dealer could get by without even understanding
the geo-stationary orbit belt. That means more people can be dealers
since they don't have to have technical expertise to succeed. The
downside of that is such a dealer is ill-equipped to sort out a problem
when something does not work as it is supposed to work. So while
the average dealer needs no technical expertise in the 'typical' in-
stallation, anymore, he still needs some sort of technical backup
when he finds himself facing a system that does not play.

I had a guest on Provo recently with a new antenna. We were
testing the antenna and making suggestions on how the antenna
would be more appealing to the non{echnical breed of dealer. The
dish had a .3 f/D feed and you maximized the dish gain by carefully
monitoring a signal level meter as you slid the feed in and out from the
center of the hub.

"Why don't you scribe a mark on the feed support tube," we
suggested, "where the feed is supposed to rest when the dish is
assembled? Why put the dealer through this slide it in / slide it out
routine at all? Just tell him to slide it uo to the scribed mark and tiohten
down the bolts"!

The resoonse.

KfrOL.TROlllCS, lllGr
. Hlghway 14 . Rlchland center, wl 53581
lN wl (80O) 826-NOVA . USA (80O 826.KAUL

rrul-rlorrcl rocrY rourlalr r u|rtrollcl, rrtt
4919 N. Broadwav.Eoulder, co 80302 4295 Unlt 0 south Arvllle street

Phone (503) 449-4071 Las Vegas, NV 89103 Phone (702) 362-5816



WHY WOULD WE ADVERTISE
A HOUSTON SATELLITE
SYSTEMS PRODUCT?

We'v9 always prided ourselves on the quality of the brands we carry from every
standpoint - reliability, technical design, and user acceptability. We've been
particularly careful in the selection of antenna positioners and have selected the
very best - HOUSTON SATELLTTE, LUXOR & MTt.
We feel, however, that in this particular instance, we should point out that we're very
impressed! The Houston Satellite System Tracker lV with UHF wireless remote
control and the capability of flexible receiver interfacing is the most advanced
antenna positioner we've seen and probably are likely to see for some time.
Our congratulations to Mike and his group at Houston Satellite Systems for a job
well done!

DX . MiA COM . PRODELIN . CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER . PARACLIPSE .
CHAPARRAL. STARDISH . LUXOR . DRAKE . JANEIL. LOWRANCE . KLM .
HOUSTON SATELLITE . MTI . TRANSIFIER . DB ENGINEERING .

High Frontier Dislribulion
{'|45 W. ,l2ih Ploce
Tempe, Arizono 8528,1
16021 965-9821
(800) 382.IVRO

High Frontiel Disfrabution
Norlhwesf
976 Industry Drive
Seotlle, Woshington 98{88
(206) s7s-0660 (800) 424-40,H

High Fronfier Distribulion
Soulhern Colilorniq
{5746 Afminlo Slreet
Von Nuys, Colifornio 9,1406
(2131 873-2268 (8001 42t-8938
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"Maybe the gain is best at some place other.than where the feed

is supp6sed to be. Maybe he didn't assemble the antenna properly
anO i'nb tocat tength is cioser to, or further from the-dish than 47 inches.
He needs to find the best performance, always"'- 

Ava|id foint. However, if the antenna is not assembled properly'
then you will not get maximum performance' I would rather see the
instalier aware thit he made a mistake than to let him assemble the
ai;i,;t";k the feed for maximum signal and walk away thinking he
had done lt right'- i'L"t'. comiromise," I suggested. "scribe the mark at 47 inches

tactuaf fV +O.A i;'ches) and tell'i6e installer that's where he sets it' Then
i.iinim 6o eitner side of the scribe mark to see if the signat fals otf. lf it
falls otf] in both directions, he knows he assembled the antenna
correctly. lf it goes up in one direction, the dish is too flat; if it goes up in
G otndr aireition, ihe disn is too deep' lf it goes up in both' he has a
warped surface"!

A self proof lng dish. lt you design a dish a certain way' you know
that it will work in a certain way. lf it works any other way, there has
been a mistake between the design and the assembly' The dealer
needs to know thls, so he can correct hls mlstake. The position of
the feed, when you are done with assembly and have maximized
signal, tells you everything about the dish's performance'" 

How many times have you assembled a dish' one you are familiar
with, and found the results less than you expected? | have many
times. So where do you begln to look for the problem? ls it the dish
surface? Maybe the feed is not properly centered' Maybe the LNA is
below its spbcifications. Maybe you have a bad connector on the
2131214cablelo the down converter. Maybe the down converter is not
rioht. And on and on, lt can take hours of swapping out equipment to
fiid the cause; and if it is the antenna, you may never find the problem'

People designing dishes need to rethink what happens when lhe
feed is installed and connected to the electronics. The feed's final
location, where the signal is peaked, is a message' That message tells
you everything you rieed to know to verity that the dish is properly
iunctioning. So why not take this elaborate message, boil it down to its
most basi; bottomline, and use that data to inform the installer what is
right, or wrong, with the dish after assembly ls completed? A few
siribed marks-, on the feed support, whether the support is a pipe up
through the center of the dish (Paraclipse, et.al).or a strut-supportecl
teeO (ROV, et al) would be very useful to the installer. .He'd know
where to start looking for problems, whether he could eliminate the
dish as a possible Problem

The art of pre-packing systems involves more than simply making
sure all of the cables are in the container, that any special tools
required are there, that everything fits together properly. lt should also
involve enough common sense instructions so that the installer can
either orove to his own satisfaction that the system is working properly
(i.e. a built-in set of proofing guides), or, know where to start looklng
for problems if the pictures are not good.

ihere are other things the OEM could do to help the dealer
troubleshoot, or verify, that his system is properly operating. Conifer
orovides a set of bredk-out cables so you can stick the receiver at the
dish proper when setting up the dish. Then you unplug the-receiver
anO tate it insiOe to plug it in directly at the end of the cable. Break out
cables, at the dish, are a great idea. They eliminate having to make up
short jumpers to check the system out, and they pre-test the actual
wiring that goes with the system.

l'i like tdsee a couple oi small LED (light emitting diodes) installed
in the outdoor/down converter boxes, as well. lf there is an AC voltage
to drive the drive, it would be nice to know you have AC operational
without hassling around with a meter. A small red LED that automatic-
ally came on when AC was available would be nice. Then to verity that
you have +23 (or whatever) volts DC available for your LNA and
iown converter, a small green LED on the down converter box would
be nice. Plug it all in, both lights come on; you know you have power'
No meters, no fuss.

Some drives still run on 117 VACC). While I am not generally in
favor of this practice, if you do end up with 1 17 VAC out at the dish t0

'/ Many local electrical laws have special requirements concerning
running 117 VAC outdoors. Dealers should always check on the
electrical code requirements before installing AC to a dish!

Custom LNA ltounts

. F i t s  a l l  d i s h e s  ( m e t a l  o r  f i b e r g l a s s )

.Po lo ro to r  o r  Rotor  Motor

. C a s t  A l u m i n u m  ( w i l l  n o t  r u s t )

.Ad lus tab le  to  exac t  foca l  Po in t

. l ' i ta tch ing  LNA covers

. V o l u m e  d i s c o u n t s

Can be des igned w i th  persona l  name p la tes  Mi lks too l '
b u t t o n h o o k i  a n d  c o m m e r c i a l  L N A  m o u n t s  a l s o

ava i lab le .

Satetlite Marketlng Consultants
(s01).37 4-7221

P.O. Box 872, N. Litt le Rock, Arkansas 72115

tNc.

MAilUFACTURER OF MICROWAVE COMPOIIEI{TS

DEVICES
r ISOLATOBS
. CIRCULATORS
. POWER DIVIDERS
o D.C. INSERTION BLOCK
o PAD & LOADS
. POLAFEED _ POLARIZER
. COAXIAL RELAY SWITCF

MUTLIFUNCTION DEVICES
.ISO.DIVIDER
o ISO-DIVIDER WITH D.C. INSEBTION BLOCK
oTWO-WAY POWER DIVIDER
. TWO.WNV POWER DIVIDER WITH D.C. INSERTION BLOCK
o FOUR.WAY POWER DIVIDER
o TOUN.WNV POWER DIVIDER WITH D'C. INSERTION BLOCK
r EIGHT WAY POWER DIVIDER
. Eiexr wAy powER DtvtDER wlrH D.c. INSERTIoN BLocK

. INOUIRIES WELCOME
SATELLITE GROUNO COMPONENTS INC.
480 Easy Street, Suite 3'Simi Valley' California 93065'Phone (805) 583-481 8



SATELLITE
TELEVISIc IN

SYSTEMS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLDII

Complete Systems, Artennas,
Receivers, LNA's & Accessories

CALL TOLL FREE
800.457.3330

"Nation's Largesf Saf ellite Equipment Distributor"
P.O. BOX 33OO o TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47803
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run the drive, why not go ahead and build a single AC outlet into the
down converter / drive box so that an installer can plug in his 1/4 or 3/8
inch drill. No more long extension cords; you run the total control cable
bundle first and then after wiring it all up, you plug in your drill and go to
work on your dish using that AC outlet. lt would also give you a place to
plug in the receiver proper and monitor tor checking the dish.

Down converter boxes, mounted usually on the dish stand, are
often not properly planned. Generally speaking, they are not large
enough. lt takes a great deal of careful work to get a down converter of
modest size into the box, and then when you do, you have to drill holes
in the box to mount the down converter to the side of the box. Many
people just'stuff'the down converters into the box and letthe2131214
cable support it, more or less, in place. Not good. With a little better
planning, the down converter housings at the dish could be the right
size and right shape to allow room for the installer to mount two
separate down converters for those installations that require this;
without having the cables run into each other. You can't bend2131214
cable sharply and it shouldn't be necessary to 'lorce' these cables into
olace.

Pre-packing is here. Now what remains is for pre-packaging to be
'smart pre-packaging'; mindful ol the real world the dealers operate
in, and conscious of providing the installer with some convenient
'tools' to make trouble shooting of system faults quicker and more
certain. A few LEDs, some carefully calculated scribe marks, better
access to important voltages and controls would be big improvements
for the dealers.

THE GALAXY One Tests
When HBO first brought up its east coast feed on TR1 of Galaxy in

January, my heart did a f lip. The picture quality stunk in the Caribbean,
while the folks on SIN and Galavision were 100% plus just a lew
transponders away. I quickly let HBO know about what I was seeing.

In a few days HBO was up on 23 while Cinemax was up on 1 9. The
pictures were now as good as SIN and Galavision. C-SPAN still didn't
look that hot, and CNN had just a few sparklies in it, but overall things
were improving.

What we seem to be seeing with Galaxy is a decided signal
difference between the vertical lransponders (the even numbered
channels since it is like Westar) and the odd numbered horizontal
channels. Franklin B. deCastro on the Dutch island ot Curacao in
the southern end of the Caribbean reports the same thing;signals on 1
(HBO), 7 (CNN), 11 (CBN), 13 (C-SPAN) and 21 (HBO Linkabit) are
down below the sparklie threshold on a 20 foot ADM dish, with a look
elevation of 13 degrees. On the other hand, SIN (6), CNN2 (8), TMC
(14) and Galavision (20) are all broadcast level (no sparklies), or
better.

We had reported that transponder 13 (C-SPAN) was dead. lt is.
You may be wondering how a 'dead transponder' can be pumping out
C-SPAN. Each transponder has its own 'final output power stage.'The
outpul power stage for TR13 had a premature failure. Thal put this
lransponder out of service. However, there is a backup power ampli-
fier on board, for each set of 6 transponders. There are 4 backups for
24 channels. So Galaxy has electronically switched the one backup
amplifier for transponders 1 , 5, 9, 13, 17 and 21 into position so it now
is operating for TR13. That means we no longer have a backup lor the
other transoonders in that set of six. lf another transoonder in that set
should fail, down the road, chances are C-SPAN will get'yanked'off
the bird, or at least off of transponder 13, while the 'spare' final output
power stage is electronically re-routed to cover for the second failure
in that set.

As we reported in CSD last month, there is a'SRO' (standing room
only) sign out at Galaxy 1 these days; all of the available transponders
have been sold with CBN being the last to come on board on their
own transponder. With WTBS and WOR both holding transponders,
we now have two of the important three 'indie signals' on one bird;just
like F3R, although overthere it is WTBS and WGN. lam told by usually
reliable sources that WGN's canier, United Video, is trying to get a
'second hand berth' on Galaxy 2 so that all three of the indies will be on
the same bird. Years ago, on F1 , we had that package available and it
certainly made life easier.

There are plenty of musical chair games going on with Galaxy 1 at
the present time. Some of this activity is because many of the sup-
pliers expect Galaxy 1 to be around for several years after F3R runs
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with a Hero antenna!) that brings in true world-
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friendly. A complete install kit; special drills,
tools are packed with each antenna. You
need NOTHING but a 1/4" hand drill, screw dri-
ver, and adjustable wrench. Everything else is
included. MOTOR DRIVE, digital read out con-
trol (with built in Polarotor control) and a self-
proofing feed; it checks itself and you KNOW
you have maximum gain! No cables to pre'
pare; our MASTER CABLE has all connectors
in place; eve$hing'snaps together' in record
time! You can actually install a HERO 13 as fast
or faster than the tinker-toy 12 footers.

And we saved the best part for last. The prlcel
low as $1,195 dealer net in small quantities for a 13
system that goes together faster, works better,
looks like a professional installation. Tired of playing
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tinker-toy antennas? Graduate to the professional
with the HERo 13. lf 13 foot of massive gain is too big
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box r 1OO ft. of cables with connectors r
limit switches.
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out of poop. We reported last month that losses in signal level on F3R
this past year have been at or greater than expected levels; the bird is
dying a l i t t le bit  every day. There are also now rumors running loose
that RCA is having some premature problems with F3R; problems
which could spel la loss of perhaps six total transponders sooner than
later.

Repeating the rumors, which RCA sources total ly dismiss, wi l lonly
serve to spread unsubstantiated stories. So l ' l l  rely on my own sense
of history lo put it all into perspective.

F2 was the f irst cable bird. l t  had problems; big problems. The
solar array that catches the sun's rays to turn into electr ici ty to operate
the bird would not rotate or track the sun automatical ly on i ts own.
Every single day of i ts I i fe, F2 had to be manually operated for a part of
the day; the solar fans st icking out to the side had to be driven
backwards in a 30 minute or so dai ly act ivi ty to avoid al lowing the solar
array to turn past an area in the normal 360 degree circular rotat ion
where the solar array was in danger of 'hanging up. '  RCA feared that i t
might get to that 'dead spot '  and stop altogether. l f  that ever hap-
pened, the bird would wither and die in a matter of days since without
power from the sun ful l  t ime, everything inside quits operating. F2 also
had an errat ic control function; on more than one occasion the bird
took olf  and turned away lrom the earth, seemingly on i ts own. When it
did this, RCA had several very traumatic hours trying to get i ts atten-
t ion, and commanding i t  to turn back around towards earth agaln.
They almost lost i t ,  point ing out into space.

F'|  ,  on the other hand, left  the pad minus one and perhaps two of i ts
opera t ing  t ransponders .  They ,  l i ke  TR13 on G1,  s imp ly  fa i led .
Perhaps the stress of launch got to i t ;  perhaps i t  was defective to begin
with. Whatever the case, i t  was not a 'whole bird'  at any t ime i t
occupied 135 west.

RCA's F2R, over in the eastern sky at 72 west, has some sort of
'heat bui ldup'problem. RCA cal ls F2R an' in orbtt spare'meaning that
i t  is just sort of 'standing by' wait ing to be cal led on for replacement
duty service. l t  may be needed sooner than they would hope since
F1R at 139 west has had some errat ic operating habits even though i t
is a new bird.

The stories now making the rounds relat ing to F3R have to do with
the yet-unexplained down-signal levels found on transponders 2, 6,
10, 14, lB and 22; on F3R. Problems with this transponder set,
attr ibuted to a section of waveguide, are much discussed by people
who are probably only part ial ly tuned in to the 'real story. '  RCA, wisely,
is ignoring al l  ol  this.

The cable industry, however, has been through the problems of
the past and they have 'nervous tummys' whenever transponder or
satel l i te fai lure is brought up. So many dol lars are r iding on the whole
rel iabi l i ty factor of the satel l i tes, they worry alot when they start hear
ing stories such as this. So the smart ones have decided they had
better 'cover their bets'  by st icking some of their excess profi ts into the
rental or ownership of another transponder or two, ' just in case.

Galaxy 1 is the' just in case'bird in many of their minds. That i t  is 1
or more dBs stronger than F3R in many areas, at least on the now
proven even-numbered horizontal transponders, is an added plus.
That means there is that much more signal degradation 'protection'

bui l t  into G1 before the d!:h systems using the G1 feed start having
problems. In addit ion to that, Hughes general ly speaking has a sl ightly
better long-term performance record with their birds than does RCA. A
bett ing man would give a Hughes bird longer to perform than he would
an RCA bird; al l  factors being equal.

What remains unresolved for now is the actual operating status of
the G 1 odd-numbered, horizontal ly polarized, transponders. ls i t  Just a
coincidence that those that are now fired up seem to be down from 1 to
3 dB? ls i t  a fault  ol the upl ink operators, or is i t  a problem with the bird?
lf it turns out that Galaxy 1 does have some sort of real problem with
some (6) or al l  (12) of the horizontal transponders, the 'game plan'for
HBO's 'CBD DBS' at 4 GHz wil l  suffer. Al l  of those great claims for
'strong pictures on 4 or 6 foot dishes' will be thrown into a cocked hat if
we have 3 dB or so differences between the vertical and horizontal
transoonders.

As you do your own inspection of the G1 signals, as the bird
continues to 'load up' over the next 30 to 60 days, we would appreciate
hearing from you. Gett ing a handle on the scope of this problem (i f
there is a oroblem) wil l  be important to al l  of us in the 'CBD era' ahead.
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KLM Electronics has expanded the
phenomenal popqlaritybf the SIry Eye
ry & V receivers by introduclns several
new technologicaliy advanced 
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systems & accessorles deslgned to sadsfu
your exploding consumer need, and
keep KLM on the leading edge of
consumer product development
Your customers already know KLM
quallty, now you can profft from our
complete line of Earth Station receivers,
antennas, & accessories that add con-
venlence, perfonnance and new capabil-
Ities to any installadon. The more cbm-
plete the lnstalladon, the more proflt for
you. KLM has consistantly led the lndus-
try in design and marketability with our
u$que modular product llne. The variety
of receiver price ranges and our uDsrade-
able system design idds unequalieil
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fledbility when tailoring installadons to
individual budget requiiements.
To top it all off, KLM has implemented
a nationwide advertislng campaign spot
lightlng our indlvidual Jompone;ts and
integrated systems thru prehlum clrcu.
lation Trade/Consumer magazines and
newspapers, as well as point-of.purchase
support and sales tools to makC your
merchandising program complet-e.
So stock up, the customers are comlng.

Call your dbtributor or wite us for details.

Hectronics
P.O. Box 816
Morgan Hill, CA 95037




